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SUITE EDUCATION 1540–1940

JESUIT UNIVERSITIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
ST. IGNATIUS, FOUNDER, SOCIETY OF JESUS
Published by the students of Loyola University of Chicago, Illinois, to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the Society of Jesus and the 70th year of the University.
THESE MEN, PRESIDENTS OF ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, HAVE BEEN THE PRIME FACTORS IN THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE COLLEGE. BY THEIR ABILITY AND SELF-SACRIFICING LABORS FOR THE SCHOOL FROM 1870 TO 1908 THEY HAVE MERITED A PLACE IN THE ANNALS OF GREAT EDUCATORS.
THE LAST PRESIDENT OF ST. IGNATIUS HANDED THE BATON OF LEADERSHIP TO THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY AND TO HIS SUCCESSORS. THESE PRESIDENTS, SIX IN ALL, HAVE FOR THIRTY TWO YEARS WORKED FOR LOYOLA IN SUCH WISE AS TO MAKE IT NOT ONLY ONE OF THE LARGEST CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES BUT ALSO ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT EDUCATIONAL FACTORS IN THE MIDDLE WEST.
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ATHLETICS ACTIVITIES
The Reverend Alexander J. Burrowes, S.J., was the first president of Loyola University, and during his administration the first buildings were erected on the Lake Shore Campus. Because of his zeal in promoting the cause of Catholic education, and because of his material and spiritual farsightedness for Loyola, this section dealing with the University of which he was first president has been dedicated to his memory.
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CLASS OF 1940
This year has seen the advent of a new archbishop to Chicago. To a man whose record has so consistently shown him to be wholeheartedly absorbed in the problems of youth and of Catholic education, we, the students of Loyola University, can extend only the most heartfelt welcome. We concur most heartily with the words of Bishop Sheil: "Both by experience and by fine talent of mind and heart he will lead this great Archdiocese of Chicago to new heights of achievement for the glory of God and the salvation of souls." It is most fitting that to Archbishop Samuel A. Stritch we dedicate the 1940 Loyolan.
Father Wilson

When last year the Reverend Samuel Knox Wilson, S.J., president of Loyola University was being interviewed, he remarked, "I have achieved two things at Loyola; I introduced the honors courses and I planted trees." And it is with considerable truth that he has made this remark for the introduction of the Honors courses has been one of the most far reaching steps in education that has been taken at the University. As a leader in progressive education and as an eminent authority in history, Father Wilson has received national recognition. He has received his Ph.D. degree in history from Cambridge University and is the author of a widely used textbook on American history.

His interest in the University has been both scholarly and intensely practical. Like the trees which he has planted and which will grow to maturity only after many years, so will many of his ideas for the expansion of the University be realized in the years to come.

As Father Wilson completes his seventh year as president, the student body cannot but feel proud of him for his outstanding career as a nationally known and respected educator, for his many services to Loyola, and for the progress which Loyola has made under his guidance.

Attending and presiding at commencement ceremonies and holding faculty receptions are but a few of the duties Father Wilson assumes as president. He is in great demand as a speaker, is active in educational groups, and is also of recognized authority as an historian.
THE REVEREND SAMUEL KNOX WILSON, S.J.
President of Loyola University
It is exceedingly difficult for a religious order to handle properly the financial affairs of a large educational institution, such as Loyola. Trained for educational and religious purposes, clerics are not meant to administer affairs in the financial world. Realizing this fact, the previous presidents of the University set about procuring a body that would serve as advisor and administrator of the financial business of the University.

Loyola has been most fortunate in her choice of administrators. She has acquired men for that Council whose personal records in the business world present the answer to Loyola's successful financial condition of today.

The Administrative Council is made up of a general adviser, a legal adviser, and three committees of three members each. These committees are designated as the Finance Committee, the Public Relations Committee, and the Buildings and Grounds Committee.

The first of these committees is particularly active in the supervision of investments. The workings and duties of the latter two are to shape the advertising and public policies of the school, and to advise on major problems connected with Loyola's buildings and other properties. Just as the Academic Council insures proper management and regulation of the educational side of the institution, so the Administrative Council insures the proper handling of the financial end of the school. The whole council meets annually but once, but committee meetings are called more frequently, and the advice of individual members is sought whenever needed by the officers of the University.
The Academic Council had its origin in the University Senate founded in 1928 by the Reverend Robert M. Kelley, S.J., the president at the time. The Council is made up of the regents, deans, and assistant deans of the various branches of the University together with the central registrar and the president. This board serves in an advisory capacity to the president on matters involving the educational policy of two or more branches of the university as a whole.

This organization enables the president to keep in close touch with all the various departments and schools, and to give personal consideration to all problems presented. Too, it provides these educators an opportunity to contact other departments, and to appreciate or advise those departments in their workings.
In 1926, the Graduate School of Loyola University was founded in order to organize and supervise the graduate courses that were being offered at some of the other schools of the university. Although its existence has been limited to fourteen short years, it has, nevertheless, exerted considerable influence in the field of research and scholarship throughout this area. Father Agnew, then President of the University, founded the Graduate School and made the Reverend Austin G. Schmidt, S.J., its first Dean.

At the beginning the Master of Arts degree was offered in Education, Law, Medicine, Psychology, and Sociology, as well as the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Education. Later the graduate degrees in Medicine and Law were discontinued and advanced work in Sociology was replaced by the degree in Social Work. Advanced courses leading to the Master's degree in History, English, Mathematics, Philosophy, French, and Chemistry were placed on the curriculum. Doctoral work in English, Latin, Philosophy, and History was added. This year the first Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry was awarded to Clyde Aubrey Crowley. Fourteen other graduate degrees were also awarded this year at the Midyear Convocation.

When, in 1932, Father Schmidt resigned to take charge of the Loyola University Press, Father Samuel Knox Wilson, S.J., took charge of the school. His tenure of office was for only twelve months, for at the completion of the term he was appointed President of the University. He was succeeded by the Reverend Francis J. Gerst, S.J., the present incumbent.

The school offers five degrees. Since earliest university times the degree of Master of Arts has been the traditional and historical degree. It has been awarded by the universities of Bologna, Salerno, Paris, and Oxford, for over six hundred years. The degree of Master of Science is neither as old nor as traditional as the Arts degree, but it carries much weight and prestige. The
degree of Doctor of Philosophy is, of course, the highest scholastic degree indicating advanced and detailed research work. Every candidate for a doctoral degree is obliged to present in his thesis evidence of having engaged in original research work in the field in which he is being examined. The degree of Master of Education, one of the most popular degrees in Graduate School Work, was introduced to fill the needs of those who felt that they needed an advanced degree but who were unable to devote the time to fulfilling the requirements of the more stringent Arts Curriculum. After the establishment of the honors program in undergraduate work, plans were immediately formulated for continuing Honors work in the Graduate School, culminating in the degree of Master of Arts with Honors. The program has met with considerable success in the several years that it has now been operating.
The Lake Shore Campus of Loyola University comprises both the College of Arts and Sciences and the Day division of the Commerce School. Its site was selected in 1906 by Father Dumbach and the first building, Dumbach Hall, was erected in 1909. Shortly after through the generosity of Michael Cudahy a new building was erected bearing the name of the donor. During the twenties the faculty building and gymnasium were erected and in 1932 the library was donated to the University in memory of Elizabeth Cudahy.
CUDDHY HALL
The home of the College of Arts and Sciences.
The College of Arts and Sciences

The Reverend Joseph S. Reiner, S.J.,
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences from 1923 to 1931 who was instrumental in building the present organization of the college.

The Reverend William A. Finnigan, S.J.,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

The College of Arts and Sciences founded in 1870 under the name of St. Ignatius College moved to its present site of the lake shore in 1922. At present the Lake Shore Campus is composed of eight buildings and has an enrollment of about six hundred students.

The students of this branch of the University display great school spirit lending themselves enthusiastically to the extra-curricular activities of the school. From their numbers come many of the leaders of the University. The students of the North Shore Campus form a majority in the various clubs and in the dramatic and musical organizations. They hold the staff positions on the University publications and provide the eager participation in the intramural and intercollegiate sports.

The Student Council which is the governing body of the campus has sponsored several major events throughout the year, chief among which was Loyalty Week held at the close of the basketball season as a tribute to the team as well as to the other squads representing Loyola University in intercollegiate sports. The unqualified success of this venture has reflected much credit upon the Council.

The Reverend James V. Kelly, S.J.,
Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

The Reverend William E. Sheehan, S.J.,
Assistant professor of History

The Reverend Arthur J. Kelly, S.J.,
Assistant professor of Philosophy

The Reverend John F. McCormick, S.J.,
Professor and chairman of the Department of Philosophy
Mr. Aloysius Hodapp, assistant professor of Economics and Dr. George M. Schmeing, professor and chairman of the Department of Chemistry.

Mr. Richard O'Connor, instructor in Physics and head of the Placement Bureau.

Mr. William J. Millor, S.J., head of the Athletic Board and instructor in Psychology.

Mr. Frank P. Cassaretto, instructor in Chemistry.

The Reverend Edward F. Mahler, S.J., instructor in Religion and Student Council.

The Reverend James Hussey, S.J., instructor in Religion and Student Council.

Father Wilson presides at a meeting of the Academic Council.

Doctor Joseph E. Semrad and Mr. J. Walter Hudson, assistant professors of Biology.

The Reverend William J. Millor, S.J., instructor in the Classics.

Familiar Faculty Faces
UNDERGRADUATES

1. ARTS JUNIORS: Front Row—Dymek, Kowalski, Makowkiewski, Delin, Fukan, Chia, Szolt, Pajkorn, Houlihan, Grant; Second Row—Fox, Riesel, Kiley, Beaufay, Rieger, Kiley, Donnell, O'Shaughnessy, Keating, Stokowski, McFadyen; Rear Row—Wynne, Harr, Rye, Vicini, Stokowski, Peck, Mccreary, Wynn, Hennessy, Revers, Stuck, Schiavone, Griffin, Kiley, Goodwillie, Kepner, Crewker, McCoy.


UNDERGRADUATES


Student government at Loyola as represented by the student council shows the error of his way, in refusing to wear the green cap. A small fine for the first offense, suspension for the second is the rule.

Many members of the faculty are working on advanced degree. Russell Koppa of the Chemistry department is shown as he receives his Master's hood at the Midyear Convocation.

The June Convocation means the end of four years' work for the undergraduates. An impressive spectacle, it never fails to make one appreciate the solemnity of the occasion.
The Reverend John B. Furay, S. J.
President of Loyola University under whose administration the School of Medicine was established in 1915.

The Loyola University School of Medicine became an integral part of Loyola University in 1915 upon purchase by the University of Bennett Medical College which had been established in 1858. In order to better meet the trends in medical education then being advocated by the American Medical Association, the University in 1917 acquired the purchase of Chicago College of Medicine and Surgery.

The physical facilities were improved and teaching in the basic sciences was given over to full time faculty personnel, each member of which is specialized in his particular field. Loyola University School of Medicine is an approved School of the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical Association and is a member of the Association of American Medical Colleges.

Preclinical or fundamental studies are conducted in the laboratory building at 706 South Wolcott Avenue, equipped with library, museums, laboratories and offices of administration for the teaching staff. Clinical studies are conducted mainly at Mercy Hospital, Cook County Hospital, and in the affiliated and public hospitals. The teaching in Mercy Hospital is under direct control of the closed staff, all members of the faculty of Loyola University School of Medicine. In the affiliated institutions teach-
With the aid of Mr. Zingrone, Clinical Associate in Roentgenology, Dr. Voris examines a patient while Art Wise and Ed Galapeaux look on.

John Conlon and Art Wise examine a young patient in the clinical department while Miss Sheridan, Director of Mercy at the Loyola Clinic looks on.

The medical and educational policies of these institutions are vested in the School of Medicine. The administration of the departments within the hospital are the responsibility of the Chairmen of the corresponding departments of the School of Medicine.

In training properly qualified applicants for the practice of Medicine, Loyola University School of Medicine strives to retain the intellectual atmosphere that is contributive to the preservation of faith and morals by remaining dominantly Catholic in spirit. Personal attention is given by the faculty to students in regard to their scholarship, character, habits of work, rest and recreation.
Doctor Wilbur R. Tweedy, professor and head of the Department of Physiological Chemistry

Dr. Jacob M. Essenberg, associate professor of Anatomy

Dr. Stewart Craig Thomson, associate in Anatomy

Dr. John B. O'Donoghue, clinical professor of surgery

Dr. Peter A. Nelson, clinical instructor in the Division of Urology

Dr. Anthony A. Pearson, associate in Anatomy

Dr. Harold C. Voris, clinical professor of Surgery

Dr. Jacob P. Greenhall, clinical professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Dr. Reuben M. Strong, professor and head of the Department of Anatomy

School of Medicine Faculty
Medical Life

The curriculum is designed to realize the objectives of the School of Medicine in conformity with the latest trends in Medical education. The program of studies attempts to provide an undergraduate plan of instruction which will insure the highest measure of clinical contacts and so fit the student for the general practice of Medicine. At the same time it is sufficiently specialized to enable properly qualified students to lay the foundation for practice in Medical specialties.

The Dean of the School of Medicine is Dr. Louis David Moorhead, M.S., M.D., K.S.G., who is one of the foremost surgeons in the middle west. Dr. Moorhead is an outstanding Catholic layman, whose services to the Catholic ideals of medical education have brought him Papal knighthood and a decoration from the King of Italy.

The activities at the School of Medicine are largely restricted to technical fields. The three honorary fraternities, the Moorhead Surgical Seminar, the Volini Medical Society, and Lambda Rho, spend most of their time as a group in hearing papers on various fields.

The school is not without its social events. Both major fraternities have several dances throughout the year, which are well attended as are also the all-University dances sponsored by the Union.

The School of Medicine places special emphasis on close contact between the faculty and the students. With such exhibits as the cross sectional slides (picture two) and the model demonstrations (pictures one and three) in conjunction with instruction, the student has every opportunity to learn.
The School of Law enjoys the distinction of being the first of many successful professional schools to become attached to the University. In 1908 the Alumni of Old Saint Ignatius College fostered the founding of the Lincoln College of Law. Shortly afterwards the school was accepted as an integral portion of Loyola University.

The first Dean of the Law School was the late William Dillon, a graduate of Catholic University and King’s Inn, Dublin, and the Middle Temple, London. He continued as Dean till 1915 when he retired to private practice.

Under Dean McMahon, who held the administrative power from 1915 till 1925, the Law School inaugurated a three-year day division and a four-year evening division course of study. This is the same course that is offered today.

The law school curriculum is subject to three divisions: contract, non-contract and property law. The first year student is introduced to the study of common law pleading, criminal law, real and personal property, torts and contract law. From matriculation to graduation the student follows a rigorous schedule that becomes more and more specialized.

Contrary to popular belief, the Law School does not have for its aim the preparation of students for the bar examination in the student’s particular state. Instead of this the student has outlined for him at the inception of his course of study a plan by which he will learn the nature and fundamentals of the law the inference being that if he concludes his studies successfully, he will be in a position to pass the bar examinations of the several states. One of the bases of this plan is the common knowledge that the field of law is not a static one but rather one that is constantly
changing and growing. The student must prepare for the tremendous amount of research that will be demanded of him after he leaves the classroom for good. So during the years in school he is expected to inform himself concerning the mechanics of using the various digests and annotated series that go to form the backlog of the school’s library.

To aid him in becoming thoroughly conversant with these important steps, students are handed definite library assignments and are encouraged to compete among themselves in mock court trials. The purpose here of course is to give to all a foretaste of what will make up his life after graduation. So a thorough knowledge of the library and a deft facility with legal bibliographies is considered by the faculty as mandatory to the proper pursuance of the study of law.

At the present time the School of Law grants either a Bachelor of Laws degree, or a Doctor of Jurisprudence. The Bachelor degree demands less pre-legal training but consists of the same courses as the Doctor of Jurisprudence.
NIGHT LAW JUNIORS.  First Row—Maguire, Bland, Nelson, Carney; Sanders, Berman; Middle Row—Ballard, Downing, Kelly, Barnett, Murray, Calihan; Rear Row—Braun, Moss, Lowe, Kavanaugh, Brennan, Paul.

NIGHT LAW SOPHOMORES.  First Row—Anderson, Sinnott, Helmer, Valentine, Hanich; Middle Row—Willis, Kerchner, Moss, Hohl, Wadden, Peizerstadt, Kosame; Rear Row—Dambe, Harris, Zimmerman, Scales, Kelly, White, Helberg, Schorb.


NIGHT LAW FRESHMEN.  First Row—Walsh, Gannon, Stetson, Killick, Michaud, Fieheko, Duffy; Middle Row—O'Roarke, Duhme, McKeehan, Watts, B灵敏, Morrissey; McCarthy; Rear Row—O'Connor, Lithall, Love, True, Bennett, Boyle, Dever.
Law Faculty

Joseph F. Edward
professor of Law

John C. Hayes
instructor in Law

Barnard M. Fitzgerald
instructor in Law

Edward A. Rihai
instructor in Law

James A. S. Howell
assistant professor of Law

Hon. John V. McCormick
professor of Law
Realizing the need of providing courses to study business conditions and methods, the School of Commerce was founded in 1924. Since that time it has steadily increased in size and prestige until now it has gained a notable reputation throughout this section.

A Bachelor of Science in Commerce degree is offered by this department, which requires two years of preparatory work, followed by two more years of specialized study. Besides these courses leading to a college degree, extensive classes are held in preparation for the Certified Public Accountant Examinations. The reputation for this course is well known in the Middle West and was climaxed when Russell W. Laxon, a graduate, won highest honors in the State of Illinois Examinations, having his paper chosen as the best in the United States. The degree of Master of Business Administration is also awarded on completing the fifth year of study.

In 1935 the Commerce School was split up into two divisions, the original remaining on the downtown campus, and a new branch being formed in the Lake Shore division. Now students may enjoy all the ordinary atmosphere of college life on the Arts Campus and yet pursue a business curriculum.

Each individual school has its own activities. In the downtown school the main organization is the Sigma Lambda Beta fraternity. This provides occasional programs of interest and has an active roster of graduates as well as the students themselves. On the Arts and Science campus, the activities run somewhat differently and consist of the Finance Club under Mr. Foy and the Economic Seminar under Dr. Mogilnitsky. Both hold periodic meetings and discuss current developments in the business world.

New courses are continually being added to the curriculum to keep the standards of this school high in the esteem of business educators. The faculty is also undergoing constant revision, for just this year Mr. George Lane, one of the oldest members of the faculty was transferred to the North Side School to teach business law.
The Reverend Eneas B. Goodwin, professor and chairman of the Department of Economics and Business Administration.

Bernard W. Zimmerman, lecturer on Organization and Marketing.

Doctor Theodosi A. Mogilnitsky, instructor in Economics and Business Administration.

Walter A. Fox, instructor in Economics and Business Administration.

Charles J. LaFond, assistant Bursar.

The office of the Lake Shore Commerce School. The other division of the Commerce School is located downtown in the 28 North Franklin Building.
UNDERGRADUATES


4. COMMERCE. Front Row — Klein, Grant, Mary, Cline, Sheets, Carr, Kane. Middle Row — Kelly, Fitzgerald, Hoey, Carey, Davy, Jennings, Duffy. Rear Row — Tazols, Wedder, McKibbin, Quilty, Cleary, Delaney, Shanahan, Condit.

3. COMMERCE, Front Row—Hebling, Asper, Kurek, Zeller, Heeger; Middle Row—Lamback, Ryan, Kennedy, Winkel, Kuehn; Rear Row—Knauper, O'Toole, Schmidtmann, Kennedy, Dammann, Lopscott, Mandel.

4. COMMERCE, Front Row—Barke, Bier, Catherice, Rood, Hammond, Cusick, Preus; Middle Row—Hartmann, Roerick, Fitzpatrick, Skoak, Stimpson, Kickert, Holke, Lindahl; Rear Row—Reid, Prendergast, Driscoll, Howell, Burns, Silver, Peirce, Windker.

5. COMMERCE, Front Row—Duffy, Lookbea, Hassel, Grandpre, McCarthy, Hickman, Conley; Middle Row—Branham, Kreer, McKibbin, Lecman, Lindsey, Lindsey, Doutney.

Since going to night school seems to be a modern adventure in education, it will be surprising to know that Loyola’s University College has been in existence since 1914.

It was established for the convenience of those who are not able to attend class during the day, but who are willing to sacrifice part of their evenings for education. In this way they are not neglected because of their handicap and may continue in their pursuit of learning.

This branch of the University offers a curriculum leading to the baccalaureate degrees. The members of the faculty teaching in this division of the University are, with but a few exceptions, also teaching on the North Side campus. Apart from this, it functions as a separate group, having its own dean, Father Egan. Moreover, this school operates under a different semestral system, in that the year consists of three quarters, which is equivalent to three semesters work. In this way more material is covered and in a more concentrated fashion.
Due to the busy life of its students, the University College does not have the great diversity of activities which the Lake Shore Campus has. The Loyola Service Guild is a social organization which sponsors lectures and gives parties for the benefit of the poor. The Della Strada Sodality provides the students with a spiritual environment and climaxes its activities in an annual retreat. The Alumnae Association of the College yearly takes means to enlarge its scholarship fund.

The entrance to the Downtown College.
UNDERGRADUATES

1. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Dempsey, Luccket, Bogdziewicz, Ryan, Brown, Kennedy, O'Shea, Riordan; Middle Row—Carroll, Lenert, Barron, Thoner, Zemlicka, McCormick, James; Rear Row—Walton, Javara, Recht, Franklin, Cogley, Jewett, Kazan, Damko, Vannucci.

2. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Reid, McBride, Carlson, Springer, Bonab, Zwiefke, McIlwrick, James; Middle Row—Davidson, Fox, Kelly, Hayes, Veatch, Fassier, Payey; Rear Row—Teasdale, Welba, Martin, Feeny, Corcoran, Spald, Curtin, Durham.

3. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Coleman, Lenz, Kehoe, Vannucci, Wilson, Lischalk; Middle Row—Hurtaibhne, Neimot, Mccann, Petralta, Carlson, Paluszek, Chylak, Konopka; Rear Row—Tatry, Ocon, Such, Lenneke, Mungis, Stannard, Czech, Chudik, Stack.

4. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Perry, Bevran, Gluck, Fitzgerald, Butler, Wickman, Mahler, Wutzmeyer; Middle Row—Duran, Rempe, Bailey, Baumann, Homer, Conder, Grochold, Rear Row—Noble, Murphy, McEligott, Sullivan, Sayre, Knoll, Witkin, Swan, Tonn.

5. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Sullivan, Dehance, White, Feeley, Jennings, Radell, Reel, Jones; Middle Row—Shannahon, Flynn, Doyle, Simmons, Cuduto, Dunphy, Oakes, Sugg, Matina, Rear Row—DeNee, McDonald, McCull, Hahm, Koleski, Stewart, Love, Mason, Holland, McCarthy.

6. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Lapp, Doyle, Johnson, McNally, Saunders, Crowe; Middle Row—McHigh, Reynolds, Jennings, Rustam, Harn, Tatge; Rear Row—Armian, Durin, Daley, McGuire, Hurley,_rho, Cohn.
3. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Vaughan, Goeller, Solofeck, Greynaza, De Mee, Rickett, Pressa; Second Row—Truax, Preib, Byrne, Clifford, Boyd, Bona, Harris; Rear Row—Shelby, Larson, Baskett, Hoefling, Golden, Kieck, Molloy, Byrne.

4. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Kelly, Noble, Leahy, Dawson, Stanton, McEnery; Middle Row—Antonio, Destrom, Thornton, Zion, Lynch; Rear Row—Thorpe, Polichopek, Steשם.

5. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Derby, Gast, Murphy, Masalone, Delaney, O'Connell, Johnson, O'Brien, Flynn; Middle Row—Boger, Fitzpatrick, Sexton, Cagney, Kalnaskas, Edson, Grady, O'Neill; Rear Row—Cran, Toror, Carroll, Bin, Murray, McGowan, Walsh, Christian, Miller, Koch.

6. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—O'Gorman, Feenihan, Cozens, Keenan, Ghoriskey; Middle Row—Sayre, Langston, Geraty, Carey, Fitzgerald, Becner; Rear Row—Van Beverly, Collins, Cox, Dibion, King, Black.


8. UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. Front Row—Vorick, Hill, Dussell, Hausman, Dostal, Stelma; Rear Row—Bowler, Stewart, Melin, O'Connor, Hanna, DiLeon, Master, Bowler.
West Baden

THE REVEREND ALLAN P. FARRELL, S.J.
first Dean of West Baden College
was appointed in 1934

West Baden College, once the world famed West-Baden Springs Hotel, is the philosophical seminary of the Chicago Province of the Society of Jesus. It is academically a unit of Loyola University. Here the young men engaged in the long course of Jesuit training preparatory to their future work in education and the sacred ministry devote three years to a uniquely thorough course of philosophy.

Philosophy is the major intellectual diet of the young Jesuits at West Baden. Further cultural and scientific studies also contribute, however, to a thorough preparation for the varied duties of the Jesuit. History, English, Latin and Greek, Mathematics, Economics, Pedagogy, Sacred Oratory, and a course in the Natural Sciences from the viewpoint of contact with philosophy thus find place in the curriculum offered.

The energy and varied interests of the young clerics has led during the year to many further activities of an academic nature. Chief among these is the Sodality. Aimed specifically at future work in directing Sodality activity, the West Baden unit devoted itself throughout the scholastic year to study and practice in five major fields. The Literature Group dealt with the problems of directing a successful study unit in Catholic literature for high school boys. Knowledge of the missions through fact and story was the interesting object of the Mission Group’s endeavor.

Catholic journalism was studied from various angles by the Fourth Estate, which also began this year to provide a weekly column of Catholic information and comment called “Talking It Over” in the local paper and in that of a neighboring town. The Social Action unit studied the Pope’s plans for social reconstruction, while the Catholic Evidence Guild section busied itself with various forms of round-table discussion, informal dialogue, map talks, and narration of experience with non-Catholics in its efforts to equip its members with essential Catholic facts and the most interesting ways of presenting them to persons spiritually less fortunate.
A winter view of West Baden College taken by Mr. Schmieders, S.J., Theologian at West Baden College.

Dramatics, with its valuable experience and cultural benefits, also found place in the crowded program of the young Jesuits. On November 24, Mr. Robert Pingstock, S.J., and the cast working under his direction produced Henry IV, Part I, with highly commendable artistic skill. The Shrove Monday play, directed by Mr. Walter Farrell, S.J., was the tensely dramatic Old Wang of Henri Gheon.
FIRST YEAR PHILOSOPHY.
Seated—O’Kane, Downey, Walsh, Owens, Summer, Schmidt; Standing—Larch, Quinter, Smith, Lefort, Cornillie, McNerney, Wilshacker, Williams, Follen.

SECOND YEAR PHILOSOPHY.
First Row—Hughes, Henry, Gibbons, Farrell, O’Kelly, Liska, Roman, Lough; Second Row—Marion, Harnack, Mattat, Knepley, Hachem, Forschweiler, Becker; Third Row—Kelcher, O’Neill, Burke, R. E., Hartmann, Milunas, Schuchert, Woods, Mentag; Rear Row—Harden, Pingstock, Martin, Stegman, Blanchard, Finan, Purcell, Dunn, Weltin.

ORCHESTRA. Standing—Burke, E. W., Schuchert, Pingstock, Sullivan, McKeeheen; Seated—Peters, Mentag, Downey, Shanley, Conrath, Schmidt, Rosenfelder, Cornillie, Martin, Williams, Roman.

THIRD YEAR PHILOSOPHY.
First Row—Rosenfelder, McNerney, Williams, Rowland, Peterman, Downe; Second Row—Pollard, McKeeheen, Schuchert, Vaughan, Burke, E. W., Shander; Rear Row—Wenkel, Blaney, Schuber, Hecht, Conroy, Conrath.

During the past four centuries, the Jesuits have known fame for their zeal in teaching Christian principles to young people who have had to take their places in a world that has sorely needed such principles. With no less zeal have they at Loyola University sought to impart to social workers these same Christian fundamentals without which there can be no adequate service to the needy poor.

In 1914, the late Reverend Frederic Siedenburg, S.J., organized the Department of Sociology, for the express purpose of introducing into Catholic colleges a sociology founded on Christian principles. Since that time, a separate professional school of social work has developed under the deanship of the Reverend Elmer A. Barton, S.J. In keeping with the Jesuit ideals, it teaches not only the necessary professional theory and practice, but it also imparts the fundamental principles of philosophy and ethics. It is today, one of thirty-eight schools comprising the American Association of Schools of Social Work and is the oldest of the six Catholic schools of its kind in the country.

With the development of governmental programs has come expansion in the public welfare courses. The inclusion of House-
ing, Health Insurance, and State Action for Children are indicative of the attempt to meet changing needs. The most significant addition of the year was the introduction of a sequence in medical social work under the direction of Miss Aileen McBrien, M.A., at Mercy Hospital.

An innovation in 1939 was the monthly Forum sponsored by the Dean, the Reverend Elmer A. Barton, S.J. An occasion was thus provided for the students and their guests to participate in lively discussions of important welfare topics of the moment. Socialized medicine, unions for professionals, the functions of private agencies, categorical assistance, and merit systems were but a few of the subjects that aroused serious debate.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK. First Row—Bredlan, Deek, Brimstin, Reardon; Second Row—Sprafka, Wilkins, Rowan, Listman, Jaszczak; Third Row—Carnes, Weinigman, Feudy, Marenik; Fourth Row—Davis, Jesiek, Karpen, Aries, Mullen, Egan; Fifth Row—Trusky, Loedler, Jones, Harris, Listman.

First Row—Clough, Loedler, Jesiek, Krasnienski, Rago, Ginsberg; Second Row—Karpen, Listman, Harris, Ferguson, Beden, Chevy; Third Row—Straiton, Lotman, Aries, Bell, Pyles, Iversky; Fourth Row—Davis, Powell, Back, O’Connor, Darby, Biraj; Fifth Row—Lynch, Martin, Mullen, Reardon, Wilkins, Marcinik; Sixth Row—Brimstin, Pavlik, Bredlan, Carnes, Jaszczak.
Schools of Nursing
The Reverend Terence H. Ahearn, S.J. who was appointed in 1935 as the first Dean of the Consolidated Loyola University School of Nursing.

Sister Helen Jarrell, R.N., A.M. Directress of the Loyola University School of Nursing.

Emphasis on religion is the distinguishing characteristic of the Loyola University Nursing Schools.
Under Father Ahearn the hospitals affiliated with Loyola were consolidated into a school with a united curriculum. Under this setup, the educational policy as well as the administrative function is vested in the president of the University. Each school is governed by a council composed of the directress, a regent and two members from the hospital staff. They are supervised by the Administrative Board which consists of the various directresses of the hospitals. Through them comes the policy of the various units to be ratified by the president.

Leonie See, president of the senior class at the St. Bernard School of Nursing.

Winona Schmidt, president of the senior class at St. Elizabeth’s School of Nursing.

Rose Mastrenardi, president of the senior class at the Columbus School of Nursing.

Marjory Moser, president of the senior class at the St. Anne’s School of Nursing.

Clara Pembroke, president of the senior class of the Oak Park School of Nursing.

Rose Mary Keil, president of the senior class at the St. Francis’ School of Nursing.
St. Bernard’s Hospital
St. Anne’s Hospital
St. Francis’ Hospital
St. Bernard's School of Nursing

In 1903, St. Bernard's Hospital was founded by the Religious Hospitalers of St. Joseph, an order of Canadian Nuns. The School of Nursing offers a complete and intensive course in nursing education. The nurses' residence is one of the best equipped and newest in the city. Provision is made for each nurse to have a private room, completely and attractively furnished. The building contains a chapel, library, spacious auditorium, classrooms, and laboratories of the highest quality.

The spiritual program consists of an annual three day retreat for each class, active participation in the sodality and attendance at lectures and conferences throughout the year.

Socially the nurses participate in quite a variety of activities. The freshman welcome party and the senior ball are probably the two outstanding social affairs. Besides these two, plays, motion pictures, dances, picnics, and sleigh ride parties, fill the nurses' program. The concluding event of the year is the senior picnic at which they are the guests of the Alumnae Association.
St. Elizabeth’s School of Nursing

St. Elizabeth’s Hospital was founded in 1886 by the Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ. In 1914 the nursing school was founded and when, in 1920, the new hospital was erected it became affiliated with the university.

Particular emphasis is placed upon religious activities at St. Elizabeth’s. The annual three day retreat is the most important of these, although the coronation of the Blessed Virgin in May, and the singing of Christmas carols are also outstanding events in their religious life.

Socially the nurses also engage in a considerable variety of affairs. The annual initiation of freshmen nurses culminating in the Halloween “weenie” roast, the Christmas party with the presenting of gifts and the singing of carols, and the Senior ball all aid in filling their social calendar.

With the Senior ball, most of the social activities of the year terminate. Graduation is the final step for the seniors; advancement for the underclassmen is their goal. Both of these aims have been brought about by the happy combination of work and play throughout the school year.
Columbus
School of Nursing

Founded in 1905 by Blessed Mother Frances Cabrini, Columbus Hospital is not only a medical centre but also possesses a highly accredited nursing school. Maintained by the Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart, it provides the regular three-year course in nursing. During this time the student is given both theoretical and practical work in the department of obstetrics, gynecology, medicine, pediatrics, orthopedics, diet therapy and emergency work.

The hospital is fortuitously located across from Lincoln Park. This proximity affords the nurses ample opportunity to indulge in nearby recreational facilities. In the summer there is swimming, picnicking in fall and spring, and ice-skating in the winter.

The Sodality of Mary, because of its religious significance is the most important nursing organization. Under the leadership of the Sodality, the Nurses maintain the annual custom of singing Christmas carols on the eve of the feast, and the distributing of holly to the patients. The coronation of the Blessed Virgin in May is the most beautiful event of the year.
St. Anne's

School of Nursing

St. Anne's Hospital, originally organized as an auxiliary to St. Elizabeth's Hospital to care for tuberculosis patients, was chartered as a separate unit in 1908. The nursing school was opened in 1913.

This year has seen a new superintendent of nurses, Sister M. Willia who took office July 16, 1939. This year Sister Willia organized a Parent-Nurses association which has already been successful; one of their recent purchases for the nurses has been a sixteen millimeter movie projector equipped with sound. An orchestra was also organized this year by Miss Lindsay, assistant superintendent.

The Senior class held their annual dance at the Morrison in November and a Skirt and Sweater Hop at Columbus Park Hall before Lent. The Junior class also held their social affairs including a Hallowe'en party at the school and a "Professional Swing" at the Colonial Club in Oak Park.

The preliminary class were raised to the dignity of Freshmen at the capping ceremonies on December 21 after which all classes were entertained at a Christmas party sponsored by the Parent-Nurses Association.
Oak Park
School of Nursing

In 1917 the Oak Park School of Nursing under the direction of the Sisters of Misericorde became affiliated with Loyola and in 1933 it became one of its nursing units.

The round of activities at the school is well organized and quite complete. In September the new group of twenty-five pre-clinical students entertained the upper classmen and graduates at a traditional evening gathering. The October dance proved to be a successful affair both financially and socially.

In December the Glee Club under the direction of Mrs. John Conway presented an operetta followed by the Dramatic Club’s presentation of a Christmas Play. The Christmas party itself and the singing of carols, both traditional activities closed the year.

The three day retreat in March conducted by the Reverend Henry J. Walsh was an important spiritual function. The final school dance was given by the Seniors on April 1st, and the social climax of the year was attained by the University’s Senior Ball held in May.
St. Francis School of Nursing

The St. Francis School of Nursing is the northernmost of the Loyola affiliated units. It has a bed capacity of 320 and is attended by a medical staff of seventy-six members and a visiting staff of about fifty other doctors. The Nurses’ Residence has a spacious lounge and reception rooms, together with a solarium on each floor. The educational unit consists of a large lecture room, demonstration room, and laboratories for dietetics and the biological sciences.

The social activities are varied with each group holding its own significant and memorable events. The Freshmen are welcomed at an outdoor party in September. The capping and candle lighting ceremony takes place four months after their admission to the school. The Junior and Senior groups hold a number of parties throughout the year, but the crowning social effort is the annual spring formal which is in effect a farewell gesture of the seniors to their fellow students and their school. The spiritual exercises consist of an annual retreat, membership in the Sodality and the crowning of the Blessed Virgin by a student selected May Queen.

SISTER M. GERTRUDUS, R.N.
Directress of the S. Francis School of Nursing.
Careful preparation of all antisep-tics is one of the first duties which a student nurse must learn.

An ample supply of sterile bandages must always be on hand so a few nurses are always assigned the duty of helping prepare them.

Dissecting cats in biology provides the nurses with a knowledge of vertebrate anatomy.

Keeping records on the progress of the patients to assist the doctor’s daily diagnosis is extremely important.

Preparing meals comes primarily under the head of nursing education and more particularly under the head of dietetics.

Theoretic anatomy classes are part of the regular curriculum leading to the Registered Nurse degree.

The nurses also eat occasionally; this picture was snapped of two of them receiving their trays.

Prayer and religious instruction is an integral part of the curriculum in the Loyola University School of Nursing.
Class of 1940
Loyola’s Pride for Seventy Years

Upon no other foundation than its graduates does the true reputation of any University depend. Loyola University can be no exception to this rule and as a consequence it looks to those men who are working in all the varied fields of activity in the world to reflect credit upon their teachers. From the first graduate of Saint Ignatius College, almost seventy years ago, to the present class of 1940, there have been many who reflected only good. They have proved a credit to their Catholic training holding high the ideals in which they have been instructed. It is to produce this type of Catholic leadership that Loyola exists. That it has produced such leadership is her justification of existence.

Loyola’s graduates have been leaders. Many well-known men have been the products of the Jesuit training either at old Saint Ignatius or at the present university. They have fulfilled that function for which the Jesuits have ever striven, namely: providing the modern world with Catholic leadership. But yet these outstanding leaders are necessarily but a fraction of the army of graduates. It is to that great majority of men and women who have founded Catholic homes, who have maintained the Catholic ideal by their example, that Loyola has looked and will continue to look as the exemplars of its purpose. The great leaders lack a certain reality that lessens the effect of their example: those who lead the daily life of the ordinary man have far greater opportunities to aid in the personal sanctification of their neighbors.

This volume has been dedicated throughout to those Jesuits who have been concerned with the founding of the various schools of the University or who have by their efforts given an impetus to some branch of school activities. But their work means absolutely nothing without the cooperation of those whom they have instructed. The cavalcade of Catholic youth which reaches back through seventy years of Chicago’s history are the crucial test of Jesuit training: they are the ones who will try in the fires of the world the temper of their education. That some will fall by the wayside is regrettable but not unexpected; but that most will remain true to the ideals which have been inculcated in them—that is not only desired but it is positively necessary. No wonder that at the bottom of the “Loyolan’s Code of Honor” are placed these words, “Loyola’s greatest pride must be her graduates.”
Within but a few short weeks after the publication of this volume the Seniors whose names are listed in the succeeding pages will join that ever-increasing army of Loyola alumni. For most of them it turns the last page on one of the major chapters of their life. From this point on, they enter other spheres of influence of which their long period of preparation has been in anticipation. A school is but an artificial world at best, but it does reproduce in a minia way many of the difficulties which the graduate will later face in a more stern reality. Most of the campus leaders will continue their career of leadership into later life.

It is to the Seniors that the lot falls of guiding the destinies of the student body through that form of student government which has been set up. The head of the Loyola Union is faced with this problem and for this reason this position is the most responsible and honored elective office in the university. Emanuel Wilhelm, Medical School Senior, has discharged his duties as Union head throughout the year creditably and successfully. Fred L. Brandstrader, as President of the Bar Association, had the direction of the Law School's governing body in his charge. Martin O'Shanghnessy has been faced with the task of coordinating the activities of the Student Council of the Lake Shore Campus.

The heads of the Senior Classes on the various campuses are men who have been considered by their fellow classmates as having executive ability, and an active interest in the welfare of the school and of their class. They not only represent their class in the councils of the student governing body but they also assume additional responsibility for the success of the various social functions which their class undertakes. On the Arts Campus this year the Senior Class was headed by John Devaney who capably fulfilled the requirements of his office, while Edward Galapeaux at the Medical School was chosen by his classmates to represent them. The Presidency of Blue Key was held by John O'Connor of the Law School.

If this class continues in the promise it has shown then truly "Loyola's pride will be in her graduates."

Emanuel Wilhelm, President of the Loyola Union.
Martin O'Shanghnessy, President of the Arts Council.
Fred L. Brandstrader, President of the Junior Bar Association.

Edward Galapeaux, President of the Medical School Senior Class.
John Devaney, President of the Arts Senior Class.
John O'Connor, President of Blue Key.
CHARLES EDWARD APDL, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 4X; entered from John Carroll University and Catholic Latin; Loyola Medical Society; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; Cleveland, Ohio.

MARY CARROLL ANDERSON, Registered Nurse; entered from DeSmet High School; Duluth, Minnesota.

RAYMOND OTTO BAILEY, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Indiana University, East College and Valparaiso University; Gary, Indiana.

JOHN WILLIAM BARRY, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; 9X; AP; entered from DePaul Academy; Honorary Medical Seminar; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; 3, 4; Loyola Medical Society; 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET BASSIL, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; 4X; AP; entered from State Teachers College and Crusell High School; Crusell, Arkansas.

WILLIAM J. BARRETT, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from St. Ignatius High School; Monogram Club; Sociology 3, 4; Cadet Debating 1, 2; Debating Society 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Thomas More Club 2, 3, 4; Economic Seminar 4; Finance Club 4; Chicago, Illinois.

WESLEY OGDEN ALLEN, Th.B., Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Northern Baptist Theological Seminary and Carl Schurz High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MBA G. BATEMAN, Registered Nurse; entered from Maine Township High School; Des Plaines, Illinois.

HARRY L. BARTON, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 11X; AP; entered from Crane Junior College, and Lewis Institute; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; Manistee, Michigan.

JOHN G. BEALL, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 4X; AP; entered from Michigan Central State College, and Grand Rapids Junior College; Blue Key; Honorary Medical Seminar; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; Loyola Medical Society; Sophomore Class President; Elmira, Illinois.

HUGH BERNARD, Bachelor of Science; entered from College Municipal de Almeida (Savara), July; Sociology 3, 4; German Club 3, President 4; Highwood, Illinois.

WALTER G. BUCHER, S.J., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Northwestern University, Xavier University, and St. Mel High School; Sociology 3, 4; Secretary 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Charles Casimir BENZ, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 11X; AP; entered from New York University; Honorary Medical Seminar; Moorhead Surgical Society; Loyola Medical Society; Interfraternity Council; New York City, New York.

SISTER MARY BERNARDO, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Frances Hospital; Chicago, Illinois.

FREDERICK BERNSTEIN, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 4X; AP; entered from Lewis Institute and John Marshall High School; Chicago, Illinois.

SISTER MARY CLEMENTINE BISH, A.D.; P.E.S., Registered Nurse; entered from St. Joseph Academy; Columbia, Peru.

SISTER MARY CLEMENS, Nurse; entered from College of Saint Teresa and Merrill High School, Merrill, Wisconsin.

JOHN LUGGER BLANCHARD, S.J., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University; Sociology 3, 4; Glee Club 3, 4; Toledo, Ohio.

KATHRYN BOWER, Registered Nurse; entered from Flower High School; Chicago, Illinois.

SISTER MARY EDMUND, Nurse; entered from Holy Hill Convent, St. Francis Convent, and Chicago, Illinois.

MILDRED ANN BROMA, B.S., Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Mercy Hospital, Nursing School and Lincoln High School; Chicago, Illinois.

THOMAS EUGENE BROWN, Bachelor of Philosophy; AP; entered from Loyola Academy; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Intramurals 2, 3, 4; Loyola 4, Loyola News 4, Chicago, Illinois.

CHARLES LEWRETT ROONE, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; 4X; entered from Loyola University and Carl Schurz High School; Chicago, Illinois.

DONALD JAMES BURD, Certificate in Medicine; AP; entered from St. John's College; Joliet Catholic High School; Joliet, Illinois.

Clementino BOTTINO, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; entered from City College, New York, Florida, Columbia, and De Witt Clinton High School; New York City, New York.

FRED LUCAS BRANDT, A.B., Doctor of Jurisprudence; AP; BAP; Blue Key; entered from St. Ignatius; Brandis Competition 2, 3, Winner 4; Loyola Bar Association 2, President 4, Argus Court 4; Chicago, Illinois.

RAYMOND OTOO BAILEY, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Indiana University, East College and Valparaiso University; Gary, Indiana.

JACK LYNX BOYD, Certificate in Medicine; 111X; AP; entered from Grand Rapids Junior College, Calvin College and Cretin High School; Loyola Medical Society; Grand Rapids, Michigan.

JULIUS WILLIAM BREIT, Bachelor of Science; entered from Loyola Academy; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain Guild 4; Chemistry Club 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.
Harriet Marie Dominick, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Louis Academy; Chicago, Illinois.

Trefa Jean Dossiwicz, Registered Nurse; entered from Carl Schurz High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Mary Ruth Davy, Registered Nurse; entered from Evanston Township High School; Loyola Union; Chicago, Illinois.

Blanche Elizabeth Dahinter, Registered Nurse; entered from East De Pere High School; De Pere, Wisconsin.

Edward Henry Dole, Jr., B.S., Certificate in Medicine; Allied; Illinois; Honorary; Medical Society; Brookline Surgical Society; Valmni Medical Society; entered from University of Notre Dame; La Porte High School; La Porte, Indiana.

Harry Peter Davlantes, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from St. Thomas Local Club; Miami, Ohio; Chicago, 2, 3; Finance Club 3; Economic Seminar 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Steven Robert DeMeyer, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; Illini; Blue Key; Honorary; Medical Society; Heidelberg Surgical Society; Chilcago, Illinois.

Peter Anthony DiFrancesca Jr., Bachelor of Science; entered from Providence Township High School; Biology Seminar 2, 3, 4; College Park, Illinois.

William Edward Dixon, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from St. Vaters College and Leo High School; Chicago, Illinois.

James Robert Dolan, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; A.A.; Ill; Illinois; Honorary; Medical Society; Heidelberg; St. Thomas More Club 3; Chicago, Illinois.

Loretta Marie Doxterville, Registered Nurse; entered from Queen's College; Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Lillian Marie Dorn, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Catherine's College and Villa Santa Scholastica; Duluth, Minnesota.

Irene Marie Dow, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Joseph's High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Della Marie Dowak, Registered Nurse; entered from Rock County Normal; and Tony High School; Winnetka, Illinois.

Virginia Pauline Easby, Registered Nurse; entered from Wright Junior College and Washburn High School; Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Michael Edward Dunn, B.A., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Jackson Junior College Xavier University and St. Mary High School; Sociology 3, 4; Oce Club 3; Jack- son, Michigan.

Milton Effron, Certificate in Medicine; entered from Talley High School; Honorary Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

Emma Lynnea Eikola, Registered Nurse; entered from Lincoln High School; Gales, Wisconsin.

Paul Michael Einstweiler Jr., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Lake View High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; President 1, 2, 3, 4; President 1; Honorary 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Blanche Marie Engels, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Michael Central; Chicago, Illinois.

Shirley Christine Evans, Registered Nurse; entered from Lincoln School; Marshfield, Wisconsin.

Hilda Marie Flay, Registered Nurse; entered from the University of Iowa and Larchwood High School; Iowa City, Iowa.

Thomas Hugh Fegan, Bachelor of Laws; 1940; entered from St. Rita High School; Loyola Bar Association; Treasurer 3; Chicago, Illinois.

Mary Evangelina Feld, B.N., Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Columbia University and St. Mary's Academy; Oak Park, Illinois.

John New Feltus, Bachelor of Arts; in Human Culture; B.A.; entered from Loyola Academy; Robert Burchmeier Club 2, 3, 4; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; President of Cosmos 4; Outstanding Debuting Society; 1; Class- sical Club 2, 3; President 1; Loyola Quar- terly 3, 4; Gerald Minsky Hopkins Literary Society 3, 4; Honors 2; Program; Chicago, Illinois.
ALICE BEATRICE FENEL, Registered Nurse; entered from J. Sterling Morton High School; Cicero, Illinois.

ARTHUR FRANCIS FENNER, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Georgetown University and Loyola Academy; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Quo Vadis; G. M. Hopkins Club 2; Social Relations 3; 4: Classical Club 2, 3, 4; Bellarmine Philosophy Club 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARK ANTHONY FINAN, S.J., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and St. Ignatius High School; Sodality 3, 4; Surrasquin Academy 4; Orchestra 3; Chicago, Illinois.

MARY KOSLIE FITZGERALD, Registered Nurse; entered from Benton Public High School; Benton, Wisconsin.

MARGARET LEWIS FOOTE, A.B.; Certificate in Medicine: NEF; entered from University of California and Girl's High School; Honorary Seminar 4; San Francisco, California.

FEFKA FREIBERG, Registered Nurse; entered from Highland Park High School; Berwyn, Illinois.

JAMES T. FLETCHER, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; AAF; AAI; entered from St. George High School; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Loyola News 2, 3, 4; Commerce Club 3, 4; Economic Seminar 4; The League Club 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET LEWIS FOOTE, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Chicago Normal College and St. Xavier Academy; Chicago, Illinois.

ELIZABETH MARY GELLMACH, Registered Nurse; entered from Preston Community High School; Preston, Iowa.

CATHARINE EUGENIA GIER, Registered Nurse; entered from Saginaw High School; Saginaw, Michigan.

JOHN FRANCIS GIBSON, S.J., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and West Technical High School; Sodality 3; Cleveland, Ohio.

WILLIAM MARK GIBSON, Bachelor of Philosophy; AAF; AAI; entered from St. Carrel High School; Loyola News 1, 2, 3; Editor-in-Chief 4; Associate Editor Quarterly 4; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Mountain Club 1, 2; Business Manager Currant Guild 2, 4; Bellarmine Philosophy Club 2, 3; President 4; Quota Forum 1; Varsity Debate 2, 3; Student Council 3, 4; Loyola Union 3, 4; Intramural Board 1, 2; Secretary 3; Chicago, Illinois.

KATHLEEN THOMAS GRAHAM, Registered Nurse; entered from Sheldon High School; Sodality 1, 2, 3; Folk City, Iowa.

JENNIE FRANCES GRANDIS, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from De La Salle High School; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Green Circle 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

CATHARINE VIRGINIA GRAY, Registered Nurse; entered from Sacred Heart High School; Columbus, Michigan.

MARGARET PEARL GOREN, Registered Nurse; entered from The University of Wisconsin and Edgewood High School; Madison, Wisconsin.

EDWARD JAMES GRIFFITH, Bachelor of Science; AAF; entered from Sheldon High School; Sodality 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

JANET JANE HAGEN, Registered Nurse; entered from De La Salle High School; Sodality 1, 2, 3; Bellarmine Philosophy Club 4; Chicago, Illinois.

HARRIET E. GODS, Bachelor of Science in Education; entered from Chicago Normal College and Lane Technical High School; Chicago, Illinois.

KATHLEEN MAY HUNTING, Registered Nurse; entered from Aurora High School; Sodality 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

LILLIAN CHRISTINE HAYES, Registered Nurse; entered from Wells Senior High School; Sodality 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

ERNEST M. GROSCHOWSKY, Bachelor of Science; SJA; entered from Kelly Senior High School; Sodality 2, 3; Biology Seminar 1, 2, 3, 4; Bellarmine Philosophy Club 4; Chicago, Illinois.

HENRY R. GROSS, Bachelor of Science in Education; entered from Chicago Normal College and Lane Technical High School; Chicago, Illinois.

DOLORES ELIZABETH GUYONNEAU, Registered Nurse; entered from Sullivan High School; Chicago, Illinois.
LEWIS C. HILL, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Seen High School; Loyola News 1, 2; Track Team 1, 2, 3; Cross Country 1, 2; Culinary Debate Forum 1; Chicago, Illinois.

LEWIS ELIZE HINZ, Registered Nurse; entered from Doctors Grove High School; Doctors Grove, Illinois.

LUCIE ETHEL HINZ, Registered Nurse; entered from Doctors Grove High School; Doctors Grove, Illinois.

MARGARET HICKS, Registered Nurse; entered from Rockland High School; Rockland, Michigan.

GENEVIEVE LOUISE HENDERSON, Registered Nurse; entered from Lindbergh High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MARY JANE JOHNSON, Registered Nurse; entered from Newaygo High School; Rhine- lander, Wisconsin.

ALICE MARIE JACK, Registered Nurse; entered from Thornton Township High School; Harvey, Illinois.

DOROTHY BERNICE JAMES, Registered Nurse; entered from Presidents High School; Chicago, Illinois.

SISTER ST. JAMES JARELL, R.R.N., Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education; entered from North- western and Central YWCA; Maywood, Illinois.

HAROLD JOSEPH JOHNSON, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from North- western and Schurz High School; Glee Club 1, 2, 3; Economics Team 1, 2, 4; International Relations Club 1; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET JENKINS, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Peter's Community High School; Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

CONSTANCE LILA JESSE, Registered Nurse; entered from Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET MARILYN JAMES, Registered Nurse; entered from University High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET MARILYN JAMES, Registered Nurse; entered from La Salle Peru High School; Peru, Illinois.

MAYE L. JOHNSON, Registered Nurse; entered from Superior State Teacher's College and Superior East High School; Superior, Wisconsin.

MERRILL HARVEY JONHSON, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; 986; entered from Washington University and Rolla High School; Class Treasurer 1; Monarch Surgical Seminar; Valm Medical Society; Licking, Missouri.

MORGAN MILES LYNCH, Registered Nurse; entered from Mount St. Scholastica; Minnetonka, Minnesota.

FRANCES CLEMENT MCCULLOUGH, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; 986; entered from St. Ambrose College and Davenport High School; Class Treasurer 3; Mortician Medical Seminar; Valm Medical Society; Davenport, Illinois.

EDWARD JOSEPH HERD, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; 984; entered from Y.M.C.A. College and Holy Trinity High School; Valm Medical Society; Intercollegiate Council 4; Chicago, Illinois.

ELEANOR HOFFMAN, Registered Nurse; entered from Washington Clay High School; South Bend, Indiana.

JEAN HOFFMAN, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Catharine High School; Delano, Iowa.

SISTER BERNICE HOBBS, R.H.N., Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education; entered from Academy of Our Lady; Hotel Dean of St. Joseph; Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

FRANCIS JOHN HITRENS B.S., Certifi- cate in Medicine; 986; entered from Mount Carmel High School; Mon- gram Club; Loyola News 1, 2, 3, 4; Loy-ola 1, 2, 3; Captain 4; Thomas More Legal Club 1, 2, 3; Finance Club 3, 4; Econ- omic Seminar 4; University Club 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MILDRED MARY JACOBY, Registered Nurse; entered from Taft High School; Chicago, Illinois.

SISTER MARY JESSE, Registered Nurse; entered from Hirsch High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MARY JANE JESSIE, Registered Nurse; entered from Superior State Teacher's College and Superior East High School; Superior, Wisconsin.

MARGARET MARY JARRETT, Registered Nurse; entered from Tamaqua High School; Chicago, Illinois.

CLAIRE JEAN JACK, Registered Nurse; entered from Thornton Township; Harvey, Illinois.

SIMON ADRIAN JACKSON, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from North- western and Central YMCA; Maywood, Illinois.

HOMER MARSH, LITT., Registered Nurse; entered from Mount St. Scholastic; Albertson, Kansas.

ELEANOR HERSCHER, Registered Nurse; entered from Massillon Academy; Del- lake, Iowa.

MAYE L. JOHNSON, Registered Nurse; entered from Superior State Teacher's College and Superior East High School; Superior, Wisconsin.

SISTER MARY JESSE, Registered Nurse; entered from Mount St. Scholastic; Albertson, Kansas.

ELEANOR HERSCHER, Registered Nurse; entered from Massillon Academy; Del- lake, Iowa.

ELEANOR HERSCHER, Registered Nurse; entered from Massillon Academy; Del- lake, Iowa.
RICHARD JOSEPH JONES, Jr., B.S., Certificate in Medicine; Phi: AP; entered from Oak Park High School; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; Yellini Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

JANETE SKALZ KALINARSKI, Registered Nurse; entered from Superior Central High School; Superior, Wisconsin.

FRANCIS MARIE KELLEY, Registered Nurse; entered from Berrien Springs High School; Berrien Springs, Michigan.

FRANCIS EULENE KELLY, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Knox College and Palatine Township High School; Loyola University Forum; Galena, Illinois.

FRANCES MARIE KELLEY, Registered Nurse; entered from Berrien Springs High School; Berrien Springs, Michigan.

ROSE MARY KELLY, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Joseph's High School; Brooklyn, New York.

JEROME J. KENNEDY, B.B.; Bachelor of Philosophy; Phi: AXN; entered from Leo High School; Chicago, Illinois.

H. FRANCES KENNY, Registered Nurse; entered from Alvernia High School; Chicago, Illinois.

GENEVIEVE EVE KOUCH, Registered Nurse; entered from John Marshall High School; Chicago, Illinois.

FRANCES SUSANNE KOLLE, Registered Nurse; entered from The Academy of Our Lady; Chicago, Illinois.

STANISLAUS MIOSŁAUS KÖRUL, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; HMO; entered from Weiler High School; Moorhead Surgical Seminar; Chicago, Illinois.

MARCIA ANASTASIA KREMER, Registered Nurse; entered from Loreto Academy; Chicago, Illinois.

MICHAEL JOSEPH KREISO, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; entered from John Carroll University and Cathedral Latin; Cleveland, Ohio.

FRANCES MAGDALENE KUSMAK, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Casimir Academy; Chicago, Illinois.

ROBERT STEPHEN KUNK, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from Huron High School; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Economics Seminar, President 4; Finance Club 4; Green Circle, 4, 4; Huron, South Dakota.

DORIS WELHEMINA LA FRANCEBOIRE, Registered Nurse; entered from Gladstone High School; Gladstone, Illinois.

elenie KINK, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Joseph's Academy; DePere, Wisconsin.

LOUIS JOSEPH LAURIE, B.I., Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and St. Joseph's High School; Sociology 4; Escanaba, Michigan.

JOHN B. LAVERDANO, Bachelor of Science; entered from St. Mel High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; Biology Seminar 1, 2, 3, 4; Social Science 1, 2, 3, 4; Pre-Legal Club 2, 3, 4; Pre-Collegiate Club 2, 3, 4; University Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

MARIAN MICHAEL LAVITTO, S.J., Bachelor of Arts; Sociology 4; Chicago, Illinois.

JAMES MICHAEL LEDDY, B.A., Bachelor of Arts; Sociology 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARQUETTE FRANCES LEBECK, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

EDWARD WILLIAM KALM, Certificate in Medicine; Phi: entered from Harrison Technical High School; Chicago, Illinois.

ANNE ELIZABETH KALZER, Registered Nurse; entered from Stetson High School; Chicago, Illinois.

WALTER JOSEPH KAVULA, Bachelor of Science; entered from Harrison Technical High School; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Business Manager 4; Biology Seminar 2, 3, 4; German Club 3; Chicago, Illinois.

GEORGE THOMAS KELLERER, Certificate in Medicine; Phi: entered from Providence Public High School; Blue Key; Yellini Medical Seminar; Vice President 2; Loyola News 2; Parkville, Iowa.

MARY EILEEN KING, Registered Nurse; entered from Longwood Academy; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

WILLIAM C. KING, Bachelor of Arts; Phi: HFM; entered from Loyola Academy; Track 1; Sociology, 2, 3, 4; Class Treasurer 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Pre-Collegiate Club 3; Classical Club 1, 2; Chicago, Illinois.

Mary Eileen King, Registered Nurse; entered from Longwood Academy; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

TRACY E. LAWRENCE, Martin KLAUSCH, Certificate in Medicine; HMO; entered from Crane College and Lindbergh High School; Chicago, Illinois.

FRANK PHILIP KNOJA, Bachelor of Philosophy; Alpha Sigma Phi; entered from Loyola Academy; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; Loyola News, 1, 2, 3, 4; Fraternity Editor 2; debating 1, 2, 3; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Monogram Club 2, 3, 4; Pre-Collegiate 2, 3; International Relations Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

GENEVIEVE E. KOUCH, Registered Nurse; entered from John Marshall High School; Chicago, Illinois.

ARTHUR W. KOSTAD, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; Phi Alpha Theta; HFM; AXN; AAP; entered from St. Mel; Loyola News, 1, 2, 3, 4; Managing Editor 4; Loyola Quarterly 1, 2, 3, 4; Associate Editor 4; debating 1, 2, 3, 4; Manager 4, Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4; Belhaven Philosophy 3, 4; Economics Seminar 3, 4; Legal Club 3, 4; University Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET M. MARSHALL, Registered Nurse; entered from Rockford High School; City of Chicago, Illinois.

Helen Virginia Kettler, Registered Nurse; entered from Harrison High School; Chicago, Illinois.

LUCILY S. MOFFATT, B.S., Certificate in Business Administration; Pre-Legal Club 1; entered from Eastern College; Chicago, Illinois.

ELIZABETH MURPHY, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University; Chicago, Illinois.

DAVID B. NELSON, Bachelor of Science; entered from South Dakota State College; Pre-Legal Club 1; Chicago, Illinois.

DAVID B. NELSON, Bachelor of Science; entered from South Dakota State College; Pre-Legal Club 1; Chicago, Illinois.

JOHN W. NELSON, Bachelor of Science; entered from Moorehead State College and South Dakota State College; Pre-Legal Club 1; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET K. NELSON, Registered Nurse; entered from St. John's University; Chicago, Illinois.

WALTER NELSON, B.B. Hons., Certificate in Business Administration; Pre-Legal Club 1; entered from South Dakota State College; Pre-Legal Club 1; Chicago, Illinois.

Helen Virginia Kettler, Registered Nurse; entered from Harrison High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MAY JONES LEY, Registered Nurse; entered from La Porte High School; La Porte, Indiana.

BROOKLYN TRACK, Philosophy; entered from University of Dayton; Belhaven Philosophy 4; LeCercle Freres 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET KAJEWSKI, Registered Nurse; entered from Marist College; Chicago, Illinois.

GERARD M. LEHMAN, Bachelor of Science; entered from Villanova University; Belhaven Philosophy 4; LeCercle Freres 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET LEONARD, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET LEONARD, R.N., Bachelor of Science; entered from Providence High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET LEONARD, R.N., Bachelor of Science; entered from Providence High School; Sociology 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.
BETTY JANE LUCCHETT, Registered Nurse; entered from Elston High School; Michigan City, Indiana.

JERRY PATRICK LYNCH, Bachelor of Arts; Honors Curriculum; B.S., A.A.; Blue Key; entered from St. Ignatius High School; Loyola University 1, 2, 4; Editor 2, 3; Loyola News, 2, 3, 4; Club Hall Forum 2, 2; Intercollegiate Essay Contest 1, 2; Sodality 3, 4; Court ( Guild 1; Harbison Oratorical Finalist 1, 2; Classical Club 1, 2, 4; Bellarmine Philosophy Club 3, 4; General, Manley Hopkins Literary Society 1, 3, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

EDWARD GERARD LACRAIRIE, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Notre Dame University and Campus High School; St. Thomas More Legal Club 4.

SIMON VICTOR MARCHE, B.S., C.S.C.; Bachelor of Science; entered from Alliance Jr. College and Alliance Academy; Young Medical Society: Mount St. Mary's College: Mount St. Mary's College: Mount St. Mary's College.

MARY EVELYN McGUIRE, Registered Nurse; entered from John D. Pierce High School; Marquette, Michigan.

VINCENT VALENTINE MARZANO Bachelor of Science; entered from Loyola Academy; Sodality 2; Chemistry Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Biology Seminar 1, 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

FRANKLIN JOSIAH MATTICK, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and St. Xavier High School; Louisville, Kentucky.

STANLEY JOSEPH MATTIERRI, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; entered from John Carroll High School and St. Ignatius High School; Young Medical Society: Mount St. Mary's College: Mount St. Mary's College: Mount St. Mary's College.

SISTER ST. BENEDICT MAYER, Registered Nurse; entered from Our Lady of Angels Academy: Whil, Illinois.

LUCY BELL MAYER, Registered Nurse; entered from Xavier University and St. Mary's High School: Boston Harbor, Michigan.

BERNARD THOMAS McCOUNTY, Bachelor of Arts; entered from St. Ignatius High School; Classical Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Glee Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Philosophy Club 3, 4; Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

ROSEMARY ANN McDERMOTT, Registered Nurse; entered from New Trier High School; Wilmette, Illinois.

THOMAS JAMES MADER, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and Holy Redeemer High School; Sodality 4; Bel- larmine Philosophy Club 4; Portsmouth, Ohio.

SISTER MARIE MAHANA, Registered Nurse; entered from Xavier University and De La Salle Institute; Chicago, Illinois.

LUCY FRANCES MARELLA, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Fordham University and Lincoln High School; Young Medical Society: Jersey City, New Jersey.

EDWARD JAMES MARSH, Bachelor of Science; entered from Lewis Institute and De La Salle Institute; Chicago, Illinois.

MARY MARIA MASTRINARDI, Registered Nurse; entered from Mount Carmel High School; Brooklyn, New York.

MARY MARIE MATHISON, Registered Nurse; entered from Loyola Commercial School; Elwood Park, Illinois.

WAYLAND PAUL MARTZ, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Carroll High School; Young Medical Society: Mount St. Mary's College: Mount St. Mary's College.

MARY MOLLY MCCAN, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET MARY McCARTY, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Chicago, Illinois.

SISTER MARY McCRACKEN, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Chicago, Illinois.

GEORGE E. McKELVEY, Registered Nurse; entered from Providence High School; Solitude 1, 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

PETER JAMES McCLELLAN, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Crane College, Central Y.M.C.A. College and St. Patrick's Academy; Chicago, Illinois.

ELIZABETH H. MCKEET, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Englewood High School; Brooklyn, New York.
Helen Virginia Mitchell, Registered Nurse; MD; entered from Kelvyn Park High; Chicago, Illinois.

Joseph Marcis Mrozick, Certificate in Medicine; entered from Ogletree University and Cabaret High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Lorraine Marie Maloy, Registered Nurse; entered from Rhinelander High School; Rhinelander, Wisconsin.

Mary Helen Moloney, Registered Nurse; entered from Lindblom High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Frank Leo Mulkaev, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from St. Victor College; Economic Seminar 3, 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Daniel Joseph Murphy, Bachelor of Science; AA; AL; LL; entered from Loyola; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Loyola News 1, 2; News Editor 3, Executive Editor 4; German Club 1, 2; Philosophy Club 3, 4; Secretary of Student Council 3, Class Treasurer 2; Chicago, Illinois.

Sister Frances Murphy, Bachelor of Science in Nursing Education; entered from Mount St. Mary Academy; Burlington, Vermont.

Jerome H. Nager, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from St. Mel High School; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Dramatic Club 1; Economic Seminar 4; Finance Club 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Henry John Niemeyer, B.S., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Milwaukee State Teachers College and Shawano High School; Shawano, Wisconsin.

Robert Edward Nissen, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from Lake View High School; Economics Seminar 2, 3; Finance Club 4; International Relations Club 2, 3; Chicago, Illinois.

Katherine Joan Noonan, Registered Nurse; entered from University of Washington and the Academy of Our Lady; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Union 4; Chicago, Illinois.

Eileen Marie O'Boyle, Bachelor of Science in Business Administration; entered from Fenger High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Alice Elizabeth O'Brien, Registered Nurse; entered from Hirsch High School; Chicago, Illinois.


John Michael O'Connor, Bachelor of Science in Administration; entered from Loyola Academy; Social Studies 2, 3, 4; President 2; Class President 4; Chicago, Illinois.

John Patrick O'Connor, Bachelor of Letters and Laws; entered from St. Mel High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Robert Joseph O'Day, Bachelor of Science in Commerce; entered from Loyola Academy; Freshman Basketball Manager 1; Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4; Court Guard 4; Chicago, Illinois.

John Warren O'Donnell, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine; B.B.; entered from Notre Dame University, University of Louisville, Y.M.C.A. College and Hale High School; Masonic Surgical Society; Volini Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

Josephine Marie Murphy, Certificate in Medicine; entered from Ogletree University and Cabaret High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Sister Helen O'Hara, R.H.; Registered Nurse; entered from Loretto High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Sister Margaret O'Hara, R.H.; Registered Nurse; entered from Nazareth Academy; Oak Park, Illinois.

Eileen Curtis Penn, R.A., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Simpson College; Chicago, Illinois.

Anne Rita Patras, Certificate in Medicine; entered from Morton Junior College and Morton High School; Class Secretary 1; Chicago, Illinois.

B. Frances Patrick, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Mary's High School; Chicago, Illinois.

Clarence John Pagano, Bachelor of Science; B.A.; entered from Oak Park High School; Sociology 2, 3, 4; Biology Seminar 1; 2, 3, 4; 2, 3, 4; River Forest, Illinois.

William H. Peterson, Bachelor of Laws and Letters; AA; LL; entered from Lake View Senior College and Argo High School; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Loyola Union 4; Illinois Junior Bar Association 1, 2, 3, 4; Argo, Illinois.

Frances Barbara Peterson, Registered Nurse; entered from Lucy Flower Technical High; Chicago, Illinois.

Sister Mary Peters, Registered Nurse; Kewask, Wisconsin.
MARY ELIZABETH PORSEY, Registered Nurse; entered from Mother Cabrini High School; Loyola Union; New Orleans, Louisiana.

THOMAS A. POWERS, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Northwestern University and Loyola Academy; Society 4; Dental Club 4; International Relations Club 4; Chicago, Illinois.

LEOY ARTHUR PRIGUE, Bachelor of Philosophy; entered from Lewis Institute and McKinley High School; Chicago, Illinois.

MARGARET ANN PROSPERI, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Joseph's Academy; Palatine, Wisconsin.

MARGARET ANNA RENARD, Bachelor of Philosophy; A.B., A.B.; entered from Chico High School; Loyola Normal College and Academy of Our Lady; Philosophy Club; Delta Sigma Society; Chicago, Illinois.

VICTOR MANUEL RIVERA, Certificate in Medicine; entered from University of Puerto Rico and Compo High School; Honorary Society; Moorhead Surgical Society; Volunteer Medical Society; Compo, Puerto Rico.

MARGARET LUCILLE RENMARK, Bachelor of Philosophy; A.B., A.B.; entered from St. Joseph's Academy and Academy of Our Lady; Philosophy Club; Delta Sigma Society; Chicago, Illinois.

FRANK MICHAEL RIZZO, Certificate in Medicine; entered from University of Illinois and Dwight High School; Volini Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

WALTER W. ROBERSON, B.S. M., Certificate in Medicine; entered from Lewis Institute and Lane Technical High School; Moorhead Surgical Society; Volini Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

EDWIN THOMAS RYAN, B.S. M., Certificate in Medicine; A.A.; entered from Crane College; University of Chicago; Y.M.C.A. College and Carl Schnur High School; Volunteer Medical Society; Moorhead Surgical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

DANIEL PAUL ROBERTO, A.B., Certificate in Medicine; A.A.; entered from Western Reserve University and Cleveland Heights High School; Volini Medical Society; Cleveland, Ohio.

JAMES ANDREW ROEMY, B.S. M., Certificate in Medicine; A.B., A.B.; entered from Lewis Institute and Lane Technical High School; Moorhead Surgical Society; Volini Medical Society; Chicago, Illinois.

MARIA ANNE RUSSELL, Registered Nurse; entered from Auries High School; Chicago, Illinois.

LUCY RUDIKO, A.B. Certificate in Medicine; A.B.; entered from Long Island University and Abraham Lincoln High School; class of 1924; Honorary Medical Society; Moorhead Surgical Society; Volini Medical Society; Brooklyn, New York.

CHARLES EDWARD ROY, Bachelor of Arts; entered from Xavier University and Fox Valley Catholic High School; Society 4; 4; Orchestra 4; 4; St. Charles, Illinois.

ELIZABETH MARY RAINE, Registered Nurse; entered from Rhinelander High School; Rhinelander, Wisconsin.

HELEN MARIE SARFOLEK, Registered Nurse; entered from St. Edward's High School; Chicago, Illinois.

FRANCES L. RYER, Bachelor of Science; A.B.; entered from Marquette University and St. Ignatius High School; Sodalitry 2, 4; Chemistry Club 3, 4; Track 2, 3; German Club 2; Chicago, Illinois.

CHARLES HUBERT SCHUMA, Bachelor of Science; A.B.; entered from St. Ignatius High School; Cudahy Forum 1, 2; Chicago, Illinois.

VERA MARIE SAVILA, Registered Nurse; entered from Loretto High School, Minnesota.

HERBERT FERDINAND SCHRADER, B.A., Certificate in Medicine; A.A.; entered from University of Chicago; Class Secretary 3; Chicago, Illinois.

WINONA JOSEPHINE SCHUMITZ, Registered Nurse; entered from Central High School; Class President 2; Chicago, Illinois.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/Program</th>
<th>University/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Scott, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from DuPage State Teachers College and DuPage Denfield High School; Sodality 1, 2, 3</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister Mary Sebastos, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Englewood; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Alan Silverman, Bachelor of Letters and Laws</td>
<td>entered from Northwestern University Y.M.C.A. College and High School; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethel Mary Skradski, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from St. Joseph High School; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Francis Small, Bachelor of Arts</td>
<td>entered from Xavier University and St. Ignatius High School; Sodality 4</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James John Smith, Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>entered from St. Patrick Academy; Biology Seminar 1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank James Solier, Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>entered from St. Ignatius High School; Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James John Steel, Bachelor of Science</td>
<td>entered from St. Philip High School; Sodality 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Stetzen, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Wright Junior College and St. Mary's High School; Elmhurst, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Pearl Stezak, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Waukegan Township High School; Waukegan, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genevieve Pauline Streeter, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Englewood High School; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucille Patricia Svatkus, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Waukegan Township High School; Waukegan, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sister Mary Gabriel Svaglic, A.D.P., Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from St. Joseph Academy; Columbia, Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph William Thomas, B.S.M., Certificate in Medicine</td>
<td>entered from University of Detroit and Flint Northern High School; Honorary Medical Seminar; Flint, Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Eugenia Thomas, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Nazareth High School; Nazareth, Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Jane Thompson, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Westville High School; Westville, Indiana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise M. Tugge, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Aurora High School; Sikeston, Missouri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Josephine Tooney, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from Siena Community High School; Siena, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takeshi Shigekawa, Certificate in Medicine</td>
<td>entered from University of Southern California and Thomas Jefferson High School; Class Secretary 2, Los Angeles, California</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leone Margaret Shreveck, Registered Nurse</td>
<td>entered from University of Chicago and McKinley High School; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Francis Slama, B.S.M., Certificate in Philosophy</td>
<td>entered from St. Pius College; Moorhead Surgical Society; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles A. Sosnow, Bachelor of Science in Commerce</td>
<td>entered from Loyola University; Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianne Carmelina Spada, Bachelor of Philosophy</td>
<td>entered from University of Chicago and McKinley High School; Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Harriet S. Aries
Beatrice Blaker Baxter
Ethel Louise Bloomquist
Rudolph E. Bohor
Mildred Ann Bomba
Marion S. Buckley
Thomas E. Buckley
Mary S. Carey
Philip Cordes
William E. Corrigan
Dorothy Agnes Courtney
Joseph A. Czonstka
Alfred Daubenfield
Vincent J. Del Beccaro
Antoinette Florence Dilibert
John Joseph Duffy
Charles S. Dunphy
James T. Durkin
John R. Fahey
Walter Feinstein
Alice Colleta Fitzpatrick
Phillip Henry Frankel
Ralph Henry Franzen
Robert John Freedman

I. Hartzell Givens
Alfred Waldemar Glaess
Richard J. Gleason
John P. Goedert
James J. Godfrey
Julia Twomey Grashoff
Leslie Hammond, Jr.
Ruth Denise Hanagan
Julia Mary Hanna
Genevieve C. Hereley
Margaret L. Hunter
Jeremiah Anglin Hynes, Jr.
Simon Adrian Jackson
Edward C. Jakubowski
Martin J. Jennings
Jannette C. Johnson
Reuben A. Johnson
Sister M. Imelda Kryger, C.S.J.
Simon Kass
Jerome J. Kennelly
Alex Matthew Kezes
Stanislaus Meeslaus Koziol
Esther Lakin
CANDIDATES

James J. Lally
Amy Elizabeth Lawrenson
Frank T. Leahy
Henry Edward LaClair
Charles Xavier Lumpkin
George W. Lyon
Helen Virginia Lynch
Marie C. Lynch
Walter Gerard Lynn
Mary Rose Mahoney
Edgar Manske
Edward James Marsh
Donald Albert Meier
James Joseph McNulty
Donald K. McIntosh
Coletta Barbara Mertes
Gerald H. Moe
Eileen Ann Murphy
Francis C. Murphy
Margaret T. Myers
Leo J. Newhouse
Eleanor Emma Newton
Bro. Nicholas Norrisis, O.S.M.

Annie Dora Oakes
Michael M. Ponfeorec
Richard J. Prendergast
Marguerite Rebedeau
Dolly Reick
William H. Roberts
Rosmarie Eva Rochetta
Phillip Herzl Ross
Leonard Saxon
Minnie Andrie Shandross
Angeline C. Shields
Frank Stanley Skopek
Sister M. Corita Slattery, B.V.M.
Joseph John Slomka
Mary Elizabeth Smith
Mary G. Smith
Francis Charles Spratt
Joseph E. Tobin
David Harry Weinstein
Margaret Mary Wilhelm
Frank Zambrotta
Florence Marie Zimmerman
James Raymond Zvetina
Student Honors

In line with the Jesuit plan of studies, the Ratio Studiorum, the College of Arts and Sciences holds annual Honors Convocations. This plan, begun two years ago by the Reverend William A. Finnegan, S.J., Dean of the College, is primarily intended to reward the students who have excelled in their studies. Certificates of merit are presented to them at the Convocation which is attended by the faculty and parents. At the end of the year another Convocation is held, this time to reward those students who have participated in activities sponsored by the school. At this Convocation the much coveted Dean's Keys are awarded to those Seniors whose work in extra-curricular activities has been of such a calibre as to merit special note.

One of the most important student honors is the appointment to the post of a school orator. This honor is merited by the winner of the annual Carter H. Harrison Oratorical Contest. This year the contest was won by Gerard Galante who spoke on "St. Robert Bellarmine." The second place position was merited by Edward Corboy of the University College.
Organizations
To the Reverend James J. Mertz, S.J., the student body owes an inestimable debt of gratitude for his untiring efforts to build for them a chapel. The clubs and fraternities of the University have endeavored to repay in some measure their debt of gratitude to him, and in recognition of his services to the student body we have dedicated this section to Father Mertz.
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Loyola Union

The Loyola Union, made up of all registered students of the University, is governed by the Union Board of Governors. Theoretically, the Governors are elected by their classmates to represent them for three years, but more often than not, the Board members are appointed by the Deans of the various branches of the University.

Once each month, thirty-four representatives to the Union meet to bring student opinion to the campus heads and integrate the far-flung Loyola schools.

The Union sponsors many social events, the first of which is properly termed the Pow Wow. The alumni gymnasium was packed on this occasion, but not at the succeeding Fall Frolic. The annual Senior Ball, biggest of all Loyola Formals, had not occurred when the Annual went to press.

Besides regulating the sale of class rings, the Union worked out a satisfactory financial plan. A political football for nine years, the officers devised a plan whereby the Union would become self-supporting.

Officers were: Emanuel Wilhelm, Medical Senior, President; Harry Courtney, Law Junior, Vice-President; Emilie Kruppa, University College Senior, Secretary; and Martin O'Shaughnessy, Arts Senior, Treasurer. The Rev. Edward F. Maher, S.J., guided the group through an active and constructive year in his capacity of faculty moderator.

Front Row—La Framboise, Thompson, Kruppa, Wilhelm, Fr. Maher, Moderator, O'Shaughnessy, Noonan, Gibbons.
Middle Row—Davey, Burnett, Sullivan, Feehan, McKeever, P. Conway, Mullinix, Wellnow, Francis.
Rear Row—Murphy, O'Neill, Barchett, Wallace, Ryan, Fox.
Ideal college life was brought to every Loyola student this year by the Arts Student Council under the leadership and inspiration of President Martin E. O'Shaughnessy, Arts Senior.

The council promised bonfires and the students got one as part of many rallies. The council initiated a non-profit book exchange, and cooperated with the Green Circle in the first annual "Loyalty Week." John Devaney, Arts Senior Class President, took a step forward in separate class activity by starting payment of class dues each semester. The council purchased Loyola's first official mascot, a young Minnesota wolf. The group maintained many traditional practices, notably dances and support of varsity athletics.

Students were given an opportunity to participate in the affairs of the University through the establishment of an auxiliary council. Another change initiated by O'Shaughnessy was a reorganization of the council to give more equal representation to underclassmen whose representatives formerly had only half a vote.

The men who held enviable positions in the council were: Robert Bremer, Secretary-Treasurer; John Devaney, Senior Class President; William Gibbons, News Editor; Richard Boland, Senior Commerce Representative; Francis O'Shaughnessy, Junior Class President; James Lyons, Sophomore Class President; William Murphy, Freshman Class President; and Robert Wallace, who replaced Gibbons as News Editor.
This was the second year of existence for the Loyola Bar Association, the new consolidated form of student government in the Law School, in which the major extra-curricular activities are managed through committees, the members of which meet together and constitute the board of managers. The new constitution, ratified last year by the student body, was followed as closely as possible with gratifying results.

The latter part of October saw a Welcome Freshman party at the LaSalle Hotel at which approximately one hundred students of the day and night divisions congregated socially and exchanged views on various and sundry topics. Short talks by Dean Fitzgerald, Father Noonan, and several members of the faculty, plus an appearance by each of the student activity leaders to explain and introduce the different forms of endeavor to the new men, preceded refreshments and general fraternizing.

Seventy-one men were enrolled in the Illinois Junior Bar Association by a committee headed by John Brennan. Night Law junior. Monthly editions of the Bar Journal and a membership card entitling the holder to all the privileges of the Bar Association went to each man.

Bar Association
As each year passes, the Mothers' Club increases in importance and loyalty. Founded primarily to bring the mothers into a closer relationship with the University and to raise the scholarship fund at Loyola, it has done much to realize these aims under the unselfish and capable leadership of its president, Mrs. August Hummert.

Monthly parties were sponsored by the mothers of the various classes. Mrs. Birren, Mrs. Delano, Mrs. Conway, and Mrs. Sossong were the chairman of the Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Classes respectively. At these meetings, lectures and short talks were given by members of the faculty. To mention but one, the Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J., was invited and spoke on "Your Sons."

The annual Christmas Party was a huge success. It received the cooperation of the Mothers of the various classes, the Loyola University Glee Club and John "Santa Claus" Devaney.

The mothers' club combined with the fathers' club in presenting the outstanding event of the year. It was the second annual Scholarship Fund Party and was held at the Stevens Hotel. The proceeds from the party were turned over to the Rev. William Finnegan, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Science, and Moderator of the club. It was a fitting climax to a year filled with busy activity and many thanks are due the mothers for their earnest work in behalf of the University.

The Mothers' Club
The Fathers' Club

In 1936, on the North Shore Campus, the Loyola University Fathers' Club was formed as an outgrowth of the Dads' day dinners. The club intends that the Fathers derive some of the same benefits from the University as their sons, and understand the student duties of their sons more fully.

The Dads started the year with the Fathers-Sons Faculty Smoker on September 27. Next on the calendar was the annual event of the Alumni-Varsity Basketball game, which was played on December 9. It was an exceptional game this year because of the play of members of the teams of "30" and "39." Many All-American basketball players studded the roster of the Alumni.

The club continued quietly until April 4 of 1940 when the Fathers-Sons Banquet was held at the Knickerbocker Hotel. On this occasion the Fathers indicated their interest in Varsity athletics by awarding trophies to the members of the basketball squad.

Then, as the crowning achievement of a successful year, the Fathers, in cooperation with the Mothers' Club, sponsored the annual Scholarship Fund Card Party and Dance. This was held at the Stevens Hotel on May 10.

Mr. Andrew C. Sossong, as President, and the Rev. James J. Mahoney, S.J., Moderator, merit recognition for their service to the group. The other worthy officers were: Mr. August J. Hummert, Vice-president; Mr. George Farrell, Secretary; Mr. Charles J. Graham, Treasurer.

Front Row—Messrs. J. J. Kavanaugh, Frank J. Murnighan, Andrew Sossong, Hubert A. Homan.

Vincent Marzano is probably the most active Pre-Medical Senior, and this year he devoted a large share of his time to the Biology Club.

The Biology Seminar, composed solely of students interested in biology, is one of the most active organizations on the Lake Shore Campus. It has just finished one of its busiest and most productive years.

Much of its success is due to the efforts and leadership of its moderator and chairman of the Biology Department, Dr. Joseph Semrad. Also contributing largely to the success of the club were its officers; Vincent Marzano, president; George Bravos, vice-president; John Fahey, secretary, and John Cilia, treasurer; all Arts Juniors.

The main purpose of the Seminar was to acquaint the student with existing biological phenomena so that he could combine it with his classroom theory into a well-knit and compact program. This was successfully accomplished by means of the meetings which were all conducted on an informal basis and by the lectures delivered by various members of the biology department. Numerous movies were shown and field trips were taken, offering to the student a diversified program and a wide variety of topics. Much valuable aid and many interesting sessions were given by the Rev. Charles Wiedeman, S.J., and Mr. Walter Hudson.

The importance of the work that the Seminar is doing can be understood when it is realized that fully three-fourths of its members will eventually enter medical schools. Thus, the Biology Seminar has done much to augment the student's knowledge of his chosen field.

First Row—Marcowski, Blech, Cilia, Marzano, Dr. Semrad, Fahey, Marini, Kernis.
Second Row—Gusiewski, Lane, Palis, Kowalski, Vanikotis, Ponizko, Siwek, Houlihan, Grant, White, Pelka, Bedessem, McCoy, Smid, Kawula.
The Chemistry Club was formed to correlate the theory of
lecture with the practical applications of the subject in the
industrial world.

During class the professor can point to but comparatively
few of the vast possibilities in the field, so the Club undertakes in-
dicating others of them. In truth, the Club does more than indi-
cate them, for it arranges field trips to various commercial plants
for student tours. Often there are lectures and demonstrations
given.

The group started at home by taking up the uses of chemis-
try throughout the University, itself. This proved a very popular
and informative series of lectures which consumed a large part
of the program. A movie was brought in which explained the
chemical details in the recent development of color photography.
Welding was demonstrated at one of the lectures and the students
were given an opportunity to do the work themselves. On the
trips the students visited a steel mill, paint factories and sewage
disposal plants. The steel mill trip was particularly interesting
because it was operating at capacity to produce war materials.
The club was successful in enlisting many of the members in a
class in glass blowing. Student interest rose as they learned, and
ultimately many men were proficient at the art.

The Club was under the direction of President John Tor-
della, Arts Junior. As a rule students managed the affairs, but
when needed the Moderator, Mr. George M. Schmeing, Ph.D.,
Acting Chairman of the Department of Chemistry, gave all his
interest, and help.

Chemistry Club
The Classical Club serves to increase the appreciation for and the knowledge of the culture of Greece and Rome among the students of that field and in other fields.

The club met each month usually in the student lounge. In the discussions the members defined the value of the Classics, learned about the social customs of that time, and took up the works of the philosophical sages of that era. They took up classical music and Greek architecture. The mode of teaching Latin among European Universities was explained. An interesting topic was the Roman use of "modern" inventions such as plumbing, etc. The form of life among the ancients, particularly that of Socrates, also created considerable interest.

The club enjoyed the patronage of many faculty members. They were: the Moderator, Mr. John Melchior, Assistant Professor of Classical Languages; the Rev. James J. Mertz, S.J., Professor and Head of the Department of Classical Languages; the Rev. W. J. Millor, S. J., Professor of Classical Languages, and Mr. D. Herbert Abel, Assistant Professor of Classical Languages. The officers of the Club were: John Felten, Arts Senior, President, and James Slattery, Arts Junior, Secretary.

Some of the students interested in the club were John Lyons, James Cutler, Arthur Fenner, Arts Seniors; Kenneth Hayes, Frank McGarr, Carl Hayden, Charles Lang, Robert Shanahan, and William Ryan, Arts Sophomores, and James Fleming, Arts Freshman.

Classical Club
French Club

The bi-monthly meetings of Le Circle Français were designed to acquaint the students of the French language with the social, cultural, and intellectual life of that people.

At the regular meetings short talks and papers were offered on the history and tradition of France by means of translations from classic French writers.

At the joint meetings with Les D'Arciennes of Mundelein College the social aspect took the fore. French songs were sung and the atmosphere of French life was increased by an almost exclusive use of French in conversation. A high point of the year was the puppet show, Le Médecin Malgré Sans Lui, given by Les D'Arciennes. Tentative plans were made at that time for the French Clubs of Mundelein and Loyola to form a class in French conversation taught by a faculty member of either school.

The activity of the French Club has done much to instill extra-curricular interest in the French language and French in general. The club’s moderator, Dr. LeBlanc, and the officers, Joseph Duffy, President, and Joseph McNeela, secretary-treasurer, both Arts Juniors, did fine work with the club throughout the year. Much of the credit for the popularity of the club must be given to these men. After a busy year of studying French in the classroom and studying it over at Mundelein, the activities of the club culminated in the annual banquet held in a well-known French restaurant.

Seated—Ahern, Schlottman, McNeela, Duffy, Fahey, Esposito, Marzano
Standing—Koczur, Bremer, Ostler, Gugllosa, Lavezzorio, Marzano
Finance Club

The Finance Club established on the Lake Shore Campus, was originated by Mr. Walter A. Foy, Assistant Professor in the Department of Economics, and advisor to the students who major in the subject of Finance.

The club was founded to maintain the Jesuit policy of close union between professor and student. The club met regularly and functioned efficiently during its first year. The bi-monthly meetings in neighborhood restaurants gave men an opportunity to discuss their problems. On these occasions, the program arranged by Ray Geimer, Commerce Senior, included a talk on some phase of finance by one of the students. The club has an unusual tradition whereby the topic of the speech is withheld until delivery.

At one of their meetings, a joint banquet was arranged with the Economic Seminar. At this joint meeting, Mr. Foy lectured on “Mathematical Economics” and Dr. Mogilnitsky presented a counter-lecture on “Orthodox Economists and Their Teachings.”

Extremely active in this year’s programs were Raymond Geimer, Chairman and Commerce Senior; George Wenskus, Secretary and Commerce Junior; Alexander Burke, Jerome Nerger and Bill Janik, Commerce Seniors. Bill Janik and Jerome Nerger organized the first Finance comprehensive review class. The class met weekly for a period of two months in the Commerce office with Mr. Walter Foy presiding.
The Economic Seminar, founded on the Lake Shore campus by Doctor Theodosi Mogilnitsky, Associate Professor of Economics, in 1938, has completed another highly successful year. The Seminar has given the students an opportunity to apply their knowledge of economics to contemporary problems. At each meeting a paper is voluntarily presented by one of the members, and is followed by an open discussion by the group who have been informed of the subject chosen so that they may be prepared.

Moderator of the Seminar again this year was Doctor Mogilnitsky. Student officers were Robert Kuni and Alexander Burke, Commerce seniors and president and secretary respectively. Doctor Mogilnitsky's untiring efforts have been in no small way responsible for the success of the Seminar.

The Seminar opened the year with a dinner at a local hotel at which an outstanding paper, "Mathematical Economics," was presented by Mr. Walter A. Fox, Associate Professor of Economics. Other excellent papers delivered during the year were by Alexander Burke, William Barrett, and James T. Fletcher, Commerce Seniors.

Plans have been made and will be presented next year for the Seminar's contribution to the program honoring the quadri-centennial of the founding of the Jesuit Order.

The opening and closing functions at a nearby hotel, and the meeting in the Student Lounge throughout the year were arranged by Alexander Burke.

Economic Seminar
The Robert Bellarmine Philosophy Club, which has for its aim the provision of extra-curricular philosophical discussion for those students with a special interest in the subject, this year speculated on "the concept of end and its application in the various fields of philosophy."

The Rev. John F. McCormick, S.J., Chairman of the Department of Philosophy, continued as moderator of the club; and William Gibbons, Arts Senior, acted in the capacity of president. He was aided by Secretary Edward Riordan, Arts Junior.

Members who presented papers at the bi-monthly meetings were: James Slattery, John Felten, John Lyons, James Cutler, LeRoy Wauck, Eugene Slotkowski, James Hosna, Joseph McNee, Robert Moorhead, Arthur Fenner, Martin O'Shaughnessy, John Lavezzorio, John Fahey, Gerald Leies, Mariruth Renesch and Lillian Bannahan.

As a part of Mundelein College’s celebration of the feast of St. Thomas Aquinas, Gibbons and O'Shaughnessy addressed the annual symposium late in February.

The policy of maintaining one subject throughout the year was suggested by the Rev. James J. Mahoney, S.J., as was the title of the subject. The members unanimously accepted the idea.

Members of the philosophy department, besides Father McCormick and Father Mahoney, who guided the young philosophical minds were: the Rev. Arthur J. Kelly, S.J., the Rev. John J. Wellmanth, S.J., Dr. James O’Neill, and Mr. John D. McKian.

Robert Bellarmine Philosophy Club
International Relations Club

Recent developments of war and loss of international integrity point to the hungry need for study of International Relations.

The comprehensive comment on international events in all publications furnished abundant material for discussion. Every member was assigned some special phase of the subject to investigate and round table discussion brought out what each had found. In addition, books on Europe and Asia were taken up in the manner of debate with two students holding up each side.

Noteworthy among these discussions was one held by Robert Etzkorn, Arts Junior, and John Devaney, Arts Senior, on Edward Benes' book, *Democracy, Today and Tomorrow*.

The club prevailed upon members of the faculty to expound on the problem. One was the Rev. Joseph Roubik, S.J., Chairman of the Department of History, who spoke on, "The Background of the Present War." Dr. Paul Kindiery, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School, addressed the group on, "The United States in the International Scene." Mr. Zvetina, Professor in the School of Law, related his experiences and impressions derived from a very recent and extended tour of southeastern Europe.

When James Wallace, Arts Junior, John Devaney and Robert Etzkorn attended the Regional Conference of the Catholic Association for International Peace at St. Francis College, Joliet, Illinois, James Wallace was honored with the office of vice-president of the Association.

The officers were: Mr. John Kemp, S.J., Director; Nathaniel Burke, Arts Senior, Chairman; and Robert Etzkorn, Arts Junior, Secretary.

*First Row*—Garrity, McCarthy, Mr. Kemp, Moderator.
*Second Row*—Kennedy, Carlin, Keaney, Honessy, Hoena, Galante.
*Fourth Row*—Burke, Boban, Nicola, Devaney, Speaker, Etzkorn.
The task of building up student spirit and publicity fell to Robert Schultz as President of the Green Circle.

**Green Circle**

Founded on a principle of creating school spirit and keeping it alive and vigorous at Loyola, the Green Circle is probably one of the most important organizations on the Lake Shore Campus. With its membership open to any student who wishes to promote these ideals, its influence was felt by all.

The Green Circle was always ready to make the student conscious of his alma mater and to convince him that Loyola is truly the "Mother of Men." Informal dances were held almost every other Sunday evening in the student lounge under the auspices of the Green Circle. When the Arts Student Council wanted a bonfire last fall for a pep rally, it was the Green Circle that collected the wood and touched the match to this expression of school spirit. True to Green Circle tradition, this was followed by dancing and refreshments in the lounge. In collaboration with the Arts Council again, the Circle supported the successful first annual "Loyalty Week" complete with its "no-shave-for-a-week" program, its tag day for the benefit of the basketball team and its rallies and celebrations.

Carrying the burden of responsibilities and leadership of the Green Circle for the first semester were: Robert Schultz, president; Bob Bremer, recording secretary; Jim Wallace, treasurer, and Frank O'Shaughnessy, corresponding secretary. For the second semester, James Wallace was elected to the post of president and he was ably assisted by Bob Bremer as secretary, Louis Byrne as treasurer, and Dan Bayley as corresponding secretary.

The greatest undertaking of the Green Circle was its perfect job of ushering at athletic events and other Loyola activities.

*Seated—Wallace, Byrne, Matt, Dougherty, Wallace, Schultz, Bremer, O'Shaughnessy, Boland, Bailey, Granholm.*

*Standing—Koenig, McKeever, Mumighan, Dukson, Hagg, Schiavone, Kuni.*
With the foundation set during the previous year by a group of energetic Arts Sophomores, the University Club started to build under the direction of President Robert Schiavone, Arts Junior.

The club strove to make its members, limited to non-fraternity men, Loyola conscious, and to promote activity in the University affairs.

The Rev. James Hussey, S. J., Student Councillor, accepted the position of Moderator, and Arthur Kogstad, Commerce Senior, was voted honorary membership. Members of the faculty and athletic board were invited to speak at the weekly meetings. Social strides were made on Hallowe’en night when the club held an outstanding dance, the Harvest Hop. This was the first dance which the club sponsored and it attracted a near record crowd in the Alumni gymnasium. On many occasions the members trekked to the Edgewater Beach Hotel en masse. The Intramural team, which at the time the book goes to press is but six points behind the leaders of the Sweepstakes, gave an entertaining athletic carnival in the gymnasium. Following Holy Mass on the first Friday of each month, the club breakfasted at the nearby restaurant. The Club had two initiations during the year, and formal banquets were held after each.

The club must be indebted to its officers for the effective leadership they have given during the year. If the club maintains its present rate of progression, it will attain an enviable position among the University organizations.
This year's officers of the Monogram Club set out to put new life and activity into an organization that, for all practical purposes, had ceased to function.

The group attempted to regain its traditional prestige. The first function of the year was to initiate twelve letter-winners from the previous year. On this occasion, the Rev. William Finnegan, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, credited the club with the first action in several years. Next came the Monogram party following the Alumni basketball game, which featured pictures of the Loyola-Long Island game for the national intercollegiate title. Many interested Loyolans were able to see the showing of their team in the "Garden."

The club cooperated with the Dean when he secured athletic passes for the Alumni Monogram club members who had graduated within the last three years.

Officers for the year were: Gene Dubay, Arts Senior and President; Bill Barrett, Commerce Senior and Vice-President; Bill Gibbons, Arts Senior and Secretary and Bill Elson, Arts Junior and Treasurer.

The club approached extinction after football was dropped. The candidates were so few that the group could not carry on, until minor-letter men were admitted after 1938. By virtue of this fact, and through the energetic efforts of its officers, the club is regaining lost ground and promises in the future the prestige and honor that once belonged to the members of the club.

Monogram Club
*Fraternities*
Alpha Delta Gamma

FACULTY MEMBERS

Moderator—Rev. A. J. Kelly, S.J.
J. D. Parent, Ph.D.
J. A. Waldron, A.B., J.D.
J. E. Brennan, A.B., J.D.

OFFICERS

Daniel Murphy .................. President
Eugene Dubay .................. Vice-President
Edward Grady .................. Secretary
Richard Boland ................. Treasurer
James Dolan .................... Sergeant-at-Arms
James Fletcher ................ Steward
Robert West .................... Pledgmaster

John Crowley ................... Athletic Director

MEMBERS

Ahern, Robert
Bayley, Daniel
Beauregard, Charles
Bettenbender, John
Boland, Richard
Boland, Thomas
Bowman, Jerry
Burke, Alexander
Clohesy, Jean
Considine, Frank
Crowley, John
Curran, Gene
Delaney, Walter
Devaney, John
Dillon, Robert
Dillon, Timothy
Dolan, James
Dolehide, Eugene
Dowd, Frank

Dubay, Eugene
Dussel, Andrew
Esser, Robert
Fisher, William
Fletcher, James
Fox, James
Fox, John
Gibbons, William
Grady, Edward
Graydon, William
Happ, Leonard
Hough, John
Howe, Daniel
Kearns, Bernard
Kiley, Bernard
King, Lawrence
Kuni, Robert
Lindenmeyer, Robert
Litfiz, Ross

Lyons, James
Murphy, Daniel
Murphy, William
O'Keefe, Thomas
O'Shaughnessy, Martin
Padden, Charles
Peters, Edmund
Powers, Eugene
Reidy, Edward
Romano, Patrick
Satie, Frank
Spina, Anthony
Tierz, Robert
Tilka, Edward
Wendt, William
West, Robert
Wienke, Richard

Beatty, Donohue, Esser, Lyons, Boland, Dussell, O'Shaughnessy, Kiley, Fox, Gibbons, Beauregard, Crowley, Devaney, Burke, Wienke, Dowd, Kuni, Fisher, Satch, Griffin, Fletcher, West, Boland, Murphy, Rev. A. J. Kelly, S.J., Dillon, Grady, Dolan.
Pi Alpha Lambda

Paul Hummert .................................................. President
Roger Callahan .................................................. Pledge-Master
James Gill .......................................................... Vice-President
Ed Miller ........................................................... Treasurer
Clarence Pagano .................................................. Recording Secretary
Francis Goessling .......................... Corresponding Secretary
James Marzano .................................................. Sergeant-at-Arms
Robert Bremer .................................................. Steward

FACULTY MEMBERS

D. Herbert Abel, M.A.
Thomas J. Buckley, A.B.
John Callahan, M.A.
Frank P. Cassaretto, M.A.
William H. Conley, M.B.A.
John Gerriets, M.A.
Mark E. Guerin

John D. McKinnon, M.A.
Rev. James J. Mertz, S.J.
Theodosi Mosilini, Ph.D.
Richard O'Connor, M.A.
Edward J. Sutin, M.A.
Martin J. Sengie, A.B.
Louis W. Tordella, Ph.D.

JAMES K. YORE, M.A.

MEMBERS

Robert Blake John Felten
James Bowman Charles Flynn
Robert Bremer Harold Frey
William Bryar Joseph Gallagher
L. James Byrne James Gill
Roger Callahan Francis Goessling
Robert Carroll Charles Goessling
Warren Clobisy Robert Graves
James Conway Robert Gassay
David Dehno Paul Hummert
Daniel Dickow Richard Huston
Edward Dobzinski Linton Johnson
Raymond Dougherty Marvin Johnson
Michael Esposito William Joyce
Charles Ewerts Raymond Kennedy
Robert Farrell James Marzano

George McClellan

John McMahon
Edward Miller
John Murnighan
Robert O'Connor
Clarence Pagano
Robert Petrole
Cly Schaeffer
Dick Schlottman
Warren Schmitt
George Schelly
William Smurdon
Charles Nossong
John Tordella
Gregory White
Robert Van Heule

Byrne, McMahon, Johnson, Gassay, Kennedy, Dickow, Joyce, Esposito, Bryar,
Ewerts, Blake, Schlottman, Worthol, Van Heule, White, Matt, Carroll, Dobzinski, Dehno,
Frey, Smurdon, Goessling, Gill, Hummert, Callahan, Marzano, Nossong.
Phi Mu Chi

William King ........................................ President
John Grant ........................................... Vice President
Ronald Millar ......................................... President E. Warden
Robert O'Day ......................................... Treasurer
James Houlihan ....................................... Pledge Master
Robert O'Rielly ...................................... Recording Secretary
Orrin Wheeler ....................................... Corresponding Secretary
James Orphan ......................................... Steward
Edgar Martin .......................................... Historian
Robert Craven ........................................ Intramural Manager

FACULTY
Dr. George M. Schmeing, Ph.D.
Bertram J. Steggert, A.M.
Frank J. Lodeski, A.M.
Aloys P. Hodapp, A.M.
Wilfred Horner, M.S.
Philip Le Francois, M.S.

Class of '42                  Class of '41                  Class of '40
Emil Berger                  John J. Cilia               William King
Peter Gonglis               John Grant                  Ronald Millar
Robert Craven               James Houlihan             Robert O'Day
Edgar Martin                John J. Marino             Arch Pearson
Edward Michalik             Thad A. Pahus
Edward Muraskus
Robert O'Rielly
Arch Pearson
Francis X. Pelka
Orrin Wheeler

Cilia, Martin, Michelik, Pearson, Wheeler, Dougherty
Pahus, Marino, Conglis
O'Rielly, Grant, King, Houlihan, O'Day, Orphan
Sigma Pi Alpha

Ernest M. Grochowski ........................................... President
Chester Podgorski ............................................... Vice President
Felix Gordon ..................................................... Secretary
Jerry Dombrowski ............................................... Treasurer
John Hilner ....................................................... Sergeant

Class of 1940
William Janik
Ernest Grochowski

Class of 1941
Eugene Slotkowski
Leonard Kowalski
Chester Podgorski
Edward Machowski

L. Francis Tobolski
Joseph Koczur

Class of 1942
Richard Blasczyk
Stanley Grydyk
John Pivovar
Lecian Matuszczak
Stanley Czech
Leonard Pawlikowski
Frank Zelezinski

Class of 1943
Ricardo Blasczyk
Stanley Grydyk
John Pivovar
Lecian Matuszczak
Arthur Torezella
Walter Zeigal
Walter Kurek
LeRoy Osta
Joseph Zygmuntowicz
Chester Koenig
Louis Potempa
Adam Kowaleczek

Grydyk, Matuszczak, Lach, Tobolski, Czech, Pivovar, Kowalski
Blasczyk, Pawlikowski, Zelezinski
Janik, Gordon, Podgorski, Grochowski, Dombrowski, Poklenkowski

Ernest M. Grochowski
Sigma Lambda Beta

OFFICERS

Alpha Chapter

John L. Sloan ........................................... Grand Regent
Len Hermann ........................................... Vice Grand Regent
Minehin G. Lewis ....................................... Secretary and Treasurer

Beta Chapter

Martin Jennings ........................................ Grand Regent
William Loftus ......................................... Vice Grand Regent
Thomas Day ............................................ Treasurer
Jack Troy .............................................. Secretary

FACULTY MEMBERS

Crofford H. Buckles, C.P.A. Walter A. Fox, M.B.A.
Henry T. Chamberlain, C.P.A. Charles LaFond, C.P.A.
Ernest W. Ludlow, C.P.A.

MEMBERS

Beta Chapter

Mel J. Boyne ........................................... James Fedigan
Thomas Davy ........................................... John Feeley
James Durkin .......................................... Edward Gorman
Mario Coduto .......................................... George Hansen
Thomas Creagh ........................................ Martin Jennings
Peter Fitzpatrick .....................................

Alpha Chapter

John J. Amoto .......................................... John Horn
Ed Barrett ............................................. Jerry Jedlik
Joe Claremont ......................................... Walter Johnson
John Coffey ........................................... David Kerwin
Ed Cooney ............................................ William Kiley
Philip H. Cordes ...................................... Charles J. LaFond
John Coyle ........................................... Vincent Lane
Joe Crowley .......................................... Frank Lane
Francis Delaney ....................................... William Lennon
Joe Gill ................................................. William Linane
William Gorman ....................................... Frank Latito
Larry Hansen ......................................... Owen P. McGovern
Ray Hebenstreit ...................................... Rudolph Petrik
Len Hermann ..........................................

C. A. Snyder, Scott R. Snyder, McCormack, McCarthy, Boyne, Feeley, Cooney,
Racette, Shanahan, F. Lane, Lennon, Knuth, LaFond, Coduto, V. Lane, Fitzpatrick,
Cordes, Loftus, Davy, Troy, Jennings, Sloan, Hermann, Lewis.
Alpha Sigma Nu

Officers

Robert G. Herthneck ........................................ Presiden
William Gibbons ........................................... Vice President
Arthur Kogstad ............................................... Secretary
Arthur Wise .................................................... Treasurer

Members

Graduate
Gregory Mann ........................................... Francis J. Sweeney
Norbert Hruby

Arts
Martin E. O'Shaughnessy ................................. John Lyons
William Gibbons ........................................ Frank O'Shaughnessy
Daniel Murphy ........................................... Robert Wallace

University College
Joseph E. King ........................................... Edward D. Corboy
Robert W. Daly ........................................... Earle Steinmetz

Law
Leo Newhouse ........................................... William B. Lynch
Frank Hausmann ........................................ Alfred B. Pauls

Commerce
John L. Sloan ............................................... Arthur E. Burchett
Arthur Kogstad ........................................... Edward J. Schell

Social Work
Thomas F. Desmond ........................................ Leon P. Listwan

Medicine
John Condon ............................................... Matthew Boylan
Arthur Wise ............................................... Lyle Russell

Dental
Robert G. Herthneck ..................................... Clair Hoeking
Kenneth L. Dedekind ..................................... Edward Garguilo

Fr. Egan, Dedekind, Condon, Murphy, Newhouse
La Maha, Gibbons, Herthneck, Kogstad, Wise
Phi Beta Pi
OFFICERS
Mitchell D. Johnson ............................................. Archon
Franklin D. Swan .................................................... Secretary
Richard L. Merkel .................................................... Treasurer
James J. Daly ......................................................... Editor

FACULTY MEMBERS
Powers, J. Glen, A.B., B.S., M.D.—Assistant Dean, Faculty Adviser
Beeson, B. Barker, M.D.
Kleinschmidt, Earl E., B.S., M.S., M.D., Dr. P.H.
McJunkin, Frank A., A.M., M.D., F.A.C.P., Pathology
Moorhead, Louis D., A.B., B.S., M.S., A.M., M.D., F.A.C.S., LL.D
Schaub, Carl E., A.B., B.S., M.D.
Schnitz, Herbert E., B.S., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Strong, Reuben M., A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Vahni, Hulio F., B.S., M.D., F.A.C.P.
Bailey, John H., B.S., Ph.D., Dr. P.H.
Bonnell, Ellis, B.S., M.D.
Bower, Vincent B., B.S., M.D.
Burke, Thomas J., A.B., M.D.
Carlisle, William T., M.D.
Connolly, Joel L., B.S., M.S.
Eisenberg, Jacob M., B.S., B.Pg. Ph.D.
Ferguson, Ralph L., B.S., M.S., M.D.
Fillis, Ben E., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Fink, J. Russell, B.S.M., M.D.
Fitzgerald, Maurice D., B.S.M., M.D.
Flora, Wayne W., M.D.
Fulbright, Joseph A., B.S., M.D.
Geiger, Clyde J., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Grauer, Edward P., B.S., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Griffin, George, D.L., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Hugsgrom, William J., B.S.M., M.D.
Hanrahan, William M., B.S., M.S., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Hardt, Leo L., B.S., M.S., M.D., F.A.C.P.
Jann, Edward C., M.D.
Jones, David S., B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Kerwin, Raymond W., B.S., M.D.
Kinney, John W., A.B., M.S.
Kraus, Adrian D., Ph.B., B.S., M.D.
Latz, Leo J., A.B., B.S., M.D., LL.D.
Lawler, Edmund G., B.S., M.D.
Middlen, John J., B.S., M.D.
McEnery, Eugene T., B.S., M.S., M.D.
Murray, John C., M.D.
Parapalo, Anthony V., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Pearson, Anthony A., B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Penhale, Kenneth W., D.D.S., M.D.
Pickett, William J., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Pier, Samuel G., B.S., M.D., F.A.C.P.
Pricham, Ernest A., M.D.
Ritter, Robert O., A.B., M.D.
Russell, James V., M.D., B.S.M.
Sweeney, Leo P. A., B.S., M.D.
Taylor, Eugene E., B.S., M.D.
Tomson, Andrew J., B.S., M.D.
Warszowski, Edward H., B.S., M.D., F.A.C.S.
Welsh, Raphael G., B.S., M.D.
Zingrone, John B.

Westhoven, Catena, Usas, Murphy, Pitaro, Allison, Seppmann, Pollar
Owings, Flamie, Ippolito, Daly, Scagnelli, Kasmer, Podesta
Saran, Cooper, Drolett, Johnson, M.D., Pleiss, Viletto, Tornello
## Phi Beta Pi

### MEMBERS

**Class of 1940**
- Jack Boyd
- John Condon
- Edward Daley
- Charles David
- Donald Drolett
- Fred Adams
- Fred Barthes
- Francis Brennan
- John Condon
- Edward Daley
- Charles David
- Donald Drolett
- Fred Adams
- Fred Barthes
- Francis Brennan
- John Condon
- Edward Daley
- Charles David
- Donald Drolett

**Class of 1941**
- William Irwin
- Edward Galapennu
- Alfred Glass
- Francis Hultgen
- William Hultgen
- John Delosse
- Edgar Plante
- Boyce Gibson
- Maurice Murphy
- Vincent Pollard
- Adrian Powell
- William Foley
- Jerome Frey
- James Goebel
- Anthony Ippolito

**Class of 1942**
- Lawrence Catina
- Louis Curran
- Douglas Beach
- George Blough
- William Catina
- Louis Curran
- Mario Albini
- Patrick Allanson
- James Bayer
- John Cooper
- Alfred Cornille
- Naseef Deeb
- Charles Dowell
- Leonard Drabek
- Ray Dussman
- John Foley
- Bernard Flynn
- Charles Dowell
- Leonard Drabek
- Ray Dussman

**Class of 1943**
- William Hultgen
- John Delosse
- Edward Galapennu
- Alfred Glass
- Francis Hultgen
- William Hultgen
- John Delosse
- Edgar Plante
- Boyce Gibson
- Maurice Murphy
- Vincent Pollard
- Adrian Powell
- William Foley
- Jerome Frey
- James Goebel
- Anthony Ippolito
- Theodore Kretschmer
- Jerry Owings
- Philip Pleiss
- Andrew Podesta

**Pledges**
- John Niemeyer
- Kennedy O'Brien
- Conrad Rusin
- Frank Skopek
- Robert Wetzler
- Lyle Russell
- Eugene Wieck
- Franklin Swan
- Vincent Usalis
- Joseph Westhaven
- Gustav Schupmann
- Robert Tornello
- Anthony Vitello
- George Meisinger
- Charles Pfister
- Dominic Pitaro
- Lawrence Sykora

Kallal, Brennan, Wieck, Boyd, Skopek, Kelleher, Johnson, M. H., O'Brien
Roehm, Llewelyn, Russell, Foley, Hultgen, Rusin, Blough, Powell, Beach, Condon, Wetzler
Dailey, Merkel, Frey, Johnson, M. D., Kretschmer, Hultgen
Pi Mu Phi

OFFICERS
Edward J. Horodko,..................Honorary Senior President
Henry Wojtowicz.....................President
Joseph V. Moleski....................Vice President
Zdzislaw C. Koenig...................Secretary and Treasurer
Ben Tatarowicz......................Librarian and Editor

FACULTY MEMBERS
Robert L. Abraham, M.D.          Anthony Sampolinski, M. D.
Francis A. Dulak, M.D.           Edward H. Warszewski, M.D.
Thaddeus M. Larkowski, M.D.      Norbert Zielinski, M. D.
Edward A. Piszczek, M.D.         

MEMBERS
Class of 1940
Henry L. Barton                  T. M. Klobača
C. C. Benz                      S. M. Koziol
Chester C. Burski               S. L. Majsterek
Edward J. Horodko               S. V. Markiewicz
M. J. Krisko

Class of 1941
Joseph V. Moleski           Henry Wojtowicz

Class of 1942
John Skowron                 Ben Tatarowicz
John Poniatowski              Zdzisław C. Koenig

Class of 1943
H. Buklad                     R. Mann

Tatarowicz, Zamdroski, Burski, Buklad, Majsterek, Poniatowski, Kozial, Koenig, Benz, Horodko, Wojtowicz, Moleski.
Delta Theta Phi

Frank Hausmann, Jr...............................Dean
Paul Maguire ........................................Vice Dean
Fred Brandstrader .............................Tribune
Frank Hilkin .........................................Clerk of Exchequer
Thomas Regan ..........................Master of the Rolls

FACULTY MEMBERS

John Fitzgerald, Dean of the Law School
Judge John McCormick
Mr. John Waldron
Mr. John Lagorio
Mr. Edward Ribal

MEMBERSHIP LIST

Michael Anzalone .................................Joseph Peters
Fred Brandstrader ...............................Edmund Sinnott
Geoffrey Burns ....................................Joseph Carroll
Thomas Regan ......................................Charles Haskins
James Godfrey .....................................Thomas Crowley
Frank Hausmann ..................................Bernard Killackey
Frank Hilkin .......................................William Judd
Joseph Lynch .......................................John Gannon
William Lynch .....................................Joseph Tobin
George Lyon .......................................Leo Adams
Paul Maguire ......................................William Whelan
Robert Mullen .....................................William O'Brien
Alfred Pauls

Crowley, Mullen, Carroll, Haskins, Burns, Peters, Lyon
Vonesh, Hilkin, Brandstrader, Hausmann, Maguire, Regan
Phi Chi

OFFICERS

Emanuel C. Wilhelm ...................... Presiding Senior
Matthew J. Boylan, Jr. .................. Presiding Junior
James H. Topp .......................... Secretary
Louis Salerno ........................... Treasury
John Beall, Jr. .......................... Judge Advocate
Michael J. Hrheiko ...................... Sentinel

FACULTY MEMBERS

R. A. Barrett, M.D. ................................. P. E. Lawler, M.D.
R. A. Black, M.D. ................................ R. E. Lee, B.S., M.S., M.D.
J. X. Bremer, M.D. ................................. J. M. Leonard, M.D.
T. E. Boyd, B.S., Ph.D. ......................... A. J. Limowski, B.S., M.D.
J. J. Callahan, M.D. .............................. G. W. Mahoney, M.D.
L. E. Cella, M.D. ................................. A. F. Martin, M.D.
J. T. Coyle, M.D. ................................. A. R. McCradie, M.D.
M. E. Creighton, M.D. ........................... E. J. Meyer, M.D.
H. W. Elghammer, M.D. ....................... J. T. Meyer, M.D.
G. H. Ensminger, M.D. .......................... C. F. Meuller, M.D.
W. G. Epstein, A.B., M.D. ..................... M. C. Mullen, M.D.
J. P. Evans, M.D. ................................. P. A. Nelson, Ph.D., M.D.
W. D. Fitzgerald, M.D. ........................ G. F. O'Brien, A.B., M.D.
H. B. Fox, B.S., M.D. ............................ F. J. Piszkiewicz, M.D.
R. L. French, M.D. ............................... W. B. Raycraft, M.D.
C. B. Gagne, M.D. ............................... J. M. Roberts, M.D.
F. J. Gerty, B.S., M.D. .......................... C. S. Scuderi, M.D.
P. E. Grabow, M.D. .............................. I. D. Simonson, A.B., M.D.
R. J. Hawkins, B.S., M.D. ..................... F. H. Snyder, A.B., Ph.D.
W. S. Hector, M.D. .............................. C. S. Sommer, M.D.
J. B. Henry, B.S.M., M.S., M.D. ............ F. J. Stucker, M.D.
C. W. Hughes, B.S.M., M.S., M.D. ........... S. C. Thomson, A.B., M.S., M.D.
................................. V. G. Urse, M.D.
W. F. Janz, M.D. ................................. F. C. Val Dez, B.S., M.D.
S. M. Kelly, B.S., M.D. ........................ A. M. Vaughn, B.S., M.S., M.D.
K. J. Kloeker, M.D. .............................. J. C. Vermeren, B.S., M.D.
B. C. Kolter, M.D. ............................... T. F. Walsh, M.D.
Philip Law, M.D. ................................. G. A. Wiltrakis, M.D.

G. J. Zwikster, B.S., M.S., M.D.

Higgins, Miller, Pfahr, Weslowski, Siemans, Wawroski, Arnold, Guzauskas, La Maid, Altasio
McDonald, Griffin, Fontenetta, Weiss, Ivors, Aubuchon, Somers, Lagorio, Jesacher, Smith
Topp, Boylan, Salerno, Dr. Vaughn, Dr. Carey, Wilhelm, Ceriani, Berino
Phi Chi

MEMBERS

Class of 1940

Ahlm, Edward
Barry, John
Bartels, Wilbur
Beall, John
Deutschmann, Roy

Hitchko, Michael
Jaskunas, Stanley
Jones, Richard
Lindenfeld, Fred
Matt, Wayland

Meier, Donald
Murphy, Francis
Raichart, William
Rivera, Victor
Rooney, James

Class of 1941

Boylan, Matthew
Carroll, John
Cronin, John
Daly, Anthony
Diskey, Donald

Fairbairn, James
Finiz, Ralph
Hazan, Robert
Nisius, George

Sinnott, Richard
Smith, Victor
Thompson, Lee
Topp, James

Class of 1942

Annun, Murray
Arnold, Sherman
Ceriani, Ernest
D'Alessandro, Arthur
Donald, Russel
Dunn, Richard
Fontenetta, Michael
Guzauskas, Anthony

Griffin, William
Heggens, Gerry
Jesacher, Andrew
Kimaid, Emil
Kordiyak, George
Lagoria, Francis
Lyons, Robert
Meany, Robert
Miller, Robert
Mizou, Michael
Mulhern, Joseph
Mullenix, Charles
Ouellette, Phil
Pfahl, Carl

Tierney, Thomas
Valach, Frank
Wawroski, Stanley
Weiss, Hary
Weslowsk, Stanly
Wyatt, James
Zahgara, Henry

Class of 1943

Albasio, Dante
Archibald, John
Anbuschom, Rodger
Borino, John
DisMnyter, George

Fitzgerald, George
Fitzgerald, Richard
Hawkins, Samuel
Ivers, Thomas
Krzyszewski, Wrold
LaMaida, Vincent

Mast, Joseph
McDonald, Thomas
McDowell, Thomas
Morhito, Joseph
Nemecek, Ray
Pellicore, Ray

Ruzich, Stanley
Sawers, Frank
Siems, Roman
Smith, Warren
Stee, George

Sinnott, Weir, Deutschmann, Daly, Carroll, Ulane, Lindenfeld, Finiz, Diskey
Barry, Bartels, Nisius, Hitchko, Thompson, Cronin, Murphy, Wise, Matt
Topp, Boylan, Sideras, Dr. Vaughn, Dr. Carey, Wilhelm, Beall, Ahlm
Phi Alpha Delta

OFFICERS
William H. Pokorny ........................................ Justice
Bruno J. Verbeek ........................................ Vice Justice
Alvin J. Ragan ............................................... Clerk
Lee S. Sanders ................................................ Treasurer
Charles F. Strubbe ........................................ Marshal

FACULTY MEMBERS
James A. S. Howell  
Francis J. Rooney

MEMBERS
William H. Pokorny  
Bruno J. Verbeek  
Alvin J. Ragan  
Lee S. Sanders  
Charles F. Strubbe  
Harold D. Brown  
Richard Loewe  
Clair F. Achenbach
William D. Kelly  
Albert E. Bennett  
William J. Lithall, Jr.  
John T. Love  
Arthur Willis  
Thomas J. Scheib  
John D. O'Connor  
Eugene M. Stussi

Bennett, Lithall, Willis, O'Connor, Scheib, Loewe
Achenbach, Strubbe, Verbeek, Pokorny, Ragan, Sanders, Kelly
Nu Sigma Phi

OFFICERS
Generva Schmidt ........................................ Noble Grand
Tullia Tessauro ........................................ Noble Vice Grand
Mary Albright .......................................... Secretary
Luella Trombley ........................................ Treasurer
Rose O'Connell ........................................ Pledge Captain

MEMBERS

Class of 1940
Anne Atras  Generva Schmidt
Marguerite Foulk  Sakaya Shigekawa

Class of 1941
Delores Dillon  Lullia Tessauro
Margaret Pijan

Class of 1942
Mary Albright  Luella Trombley

Class of 1943
Rose O'Connell  Magda Puppendahl
Eleanor Fordon  Grace Mary Wurst
Carol Platz  Callista Kessler

Trombley, Puppendahl, Albright, Wurst, Pijan, Platz
Shigekawa, Tessauro, Schmidt, Foulk, Fordon

GENERVA SCHMIDT
Phi Lambda Kappa

OFFICERS
Fred Robbins .......................... President
Samuel Zaidenberg ...................... Vice President
Walter Feinstein ....................... Treasurer
Elmer Bernstein ...................... Scribe

FACULTY MEMBERS
Julius Adler, M.D. ........................... Morris J. Hoffman, M.D.
Benedict Aron, M.D. ........................ Jacob J. Mendelson, M.D.
Louis J. Brody, M.D. ...................... John Peters, M.D.
Nathan Flexman, M.D. .................... Isadore R. Pritikin, M.D.
Nicholas I. Fox, M.D. ..................... Hyman I. Sapoznik, M.D.
Morris A. Glatt, M.D. .................... William Shapiro, M.D.
Acher A. Goldfine, M.D. ................ Isadore M. Trace, M.D.

MEMBERS
Maurice Belinski ........................ Leonard Saxon
Elmer Bernstein ........................ Ben Shore
Morton Effron ............................ Albert Swirsky
Walter Feinstein ........................ Burton Weinstein
Fred Robbins ........................... Samuel Zaidenberg

Swirsky, Robbins, Blinski
Zaidenberg, Bernstein
Beta Pi

OFFICERS

Eugene Dubay .................................. President
William Gibbons .................................. Vice President
James Cutler .................................. Secretary

FACULTY MEMBERS

Mark E. Gecelin  Norbert Hruby, A.B.
Thomas Kennedy, A.B.  James O. Supple, A.B.
G. Warren McGrath, A.B.  Martin Swaglie, A.B.
John D. McKian, A.B.  Louis Tordella, Ph.D.
Francis Monck, A.B., J.D.  Morton D. Zabel, Ph.D.

MEMBERS

James Conway
John Condon
James Cutler
Frank Derby
John Devaney
Timothy Dillon
Eugene Dubay
Arthur Fenner
Harold Frey
William Gibbons

John Gannon
James Gill
Paul Hummert
Sal Impelliteri
Arthur Kogstad
Frank Knoll
John Lyons
Daniel Murphy
Martin O'Shaughnessy
Robert Wallace

Murphy, O'Shaughnessy, Frey, Janik,
Lyons, Cutler, Dubay, Gibbons, Kogstad
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Pi Gamma Mu

OFFICERS
James Gill .................................................. President
Paul Hummert ............................................ Vice President
William King ............................................. Secretary
Arthur Kogstad ........................................... Treasurer
Martin O'Shaughnessy .................. Pledgmaster
Mr. Aloysius P. Hodapp .................. Moderator

MEMBERS

Class of 1940
John Clark
James Gill
Harold Hall
Paul Hummert
William Janik
William King
Arthur Kogstad
Martin O'Shaughnessy

Class of 1941
Andrew Dussel
Charles Goodwillie
Michael Govostis
James Hosna
John Marino
James Marzano
Warren Matt
John Murnighan
Eugene Slotkowski
William Smurdon
James Wallace

Kogstad, O'Shaughnessy, Gill, Mr. Hodapp, King, Hummert
Phi Alpha Rho

Arthur Kogstad .................................. President
John Devaney .................................... Vice President
James Fletcher ................................... Secretary

MEMBERS

William Barrett ................................. Joseph Gallagher
William Bryar ................................. Carl Hayden
John Devaney ................................. James Hosna
Timothy Dillon .............................. Arthur Kogstad
Charles Ewerts ............................... Frank McGarr
James Fletcher ............................... William Ryan
Gerard Galante ............................... Robert Shanahan
Richard Wienke

Gallagher, Ewerts, Ryan, Dillon, McGarr, Hayden, Galante
Wienke, Kogstad, Mr. Brandstader, Fletcher
Lambda Chi Sigma

OFFICERS
Robert Stell ........................................ President
Ronald Millar .......................................... Treasurer
Marvin Johnson ........................................ Secretary
Philip Lefrancois .................................... Program Chairman
Lucille Trudeau ...................................... Social Director

FACULTY MEMBERS
Dr. George M. Schmeing  Mr. Frank P. Cassaretto
Dr. Joseph D. Parent  Mr. Frank J. Lodeski
Dr. Arthith P. Davis  Mr. F. Russell Koppa
Rev. Alphonse Schmitt, S.J.  Mr. Phillip P. Lefrancois
Dr. Louis W. Tordella  Mr. Adam Kowalczyk
Miss Lucille Trudeau

ACTIVE GRADUATE MEMBERS
Clyde Crowley  Williird White
Lilyan Emmons  Otto P. Rickard
James Kieffer  Dr. Edwin A. Thiele
Raymond Melelione  Katheryn Strubbe
John Mullen  John Tomnak
Jean Nowakowska  Elizabeth Johannes
Charon White  Brother Joseph Schneiders
John Printz

ACTIVE UNDERGRADUATE MEMBERS
William Elson  John Zannini
Marvin Johnson  Harold Frey
Ronald Millar  Daniel Ramker
Daniel Murphy  Charles Schaar
Robert Stell  John Tordella
Barnabus Beresky  Charles Domke

Johnson, Davis, Parent, Kowalczyk, Lefrancois, Lodeski, Mullen, Elson, Brown, Koppa, Frey, Tordella, Nowakowski, Schmeing, Cameron, Tulene, Schaar, Tomnak, Trudeau, Cassaretto, Murphy, Domke Beresky
Emmons, Goldberg, Stell, Zannini, Strubbe
Blue Key

OFFICERS
John D. O'Connor .............................................President
Charles Mullenix ..........................................Vice President
John White .....................................................Treasurer
Joseph Czonstka ............................................Recording Secretary
Charles Shanahan ............................................Corresponding Secretary

HONORARY FACULTY MEMBERS
Robert E. Black, M.D. ........................................John V. McCormack, J.D.
Walter J. Cummings ..........................................Louis D. Moeller, M.D.
John C. Fitzgerald, LL.B. .....................................Frances J. Rooney, LL.B.
Walter A. Fox, M.D. ...........................................Leonard D. Sachs, Ph.D.
Rev. Ralph A. Gallagher, S.J. ...............................Sherman Steele, LL.B.
Francis J. Gerty, M.D. .........................................Bertram J. Steggs, M.A.
Rev. Arthur J. Kelly, S.J. ......................................Italo F. Volini, M.D.
William H. Logan, D.D.S. .....................................Morton D. Zabel, Ph.D.

FACULTY MEMBERS
Paul W. Dawson, D.D.S. ......................................James Vore, J.D.
William H. Conley, M.A. ......................................Charles W. Hughes, M.D.
Paul F. Fox, M.D. ................................................Raymond Kerwan, M.D.
Irvin E. Hannum, M.D. .........................................Robert E. Lee, M.D.
John McKinn, M.A. .............................................Richard O'Connor, M.S.
Edward Stoffin, M.A. ..........................................William Schoen, M.D.
Norbert Hruby, A.B. ............................................Martin Szagle, M.A.

MEMBERS
Graduate School
Richard Garvey
Thomas Kennedy

Dental School
John Francis
Peter Grifo
John Misicottta

Medical School
John Barry
John Beall
Francis Brennan
John Carroll
Edgar Dwyer
John Llewellyn
Loren Mandleman

Night Law School
John Beedert
Fred Brandstrader
John Brennan

Kogstad, Kelleher, Lyons, Strubbe, Burchett

Walsh, Durkin, Bowler, White, O'Connor, Mullenix, Shanahan, Riley, Beall, Daley
Moorhead Surgical Seminar

OFFICERS

Louis D. Moorhead, M.D. .......... Honorary President
John W. Barry .................... President
James Rooney .................... Vice President
Victor Rivera .................... Treasurer
Raymond Deutschman .............. Secretary

BOARD OF COUNSELLORS

Dr. J. J. Calihan
Dr. W. T. Carle
Dr. J. D. Chapple
Dr. T. F. Finegan

Dr. C. C. Guy
Dr. R. J. Hawkins
Dr. C. W. Hughes
Dr. L. E. Hammond

Dr. R. E. Lee
Dr. A. V. Portipilo
Dr. C. F. Schuh
Dr. A. M. Vaughan

SENIOR FELLOWS

William J. Hultgen
Edward Hovdal
Merlin J. Johnson
Mitchell D. Johnson
Richard J. Jones
Fred Lindeisenfeld
John Lawellyn
Francis Murphy
John Mandervick
Arthur C. Wise

WAYLAND P. MATT
Salvatore Rodino
James A. Rooney
Victor Rivera
Conrad Rusin
Louis Salerno
Carl Werelius
Robert Wetzler
Emanuel Wilhelm

JUNIOR FELLOWS

M. J. Albini
H. L. Barton
R. S. Bisnoide
W. K. Beller
F. Brennan
M. J. Boylan
J. C. Carroll
W. T. Check
J. J. Cronin
A. J. Cornille
A. J. Daly
D. G. Diskey
L. Dukel
J. J. Feltis
R. J. Fintz
E. H. Fentie
E. K. Hagan
E. T. Kasmer
W. S. Wolf

S. M. Kozel
L. A. Kobin
H. V. Lederman
J. L. Merk
S. V. Markiewicz
L. P. Marrella
P. J. McGleenon
E. L. Mercer
G. F. Nitis
E. H. Wieck

Charles Boneregard
Richard Bickford
George Bowler
James Bowler

Robert Burchett
Marie Ciofetto
Timothy Dillon
James Durkin

William Lynch
Leo Newhouse

Robert Bremer
James Carver
John Devaney
John Felten
Harold Frey

Robert Giffen
James Gill
Paul Hummer
Arthur Kogstad
John Lyons

Martin O'Brien
John O'Connor

Robert McKeever
Daniel Murphy
Frank O'Shaunnessy
Martin O'Shaunnessy
Robert Wallace

Carroll, Topp, Cronin, Cornille, Check, Rodino, Mayer, De Meter, Bisnoide, Railsback, Mclennan, Marchel, Simonett, Beller, Kasmer, Wieck, Kobin, Thompson, Ullan, Lederman, Werelius.

Volini Medical Society

Arthur Wise ........................................ President
Louis Salerno ........................................ Vice President
Wilbur Bartels ....................................... Secretary
John Beall ........................................... Treasurer
Kasmir Benz .......................................... Librarian

FACULTY MEMBERS

Dr. I. F. Volini  Dr. W. Shapiro
Dr. G. Engbring  Dr. H. F. DeFeo
Dr. H. I. Schmitz, Jr.

Class of 1941

John Carroll  Lawrence Sykora  Richard Merkel
E. H. Wieheck  Anton Vlek  Edward Feltes
Gilbert Towle  George Nisius  Hector Vasquez
Richard Simnett  William Hultgen  Alfred Cornille
Leonard Draber  Tullio Tesaruo  Dolores Dillon
Russamamo  Anton J. Daly  Waih Tim Choel
James Topp  Lyle Russell  Lawrence Concannon
Edward Kasmir  James O'Neil  William Wolf
Henry Wojtowicz  Victor Smith  Ramon Ulane
Lee Thompson

Class of 1940

C. E. Ahlm  R. Deutschman  L. Mandernack
J. W. Barry  M. Faulk  S. Markiewicz
J. G. Beall  P. Frankel  L. Marella
C. C. Benz  M. Hitchko  C. Michelet
J. A. Bertucci  E. Horodko  F. Murphy
D. J. Boles  S. Jaskunas  J. O'Donnell
J. T. Boyd  M. Johnson  W. Raichert
R. Buchin  R. Jones  V. Rincura
J. Condon  G. Kelleher  F. Rizzo
E. Daley  F. E. Lindenfield  F. Robbins
C. David  J. S. Llewellyn  S. Rodino

Jaskunas, Rizzo, Rodino, Marella, Hitchko, Bertucci, Condon, Johnson, Richard, Bartun, Faulk, Deutschman, Boles, Jones, Horodko, Marky, Hultgen, Lindenfield, Hultgen, Barry, Wise, Beal, David

Arthur Wise
Lambda Rho

OFFICERS
John Beall ........................................... President
Carl Werelius ........................................... Vice President
Fred Lindenfeld ...................................... Secretary
Michael Hitchko ...................................... Treasurer
Richard Jones ........................................ Librarian

FACULTY MEMBERS
Gertrude M. Engbring, B.S.M., M.D.
Benjamin H. Orndoff, F.A.M.I.C.P., M.D.

Robert J. Hawkins, B.S., M.D.
Irwin F. Hummon, Jr., B.S., M.S., M.D.
Joseph E. Laibe, B.S., M.D.
Robert E. Lee, B.S., M.D.

Class of 1940
John Barry
Harry Barton
John Beall
Joseph Bertucci
Donald Boles
Fred Brown
Ray Deutschmann
Marguerite Foulk
Michael Hitchko
Edward Horodko
Stanley Jaskunas
Richard Jones
Henry Le Clair
Fred Lindenfeld
Simon Markiewicz
Wayland Matt

William Bellew
Matthew Boylan
John Carroll
Wah Tim Cheek
Alfred Cornille
Anthony Daly
Dolores Dillon
Donald Diskey

Class of 1941
James Fairbairn
Edward Feltes
Ralph Fintz
Robert Hagan
Leo Kolanko
Richard Merkel
George Merkel
George Nisius
William Wolf

Peter McLennon
Francis Murphy
William Raichart
James Rooney
Louis Salerno
Adam Schultz
Carl Werelius
Arthur Wise

James O'Neill
Margaret Pijan
Richard Sinnott
Tullia Tesar
Lee Thompson
James Topp
Roman Ulane
Hector Vasquez

Wise, Cornille, Cheek, O'Niel
Debey, Sinnott, Carroll, Kolanko, Merkel, Hagan, Berlin, Dhuyzeck
Topp, McCabe, Bellew, Ulane, Daly, Diskey, Boylan, Barton, Bertucci
Foulk, Barry, Deutschmann, Boles, Nisius, Horodko, Marky, Schultz
McLennon, Lindenfeld, Beall, Werelius, Jones, Hitchko
The Reverend William H. Agnew, S.J., was the president of Loyola University when it moved to the Lake Shore Campus and when the Alumni Gym was erected. It was due to his guidance and inspiration that athletics was advanced at Loyola. It is therefore only fitting that we should dedicate this section to a man who has been the greatest single factor in the development of athletics in the University.
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Athletic Board

Loyola’s success in the athletic world has been sponsored and authorized by a Board of Control, invested with the executive powers of the athletic department. It was founded four years ago when it was chartered to aid the growing needs of the University.

This year the acting chairman was Father Maher, Dean of Men, who succeeds Father Grace who had been in charge for two years and is now stationed in Detroit. The active members constitute the college coaches and are as follows: Mr. Sachs, the Varsity basketball coach and Director of Athletics; Mr. Wilson, the track and swimming coach; Mr. Heffernan, boxing coach; and Wilis Kautz who is in charge of the Freshman basketball team.

The basketball schedule for the past season was arranged through the efforts of Father Maher and Coach Sachs. It included the great teams from all over the country and is said to have provided the toughest competition that the Ramblers have ever had to face.

Coach Al Wilson’s swimming and track teams were the most successful squads on the campus during the past year. The Tankers ended the season with nine wins and one defeat, and brought to a close the best campaign in their history.

The powerful Frosh quintet was developed by our late alumnus “Wibs” Kautz who won all-American fame while playing for three years with the Varsity. Coach Jerry Heffernan spent his time in the boxing ring showing the budding pugilists the tricks of self defense.
1939-40 SEASON

By Leonard D. Sachs

The Loyola team of 1939-40 has completed one of the toughest schedules in the history of Loyola Basketball. Champions of all sections of the country were included. Four of the six teams which competed in the National Championship defeated our Midgets by a few points. Kansas which was a finalist in the Collegiate championship managed to gain a victory over Loyola in the last few minutes.

The Varsity squad lacked height and experience; their spirit was remarkable. They have never conceded victory to an opponent regardless of reputation; the Team improved with each succeeding game; in the last two games of the season, they were a smart polished ball club and able to give all opponents a real game. Practically all of the boys are back next season; Loyola should have another fine year.

I want to take this opportunity to state that despite the season's record in defeat, I am very proud of the 1939-40 team and hope they will carry on with their great "Loyola Spirit."
The team this season had only three veterans of the last year championship squad. Captain Wenkus had previously shown ability as a fine defensive man, as a good shot, and as a team leader, and this year he has maintained a constant improvement under the tutelage of Coach Sachs.

Vinny Graham is a fast, accurate player whose ability at center this year has contributed much to the fighting spirit of the team. With Ed Schell, the other veteran on the regulars, they have been two of the mainstays on this year's team.

Dan Cahill has engaged for the first time this year in tournament play. He originally came to Coach Schell's attention for his fine work in leading his intramural team to victory in the basketball tournament. This year his work at guard has been particularly well done.

The fifth member of the regulars was Ed Lee who won his numerials last year as a frosh basketeer at the forward post. He has developed this year into an excellent player and has two good years ahead of him.

Mickey Rottner who joined the squad at the semester has proved to be one of the most versatile stars on the team. His brilliant playing has done much to spark the team during the latter half of its tough season.

Frank Leahy the only senior on the squad, Jack Crowley, former player for Loyola Academy, Don Burns, previous Quigley basketeer, Angie Durso and Bob Van Hulle both from the Academy, saw considerable action throughout the season as substitutes. Without their invaluable aid the squad would have had no strong reserves to fall back upon.
The Season

With graduation last June went the stars of last year's team, Kautz, Novak, O'Brien, Hogan, and Driscoll. This season saw the return of but three veterans, Wenskus, Graham, and Sehell. Wenskus the only one who had seen a great deal of active service. With a schedule which included some of the strongest teams in the country, this young and inexperienced team showed an ability far beyond most expectations.

True it is that the record of games won and lost is not favorable; but it is more true that Loyola has shown that it has a team greater in some respects,—in their fight, their courage in the face of stiff opposition,—than any other at school in recent years. The team this year deserves great credit for their showing: the student body, in general, merits censure for their poor showing in attendance at the games.

The Ramblers opened their season with a 42-24 victory over the Arkansas Indians. Graham led the scoring in this game with 14 points, while the whole squad saw some service.
The next game of the season was the Alumni contest held under the auspices of the Fathers' Club. The Varsity won by an overtime 32-28 score after the Alumni had given a beautiful exhibition of ball handling. Eddie Schell led the scoring for the evening with seventeen points.

On December 15th the Ramblers hung up their third straight victory of the year against Kalamazoo College, defending Michigan Intercollegiate conference champs. Loyola led at the half 25-6 but were pressed very hard in the second half as the Hornets collected twenty-seven points. The final score was 43-33.

The squad opened the double header programs in the Coliseum by losing to the Carnegie Tech Skiboes in a 45 to 36 score. The game was featured by Graham's constant rushing on defense and Wenskus's brilliant floor play.

In a closely fought contest in the Alumni Gym the team lost to Oklahoma A. and M. by a 29 to 24 score. At the end of eight minutes the Ramblers led 5 to 1, and at the half they were still ahead 13 to 12. Successive long shots at the beginning of the second half gave the Aggies a lead which they never relinquished.

Against the Mustangs of Southern Methodist, Loyola lost a close game. Ed Lee and Dan Cahill sparked the Rambler attack in the first half, and the Loyola boys led at the end of that period 22 to 21. Wenskus was Loyola's big gun in the
second half, chalking up eight points to bring his total for the evening to twelve. Southern Methodist sank two baskets in quick succession to gain the lead which they never lost.

The Ramblers lost a hard fought game to Rice Institute 55 to 41. Although beaten by fourteen points the team managed to ring up forty themselves, and Wenskus was high scorer with 19 points.

On New Year's night Michigan State won after a closely fought contest by the score of 30 to 22. During the first half it was a nip and tuck battle but after several successive field goals Loyola lost the lead for the evening.

In the second Coliseum game of the season Loyola ran up against the Kansas university cagers. Rated one of the country's leading quintets, the boys from Kansas met an inspired Loyola squad. Paced by Ralph Miller, star center, who made 22 points during the game, the Jayhawks finally overcame the Ramblers' threat by a closing minute rally making the score 40 to 36.

A fast stepping squad from Omaha dealt the squad a 41 to 39 defeat by a bucket made in the last minute of play. Loyola had led through most of the game losing their lead but once.

The next game with Duquesne was even more of a photo finish as Loyola was nosed out at the Coliseum by a 28 to 27 score. Schell was the high scorer for this game with eleven points.

The next two games at the Coliseum also saw scoring disaster for the squad although they per-
formed with brilliant consistency. The Ramblers lost to Manhattan, one of the best in the country, by a 31 to 30 score. The last minutes of play saw the score tied four times until the boys from New York forged a point ahead. Two disastrous free throws which Loyola missed concluded the game leaving the score in favor of Manhattan by one point.

In a closely contested game with Butler, the score was closely matched throughout. The accurate shooting of Butler gave them an eight point lead which the Ramblers could reduce only by four points before the gun, leaving Butler on the long end of a 43 to 39 score.

Although they played a superb brand of defensive ball against De Paul and "hook shot" Wozny, Loyola succumbed 21 to 15 before 8,000 fans in the C.Y.O. charity game. Against a De Paul team which rated one of the best in the country Loyola played on the defensive, holding De Paul to 21 points while at the same time the Ramblers got 45.

The Saint John's Redskins in an Armory game beat the Ramblers 43 to 27 by their accurate shooting and clever play.

The Ramblers broke their losing streak against Illinois college trouncing them by a decisive score of 55 to 37. The Illinois team kept up for the first half but Cahill and Rotner boosted the score to 42-27 before the second period was half over.

In the final game Loyola overcame a strong Beloit five 51 to 28. The game was marked by fast accurate Loyola shooting as well as by clever defensive play which held Beloit to 3 points for the first sixteen minutes of the game.
Freshman Basketball

The one bright star on Loyola's '40 basketball horizon was the Frosh cage quintet. Our greenmen went through a tough schedule undefeated and later teamed up with the varsity to make consistently good showings in several post-season tournaments.

Led by Captain Ed Prim and the high scoring two-point twins, Mickey Rottner and Art Double, the Frosh squad defeated the Chinese All-Stars 46-29, De Paul Frosh 40-38, Wright Junior College 41-38, American College of Physical Education 42-28, and St. Sabina C.Y.O. 34-24. The squad lost Rottner to the varsity just before the Sabina game when he became eligible for inter-collegiate competition.

The team's record in the later tourneys boasts 10 wins to 3 losses. The frosh advanced to the third round of the St. Sabina and Queen of Angels tourneys, won the Irving Park Y.M.C.A. loop, and seem to be well on their way toward swiping the bacon at the Larabee Y., at the time this book is due at press. Rottner, Double, and the boys did not fare so well in the Central A.A.U. set-to in which they got their ears pinned back by Frankie Harmon's Demons 32-22 in the initial round.

The starting quintet was composed of a permutation of the following players: Art Double, Mickey Rottner, Capt. Ed Prim, Mike Dougherty, Bill Durkin, Howie Zednek, Bob Lee, Jack Stanton, John Dwan, Bob Tietz, and Jim Kostol. In other words Coach Wilbs Kautz gave every man on the squad a chance to show what he could do under the pressure of game conditions.
Track Season

At the outset of the track season, the thinclads had a noble precedent to uphold, for last year's team had gained national esteem after a series of victories over the outstanding competitors of the nation. However, today it can be said that they have won new laurels for Loyola and that they have successfully preserved its reputation.

The indoor season began on February 10 in a dual meet with North Central college, and closed on March 23 with the Chicago Relays in the International Amphitheater. During the intervening weeks the team won both of the scheduled dual encounters by swamping its opponents with decisive scores. On the remaining open dates, with the relay combinations led by Captain Rill Elson, and the distance events featuring Max Lenover, the team competed five collegiate meets. Each established new records before the season ended.

The Texas Relays in Austin inaugurated the outdoor season which does not end till June 22nd at the National Intercollegiate Meet on the University of Minnesota track in Minneapolis. However, until that time, Loyola will enter the Drake Relays at Des Moines and compete in six other meets throughout the middle west.
Captain Bill Elson has been responsible for many a winning point during his years of competition. As leadoff man of the relay team he has provided it with a winning margin innumerable times. With Bill's graduation this year the track team will suffer an inestimable loss.

Tom Layden completed his third year on the team this season. As captain of the Harriers during the fall season, he led the cross country team through a successful schedule. During the winter and spring he is a regular on the track team where he holds an important position on the relay combinations.

Little Charlie Beauregard shows us that success on the cinders is not restricted to those big lanky fellows, for despite this handicap, "Frenchy" is one of the leading scorers on the team. He piles up points in the distance medley and on the two mile relay squad. In three dual meets he has been undefeated in the half mile run.

Norb Essig is the endurance man of the whole squad, for although this is only his second year he has found that the two mile event is the race for him. Norb also competes with the cross country team in the fall. Considering the promise he has shown in both fields he bids fair to be one of the fastest two millers in Loyola's history.

Art Lancaster has proved to be Loyola's most successful hurdler in recent years. Continual improvement this year has given Alex Wilson great hope that before the season is over Art will repeat his great performances and become a leading scorer on the team.

Max Lenover is Loyola's greatest and most publicized performer. The "Flying Canadian" has broken numerous middle distance records throughout the
middle west and remains as a standout on the relay teams. He has piled up more points than anyone else on the whole squad.

Dan Howe divides his time between sprints and work on the relay team. He competes in the 440 and 220 and runs with the one mile combination.

Ed Reidy proved to be an outstanding performer during the outdoor season. He took him a little while to get into shape, but as soon as he had warmed up he began to clip off the mile and half-mile in winning time.

Joe Dougherty, a new recruit from the freshman class with an outstanding record as a high school sprinter, is a member of the mile relay and sprint medley teams.

Emil Mennes occupies an important position on the relay combinations although this is only his first year under Coach Wilson.

Roy McCall showed consistent improvement as the season wore on. He began his achievements at New Trier's championship team, and he now competes in the relays and dashes for the squad.

High jumping has been monopolized by Vinny Graham and George Kiley for the past three years.

Bill Tortorello has taken charge of the pole-vaulting department. His performance has been confined to the outdoors, where he has shown great promise.

Although Rux is taking his courses at the Downtown School, he spends his free time in working out for Wilson; in spite of this handicap he occupies a position on two relay teams.

Bill Watts waited until spring to burn up the track on the half mile and mile run, but his success then was a result of the tedious practice he carried on the year round.
Hilites of

At the Illinois Relays at Champaign, the medley team of Beauregard, Elson, Layden, and Lenover finished second. The mile team ran fourth and Max Lenover climaxed the afternoon with a first in the special 1500 meter open.

In the second dual meet of the season, Loyola trounced Armour Tech by a score of 68-26. First places were captured in all the events except in the pole vault and shot put.

The thinclads were squeezed out of third place by a margin of one and a half points in the Midwest Conference Meet. Captain Bill Elson took the mile in 0:52.3 and Lenover took second in the mile event after a costly fall. Lancaster and Beauregard were the other scorers for Loyola.

On March 9, Max Lenover broke the Central Collegiate Conference mile record by running the distance in 4:15.8. The previous mark had been established by Greg Rice of Notre Dame in 1937. Layden who was handicapped with bronchitis, and Art Lancaster failed to finish in the money.

As spring approached the more important meets were scheduled. At the Armour Relays in the University of Chicago fieldhouse, Loyola's relay teams piled up twenty-six points to finish in third place. The medley combination of Elson, Dougherty, McCall, and Lenover headed the group into first place. Rux, Beauregard, Layden, and Lenover placed third in the two mile event; Dougherty, Memos, Howe, and Elson ended up in the same spot in the mile relay. In both the high and low hurdles,
I

Art Lancaster stepped high and fast to finish fourth in both events.

With a ten yard lead established by Bill Elson, the rest of the mile relay team of Beauregard, Mennes, and Lenover retained the margin and broke the tape in 2.3 seconds faster than the Chicago Relay Record. On the same night in the Amphitheatre, Lenover was third in the 1,000 yard run behind Boriem, the world's record holder and Kane of Indiana. The Chicago relays marked the end of the indoor season with new records for the Loyola track team.

The Maroon and Gold first glittered outdoors in the Texas Relays in Austin. This was the second consecutive year that Loyola was invited to compete in this annual classic. This was the longest trip that any athletic team made during the school year. After a thousand mile journey the team entered in the sprint medley and half-mile relay. They took fourth place in the college medley division.

The Drake Relays at Des Moines, Iowa on April 26th and 27th was the next major attraction. Following this was the Central Collegiate Conference on June 7th. There were four other meets during the remainder of the season.

This past year marks another step in the recognition of the track team which has been Alex Wilson's major aim. Wilsonmen this year have earned recognition from schools that had formerly looked upon Loyola merely as a practice team. Loyola was invited to take part in various relays that are gaining considerable popularity in the west and south.

"Over the Top" is the motto of these high jumpers, Murnighan (top picture), Vinny Graham, (middle picture) and George Kiley, (bottom picture.)
The eleven men who composed Loyola's great swimming team this season have hung up a record of nine wins and one loss which will stand for a good many years before it is bettered.

Marty O'Shaughnessy has co-captained this year's team and has also turned in one of his best seasons. As backstroke artist he won the second berth on scoring honors and was a member of the medley team which set a new pool record. Marty has hung up the amazing record of forty-three straight meets for Loyola.

The other co-captain, Al Burke, is also swimming for his fourth year in Varsity competition. He has been a mainstay in the breaststroke division as well as in the underwater event. Al set a new mark for the pool in the underwater swim going three full lengths of the pool without breaking the surface.

High point man on the squad for the second successive season the sensational sophomore Bob Carroll was one of the major contributing causes to the men's brilliant season. His record of one hundred points for the season was not only almost a quarter of the total team's score but it was also one of the highest scores ever made in the swimming team's history.

Tied with Captain O'Shaughnessy for second place in scoring honors is the diving star and free style artist, Ray Dougherty. In three years of competition Ray has been a dependable and able point gatherer. He has consistently taken the diving event in Loyola meets and his assistance in the free style division is invaluable.

Warren Matt, styled "the blonde torpedo" has upheld the breaststroke department for three years. Before coming to the university he had never engaged in competition but under the tutelage of Al Wilson he soon developed into a sensation. This year he amassed forty-nine points and broke the pool record at
Swimming

Naperville swimming the 100 yard breaststroke in 1:11.6.

Larry Marley, frosh artist in the free style section, has done well this season as his record of forty-seven points testifies. He has been groomed this season to take the place of Max Shapiro, former flash, who was lost to the squad last season through graduation.

Bob McKeever is another three year veteran who has done his work in the free style department. This has been his best year to date under the direction of Coach Wilson. He has also been paced this year by Bob O'Connor a freshman from the Academy. This friendly competition between the two has improved their time considerably.

Bob O'Connor has already shown considerable promise of becoming one of the swimming team's mainstays. He has improved considerably this year and if he continues to improve his work will be quite notable.

Ebby Corboy is the elongated gentleman who swims the backstroke. He holds the record for the 100 yard event for Loyola which he established last year. Since Ebby is in attendance at the Downton School this year, it has meant considerable effort and sacrifice for him to show up at practices and meets.

Warren McNeil in the free style and Bill Sisson in the breaststroke depart-ments have been of value to the squad not only in their contributions of scoring points but also as reserves. They have been useful in complementing the medley teams and filling out the events. Sisson has set a new record of 4:31 for the 300 yard backstroke which has stood for this season.

Shattered for the third straight year was the team scoring record. Al Wilson's boys garnered a grand total of 451 points over the season as compared to the previous high of 385, set last year, and 366, set two years ago. The Ramblers averaged over forty-five points per meet in their ten meets.
The Season

The high powered Rambler swimming team, launched by Coach Wilson in the second week of January against Armour Tech, turned out to be the best squad of its kind in Loyola's history. It blazed through the season with nine wins and one defeat. For the third successive year the scoring record was shattered; this time it was boosted 66 points to establish a new high of 451.

After a few practice meets, the mermen clashed with Armour Tech to start the season a'rollin', and trounced them with the decisive score of 51-15. In the strange surroundings of the Institute the freshmen swimmers gained valuable experience in intercollegiate competition which proved so necessary for the tougher opponents ahead. Ray Dougherty of Loyola finished with individual honors, followed closely by Armour's captain, Ray Dodge.

On the following day the team journeyed to Milwaukee, to take revenge over the State Teachers. This meet marked the first win over the Teachers in four straight years, and it was only the second meet lost by Milwaukee in five years. After the final event Loyola finished with a ten point margin having 38 points, to their opponents total of 28.

Despite the examinations during the last week in January, the tankers accounted for their third and fourth victories of the season. North Central was the third victim by a score of 42-33. Only five on the opposing team were responsible for the 33 points, led by the individual star of the evening, Harold Hemming who came through with three first places. In winning the meet Warren Matt established a new breaststroke mark at the Naperville fieldhouse. The 200 yard free-style relay combination also set a new record of 1:43.5 in their event.

Since the swimming team had most of its meets scheduled for over the week-ends, they took the next train for Peoria to polish off Bradley Tech for their fourth victory on the following eve. Here they seemed to have little opposition with the exception of one man, George Davis, who finished with 13 points to his credit. Loyola's high scorers were led...
by Bob Carroll with two firsts, and then came O'Shaughnessy, Matt, Dougherty, and Marley.

To prove that they were out for a championship season, the mermen scored two more overwhelming decisions over Chicago Teachers College and George Williams. By now the "freshies," along with their experienced brethren, were beginning to take things serious. For although the team continued to win by large margins they become responsible for numerous points. Due to this fact, Alex Wilson was accused of developing a dream team that would go undefeated.

But during the following week their high hopes were shattered on a fateful Friday night down in Green Castle, Indiana, where a strong Hoosier squad from De Pauw University nosed them out by two

squad points. It was a wild evening from the start of the first event. Records were consistently broken by both teams, and although Loyola gained four firsts, their antagonists finished with a two point lead.

Although somewhat disheartened after their first defeat of the year, the Ramblers went out and swamped George Williams mercilessly to the tune of 49-26. Loyola took six firsts and four seconds in the individual events. The sensational sophomore, Bob Carroll, again led the scoring spree. Warren Matt won his third successive breaststroke event and Bob Mc Keever, who had been steadily improving, won the 220 yard free style. This was the seventh victory of the eight starts.

With the idea still in their mind of taking revenge for that lone defeat, they again pushed over North Central in the home pool, in tuning up for their crucial engagement with Kentucky during the following week. Loyola's speed stars continued to break their home records, and captured five firsts and five seconds to put everything on ice.

Kentucky's dry dock champs were the next guests of the mermen, and they sought their third victory. But this final meet ended in a blaze of glory for the spirited Ramblers; for while the largest throng of the year clung from the balcony with anxious eyes, Loyola's spirited squad defeated their rivals, 35-33. Co-captains Al Burke and Marty O'Shaughnessy in the last meet of their careers, finished in record times. Bob Carroll brought his total of the season's points up to the hundred mark, to become the highest scorer of the year. Matt and Mc Keever won their individual events, along with the record breaking relay team. Loyola's greatest season was at an end.
Thirty-two teams were brought from thirteen states ranging geographically from New Mexico to Minnesota, and Virginia to New York to play for the seventeenth National Catholic Basketball Championship.

The Shamrocks of Central Catholic from Fort Wayne, Indiana, retained their title, but to do so had to beat the strong St. Michael quintet of Santa Fe, New Mexico, and the Chicago Champions, Leo High School. Before the early tournament rounds were completed St. Michael’s was generally conceded to be the team with the best chance to dethrone the champions. They played up to expectations for they led throughout the final game until the last minute when Central Catholic eked out a victory. The game pitted the two outstanding players of the tourney, John Hiller of St. Michael, and Captain Stanczak of Central Catholic, against each other.

Central Catholic nearly stumbled over St. Philip, runner-up for the Chicago High School title, in the quarterfinals as the 33-31 score indicates. St. Michael qualified for the final round by defeating the Indians from St. Francis Mission, South Dakota, who had played their eighteen game schedule without a defeat. Leo gave them their second straight defeat to win third place honors.

The teams qualified for the tournament by their records or by the titles they held. Eight city and state champions were entered. There were three regional champions, one regional runner-up and one diocesan champion.
Cross Country

While losing but one meet throughout the season the Loyola Cross Country team won second place in the state competition, and Lenover, the blazing Canadian, won the individual state title.

The squad including Captain Tom Layden, Max Lenover, Ed Riely, Norb Essig, Chuck Beauregard and Bill Watts, opened the season with a 28-28 tie against Eastern Illinois Teachers. Although Lenover again won top honors, the team lost to Milwaukee State Teachers, 27-30. Essig ran third and Layden fifth.

Early in November the nation's best came to the Loyola Invitational. It was a year ago after this race that Lenover collapsed, but this year he was strong enough to finish third behind Walter Mehl, Captain of Wisconsin University, and Marion Cole, Captain of the Illinois State Normal team. Mehl, who finished in 17:43, set a new record for the meet, and took one second from the record which Greg Rice set the year before. The Badgers had the lowest score in the meet with 27 points, while Illinois State Normal had 54, Milwaukee State Teachers College, 68, and Loyola University, 83.

Lenover won the Illinois Intercollegiate Conference meet held at Charleston, Illinois over a 3.53 mile course in the time, 19:33. The race for first place was a dual battle between Lenover and Cole. Max tells that they passed each other any number of times during the race, but Cole did try to take a big lead. Max knowing that Cole has never been able to finish strong, waited, and beat him decisively in the final sprint.
Mr. John Kemp, S.J., new coach of varsity tennis, will depend on three veterans, Captain Bill Janik, Hank Scofield and Gene Dubay, when the team plays what Manager Barney Beresky says, "is the toughest schedule in Loyola tennis history."

The fact that the squad has opponents like Western State, Marquette, Kalamazoo, Northwestern, and Michigan State, whose players are the best in the Middle West prove the statement of the manager. The squad also plays home and home matches against: North Central, Armour, Lake Forest, and Beloit.

In rounding out the team Mr. Kemp can pick from Bob West, Alex Trohdaal, Jim Marzano, Charlie Goodwillie, Ed Grens, Bill Juvancie, Bill Joyce, Ray Kennedy, Bud Birren, Jim Orphan and Bill Legner.

The team practice began indoors early in March and found the squad playing on a court laid out in the gym, and at north and south side armories. Weather will not permit outside play before the matches which begin as early as April 13. The team plans some practice sessions on the clay courts of the University of Chicago fieldhouse.

Captain Bill Janik has brought his game up under the tutelage of former coach and former captain, George O'Connell and Tibor Beresky. Janik has spent recent summers in tournament competition against exceptional players and has improved from his valuable experience.

Hank Scofield, Freshman star during last season, promises to be the outstanding player in Loyola tennis history. Scofield led the team in the number one position last year. His showing during summer tourneys gives certain indication that he will become a Loyola great.

Gene Dubay goes into his final year with the record of winning the most matches on the squads of '37 and '38. His showing as a Junior was not as exceptional, but with the early practice for this season he hopes to return to previous form.
At the time of this writing the varsity golf team is still a somewhat unknown quantity, due to the loss of three out of four members of last year’s great team. The only returning regular this year is Bill McEnery who played at number four last year.

Bob Blake, an alternate last year, is back and has the duties of both manager and acting captain to fulfill. The team is augmented by the services of Tom Waldron, who also gained experience last year as an alternate.

The greater part of the team material will be drawn from those who starred in the Intramural tournament last fall. Among the men who will be relied upon heavily are Dave Delano, winner of the fall tournament, and Bill Sheehan, runner-up.

Inclement spring weather has thus far hampered greatly the spring practice sessions, but consistent low scores by McEnery, Sheehan, Waldron, Blake, Delano and George Geis, a freshman, has indicated that Loyola shall place a consistent, low-scoring foursome on the fairways this season.

Home matches will be played this year at Pickwick Country Club, scene of the fall intramural tournament.

A well rounded schedule has been drawn up by the manager which includes such opponents as Armour Tech, Wright College, St. Ambrose College, the Alumni, Grinnell and Coe Colleges.
This year saw perhaps the most successful season in intramurals since the time that program was first inaugurated at Loyola. The I-M Board this year continued its drive for a more extensive inclusion of the student body in intramural competition, and according to present statistics, admirably succeeded.

The University Club’s entry, the Dodgers, was considered a strong pre-season favorite, but the keenness of competition this year afforded by the freshman outfits upset all calculations, and at press time, the points have been so distributed that the Alpha Delts have a very handy lead that the Dodgers can hardly hope to surmount.

The frosh first displayed their upsetting tendencies in the Fall Relays when the Bennies spiked the Dodger guns at the outset of the Sweepstakes race. In doing so, the Bennies broke several team records for the Relays, and amassed 37 points to the second place Dodgers’ 32.

The same outfit went on to sweep through the frosh touchball circuit and then took the senior champs, the Dodgers again, by the insulting score of 24-0.

The Delts began to move up with a close victory over the Pi Alphs in the I-M swimming meet held early in December. Five intramural paddlers rang up nine individual points in this meet: Bill Gibbons, George McClellan, Bob O’Connor, Larry Marley, and Al Watson.

The Delts and the Dodgers staged a dog fight for three months while they fought for the I-M basketball title. After playing smooth ball throughout the season, the Dodgers blew up in the crucial title tilt before the onslaught of the Delts, sparked by Graydon and Wendt, and dropped the senior title to the Delts. Meanwhile, the frosh
Intramurals

league was furnishing a counterpart of the senior battle in the Friars-Hoboes tooth and nail struggle. The Friars outclassed and outshot the Hoboes to clinch the title in the final game of the junior loop.

The Friars and Dels met in a playoff to decide the Arts Campus crown, and the Dels shaded the t'rosh outfit by six points, 23-17.

The I-M season reached its peak with the most successful Carnival of Champions yet held. The Carnival, held on April 12th, saw the crowning of the champions of five tournaments.

Bill Smurdon and Jim Marzano of the Pi Alphs met one another for the handball crown, and Smurdon copped the trophy in a gruelling three game match. Meanwhile, the Dels were taking the all-University basketball championship from the Phi Chi's of the Med school, and running away with the novelty events.

The Dels registered two more victories in the pool and bowling tourny finals when Jack Crowley and Bob Ahern came through to score wins.

Another freshman darkhorse appeared in the ping-pong tourny where Jack Smith, unattached, slashed his way through a record field, and conquered Jim Houlihan of the Phi Mu's in the finals held the night of the Carnival.

There are still a few tournaments to be run off which cannot be included in this book. The golf tourny will be held in the early part of May; the tennis tourny, halted by inclement weather in Fall, will be resumed, and the Spring Relays, softball, and handball tournies will decide the Sweepstakes champions. At the time of printing, the Dels seem to have clinched the title, but there is still possibility of an upset.

Jim Houlihan, ping-pong finalist in the I-M sweepstakes.

Ross Littig, director of the channel swim, congratulates Larry Marley upon completion of the five mile course.

The tip-up in the sophomore, junior interclass basketball game.
Intramural Directors

This year the Intramural Board achieved singular success in pursuance of its plan to provide a more extensive, more variegated program of intraschool sports competition. At the time of printing, although few of the tournaments have been completed thus far, the board managers have announced the tournament entries this year have far surpassed the number who engaged in the Intramural program in the past years.

The performance of the board has been enhanced in the past few years by the adoption of selective system of managerial advancement. This year's board has been most effective in the operation of its extensive program for that very reason. The system provides for selection of three sophomore managers from the several freshman managers. The selection is made on the basis of individual application during the intramural season. Following this line, two junior managers are chosen from the three sophomore managers, and from these two is chosen the senior manager. The position of senior manager entails full responsibility for the board's performance; the senior manager is awarded a full scholarship and a major monogram in recognition of his work during his assistantships and his new responsibility.

The general control of the Board this year was in the hands of senior manager, Martin O'Shaughnessy. Departing from strict observance of the system above outlined, three junior managers were in service this year. Three candidates stood out, none of whom could be rejected in view of their excellent co-operation as freshman and sophomore managers. Therefore, Robert Schiavone, Bernard Kiley, and Bruce Berens assisted O'Shaughnessy this year in the capacity of junior managers. Ross Littig, Dan Conroyd, and John Sheahan filled the positions of sophomore managers, and Bill Keefe, Pat Romano, James Kiley, James Pitaro, and Dick Carter served as freshman assistants.

One very important step taken this year was a compilation of the I-M records of the past decade. With only scattered records and News stories to work from, senior manager, Martin O'Shaughnessy has brought records completely up to date. The records have been mimeographed and supplied to every team and every agency which may have cause to use them.
* Activities
The Reverend William A. Finnegans, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, has encouraged activities among the students in order to aid them in the development of their character and initiative. It is because of his interest in these activities and because of the support and assistance he has given them that we have dedicated this section to him.
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Sodality of Our Lady
LAKE SHORE BRANCH

All activity centers around religion, the fount of all inspiration and recourse, from which campus social life and education derives a true purpose and a full meaning. Religion has always been the backbone of a Catholic university and unless it governed our every action of the day there would be no reason for establishing Catholic colleges and universities and there would be no place for Catholics in this world. But when students make religion an integral part of their varied lives and put into practice the truths they have learned concerning their faith it is nothing more than the natural action of an interested and conscientious group of Catholics. It is really the action of Catholics or—Catholic Action.

Thus it has always been at Loyola. Catholic Action, for the greater part through the Sodality of Our Lady, has been foremost in all activities as the active profession of a lively faith which is very near and sacred to the hearts of the Loyola sodalists. The Sodality on the Lake Shore Campus has given to the student
Sodality of Our Lady

body that vivifying principle that makes Loyola University the university that it is—a Catholic university.

With the end in view of removing the chill from the so-called cold facts of religion and presenting it more informally, and, above all, of enhancing the workings of the Sodality so that all Loyolans might become Sodalists the program for the year was altered. Under the direction of Mr. John A. Kemp, S.J., Moderator, and Paul Hummert, Prefect, the Sodality began this year with a program that was initiated and approved by all the students.

In September a meeting was held of some twenty outstanding personalities in the various campus circles who were asked to consider the difficulties of the students and to present a plan that would meet with the needs of all. The program which was presented and accepted divided the Sodality into seven distinct groups.

The "M" Club, a religious and devotional group under the direction of John Devaney, was one of these units. The "M" Club took charge of the plans of the Sodality for the Quadricentennial Anniversary of the Society of Jesus, conducted the highly successful May devotions, and served and ushered at the student weekly mass.

James Cutler was appointed head of the Candle Club, an organization for those who have shown promise in literary fields and those who merely are interested in and appreciate good literature. The group is indebted to John Lyons who did excellent work in starting this work in the past.

Candle Club
McNees, McCort, Esposito, Gill, Kennedy, Cutler, Burke, McCarthy, Galante, Hosna, Fleming.

Father James Hussey, S.J.
Moderator of the Sodality
Sodality of Our Lady

work in reviewing Catholic literature and non-Catholic literature alike for the group.

Due to the efforts of Arthur Fenner, Tannery has proved to be one of the most outstanding organizations on the campus. Its increasing popularity is perhaps due to the intense interest of the students in problems that are common to all college men or because of the clear honest solutions offered by Father James T. Hussey, S.J., moderator. Meeting very informally any and all subjects and difficulties are brought up and a reasonably practical solution is guaranteed. Membership is small and has been limited by the consent of the members.

The Xavier Club, the mission unit of the Sodality, through the leadership of Carl Hayden has enjoyed excellent cooperation from the students in the work of gathering funds for the missions and developed a real interest in the work of the missionaries. This year Loyola led the province colleges in contributions to the missions.

"M" Club

Front Row—Dirksen, Satok, Maciowski, Devaney, Grady, Conway; Second Row—Murnighan, Granfield, Turcella, Breit, Koenig, Dillon, Cornell, Wallace; Rear Row—Wheeler, Johnson, Dillon, Fox, Wallace, Goodwillie, McMahon, Beauregard.

Madonna Della Strada
University College Sodality

The Della Strada Women's Sodality of the University College had a very fine year. The members met every other month for Mass, Communion, Sodality recital, instruction, breakfast, and business meeting on the Lake Shore Campus. In the alternate months the office, benediction, and tea on Sunday afternoon constituted the meetings. On Passion Sunday, a Day of Recollection under Father Millor was held in the University Chapel of the Arts Campus. The mission Unit gathered in the University College on the second Tuesday of each month and prepared many articles for the missions. The collections of magazines for hospitals reached a new high this year.

In charge of the Sodality in a capacity of moderator and responsible for the organized and varied program was the Rev. Thomas A. Egan, S.J., Dean of the University College. The officers of the Sodality were: Mary Connors, President; Mary Breen, Vice-President; Alice Hanes, Secretary; Emilinc Schumacher, Treasurer, and Delphine Healy, Chairman, Mission Section.

BELLA STRADA SODALITY. Seated—Brininst, McNichols, Healy; Standing—Healy, Myers.
Sodality
WEST BADEN BRANCH

At West Baden the Sodality is the most important extra-curricular activity. Aimed specifically at future work in directing Sodality activity, the West Baden unit devoted itself throughout the scholastic year to study and practice in five major fields. A special feature of Sodality work were the general meetings of the whole body. On these occasions, one of the five groups would present an original program to illustrate its peculiar field of study. The Evidence Guild staged a dramatic re-enactment of the famous "Monkey Trial" of 1925, adapted to the extent of having an Evidence Guild man come to the platform and present Catholic answers to Clarence Darrow's cynical questions which proved too much for fundamentalist William Jennings Bryan. The Literature Group dramatized Father Lord's pamphlet, "The Successful Failure." The Fourth Estate group simulated a dinner discussion by several famous Catholic writers to explain their views on the progress of Catholic journalism. The mission group offered a "Flying Carpet" feature in which the audience was brought in imagination from one mission station to another in Patna, India.

Stated—Rosenfelder, Conroy, Becker.
Standing—Williams, Schmedt, Hughes, Downing.
Board of Publications

Loyola publications maintain an enviable consistency in contrast to the output of many "modern" schools, whose journalism depends on sensational matter. The men who are responsible for the high standards are the members of the Board of Publications.

This board supervises the three student publications, the Loyolan, the Loyola Quarterly, and the Loyola News. The Chairman of the Board is Dr. Morton D. Zabel, and he also supervises as Moderator of the Loyolan and the Loyola Quarterly. Mr. Mark Guerin is Moderator of The Loyola News. Other members of the Board are: the Reverend Eugene Shields, S.J., Mr. Julius Kuhinka, and Mr. James J. Young.

The exceptional talents of this group serve to balance the inexperience of the students who are in charge of the publications. They are conscientious in organizing plans, inspecting contracts, and checking copy. These duties cover the development of the entire publication and demand the energy and attention of these men throughout the year. They are willing to put forth the tedious labor which these duties demand because of interest in the University and in this particular field.

Full credit can be given to the Board for the consistent excellence of the Loyola publications. Though at times the staff may bridle at the necessity of control, they really appreciate the necessity and value of the Board's restraining hand.
To commemorate the Quadricentennial of the Society of Jesus and the 70th anniversary of Loyola University as the 1940 Loyolan is designed to do is a superlative task. The staff hopes the job is fittingly done, and the editor demands that the credit be given to the staff.

One who contributed to the book in his work, worry and loss of sleep is the Managing Editor, Harold Frey. There are seemingly an infinite number of details to be taken care of, and Frey was able to carry them all. His position was well-filled.

Jim Conway had charge of the senior section carrying the pictures of over four hundred Loyola graduates. Conway had to correspond with all of them, place posters in all of the schools, represent the staff in the studio, and last but not least, set up the section with the pictures and copy for these graduates. Conway was the first to finish his section.

The sophomore who was head and shoulders above all the others in that year and answers completely to the adjectives, dependable and capable, is Edgar Martin, Photography Editor. Only a rough estimate is possible of how many pictures he had charge of, but we do not exaggerate to place it at a thousand. Ed sacrificed a great deal of his time and energy both during class hours and out of class hours to do his job. It could not have been done better.

Next in line for honors is another sophomore, Ed Landgren. There are many more pictures in this book than we would have been able to pay for were it not for the saving which Ed made for us in his developing and enlarging work. His thorough knowledge of photography helped immeasurably when he was taking pictures, and he merited the position of Head of Photography.

The duties of a managing editor are somewhat undefined but nonetheless real. Harold Frey has converted himself chiefly with working on the dummy, checking on editors for copy, identifications, and pictures.

It is to these men that the Loyolan is indebted for making it an accurate pictorial representation of Loyola Life. John Gannon, Frank Dervy, and Charlie Flynn took care of the downtown school, while Ed Landgren took most of the pictures on the Lake Shore Campus.
Every Editor worries about some section which may get behind schedule. The kind of a man to have in that predicament is Justin McCarthy, Organizations Editor. Organizations had fallen by the wayside when we called on McCarthy to pull us out of the hole. He stepped in and made appointments for group pictures of the clubs in record time. He then besieged the heads of the clubs for facts on their group to insure accuracy in the copy.

Previous editors of the yearbook could tell you how much trouble copy can become. There was a minimum of trouble this year when it was handled by Andrew Dussel. The activities including West Baden Groups, University College groups, and the usual number of Arts and Science functions were cared for by the Activities Editor, Gene Powers. The unusual opening of the book demanded art work from the staff artist, Joe Condon. The Loyolan costs money, and Bill Janik, Business Manager of the Commerce school meticulously handled the expenses, thereby making savings that added to the book.

The work of arranging for group pictures of the fraternities, and pictures also of the presidents fell to Charles Ewerts, the Fraternity Editor. Sports copy and pictures absorbed the time of Warren Matt who was the Editor of the Sports section.

The complications which arrive from having several divisions of the University throughout the city are handled by the representatives at the other campus. John Gannon is the representative at the University College. Gannon's sincere, earnest work was certainly an important factor in the book, and he represents a large number of the students whom this book includes. They couldn't have been represented any better.

Some of the LOYOLAN staff. Front Row—Kiley, Beresky, Frey; Middle Row—Janik, Dussel, Seofield; Rear Row—Condon, Martin, Berk, Conroyd, Kennedy, Landgren, Conway.
James Conway has been responsible for the Senior section while Andy Dussel has had the arduous task of editing copy.

Warren Matt has handled the difficult sports section with the able assistance of Warren Clohisy. Bill Janik has kept the Loyolan accounts as business manager.

The Condon family contributes two men who hold staff positions on the book, the second being John Condon, Medical School representative. John had to arrange appointments, identify faculty, students and fraternities which the medical school contributes. The representation at the Law School was handled by Frank Derby. The Law School gave unqualified cooperation in their portion and it must be attributable to the work by Derby.

In addition to this number of men who hold staff positions, there was also a great number who performed as assistants. In view of the number of details they cleared one can appreciate their importance. The staff of this edition is larger than any other Loyolan, and it is a good thing. This large number of assistants was always available and willing to chase to the different places throughout the city to handle the work. After the pictures were taken it was the assistants who were called upon for the tedious task of identification. They had to live up to the assignment of being exact in spelling of these names, and we feel certain that the identification of photographs will be as correct as human fallibility will allow.

Justin McCarthy has secured the club appointments and stories, while Gene Powers and Charles Everts have had the same responsibility in the activity and fraternity section respectively.

John Condon has kept the staff informed of Medical School happenings as well as identifying all the pictures from that division. His brother Joe has been responsible for most of the art work in the opening section.
The Loyola News

William Gibbons, retiring editor of the News, has put out a paper whose prime objective has been to foster school spirit.

Commended by moderator Mark Guerin in his Honors Day speech as "the finest editor the Loyola News has ever had," William Gibbons opened the second half of his term last September with the resolution to foster and nourish a genuine school spirit, "a feeling of pride that we are Loyola men," as he stated in his inaugural editorial. This became the paper's major policy for the remainder of his year.

Gibbons and his managing editor, Arthur Kogstad, worked methodically with an excellent staff to establish the News firmly as an all-University organ. The fifteenth birthday of the publication on December 15th brought out a parallel between its original purpose and its present status. In 1924, Edmond Richer, William Schoen, John Sweeney, Ambrose Kelly, and Harold Hillenbrand published four mimeographed pages of ordinary notebook paper size. In it they stated:

"The interested parties responsible for the Loyola News believe that they are performing a service in the interest of the entire University. There has long existed a need of more frequent communication between the student bodies of the various de-
partments. In this is contained the paramount purpose of the News. To unify the whole University into a common body is the chief objective. Despite the modest appearance of this effort, the project of a greater paper is held forth."

Although the editor felt the loss of the invaluable former editors, Norbert Henhy and Thomas Shields, he began his year with an experienced staff.

Kogstad in addition to his duties as managing editor conducted "In the Headlines" a column devoted to events of special student interest. Seniors Martin O'Shaughnessy, Daniel Murphy, and John Devaney, with positions as executive editors, acted as an advisory body. Devaney also maintained the humorous tradition of "Ho-Hum" disguised as the now famous "Herman." Associate editors Eugene Dubay, James Cutler, and John Lyons kept the News informed of happenings on the Loyalist and Quarterly. The latter wrote informal essays in his column "The Billboard" which was considered by many to be one of the best features of the paper. Richard Boland saw to the smooth running of the business end of the publication in his capacity of business manager.

The four outstanding Juniors on the staff, Robert Wallace, Robert Koenig, Timothy Dillon, and Joseph McNeela headed their departments with considerable journalistic ability. Wallace issued assignments as news editor; Koenig covered the sports front; Dillon handled the news on the fraternities and clubs; and McNeela ran an efficient circulation department.

Some of the mainstays of the News staff. Seated—Smith, Devaney, O'Shaughnessy, Kogstad, and Boland; Standing—Dillon, Littig, Wallace, and Boland.
Campus representatives who were an integral part of Gibbons's unification program were Maurice Murphy, Medical School; Frank Knoll, the Day Law School; Kenneth Dedekind, the Dental School; Emilie Kruppa, University College; and Katherine Reardon, Social Work. Miss Reardon covered activities in the School of Social Work campus in her "Social-Lites" column.

At the yearly staff banquet in February, Robert Wallace was appointed editor-in-chief to succeed Gibbons. Robert Koenig was named as Kogstad's successor in the post of managing editor.

Wallace's staff consisted of Joseph McNeela as news editor, Ross Littig, sports editor, James Fox, fraternity editor, Charles Beauregard, business manager and John Ruddy, circulation manager.

Soon after Gibbon's appointment last year, he revived the stagger-type headline which had been in vogue during the editorship of James Quinn. This headline has a streamline effect, and was maintained, for the most part, by Wallace, who occasionally reverted to a flush left headline. Seeing the need for the inclusion of more names in the News, Gibbons installed a "Who's Here" column which became the "Campus Broadcasting System" under the direction of Frank Considine. Another change made by Gibbons was the reduction of a full-sized fraternity page to the column form "Fraternity Row." This style was continued by Wallace. A needed improvement in the sports section was "I-M Talkin'," a column devoted exclusively to events in the intramural athletic world conducted by Bruce Berens.
Among other features of particular interest to the students was the series of articles contributed by Dr. Le Blanc on "Church and State." The exchange column, with interesting stories quoted from the newspapers of other schools, proved to be one of the more popular features also. The series of faculty pen portraits enabled the students to become better acquainted with their teachers.

One of the interesting surveys conducted this year by the *News* was an inquiry into what constituted the Loyola boys' ideal girl. The girls from Mundelein retaliated in the next issue by describing their ideal man, which they added was not to be found at Loyola at the present time. The feature section of the copy on the *News* contributed several other articles of like nature which enlivened student interest considerably.
The
Loyola Quarterly

James Gill, managing editor, has carried on the business end of the Quarterly with capability. James Hosa has been a frequent contributor of articles dealing particularly with subjects of musical interest.

Both Arthur Fennel and John Ilven have contributed prolifically to the Quarterly throughout their college career. This year Fennel handled the Book Review Corner and has provided an interesting number of reviews each issue.

Oldest and most distinguished of the Loyola publications is the literary magazine, the Loyola Quarterly. During the thirty-seven years it has been published, the Quarterly has reached a very high level among college magazines, and this year the quality has been maintained by the Editor, James Cutler, Arts Senior. Devoted to the writings of students and faculty, the magazine has long attracted the attention of a wide and discriminating audience.

This year saw the publication of several outstanding pieces of work, especially along creative lines. Robert Weiter Daly, Graduate Student contributed another of his fine short stories, "Ave atque Vale," and the Autumn issue presented some excellent translations from the Medieval Latin by Clare Rooney, also a Graduate Student. Poetry was represented by the work of Norbert Hruby, Graduate Student in English, and John Lyons, Arts Senior and former editor of the Quarterly. Mr. Hruby's poem was "The General Raws by Moonlight," a psychological study of Benedict Arnold, and Mr. Lyons presented "Roderic of Urbino," a dramatic monologue.

Of the critical articles submitted, the most interesting were a series pro and con James Hilton. "Goodbye, Mr. Hilton," by Harold Frey,
John Lyons, former editor of the Quarterly, has been for four years one of the major factors in making it a publication of excellence.

Arts Junior, started the series in the Winter issue, and in the Spring issue Henry Marciniak rushed to the aid of the beleaguered author with "Hello, Mr. Hilton." And then, to finish things off, Arthur Fenner, Arts Senior, tried to reconcile the combatants and patch the various holes in their arguments. Mark A. Finan, S.J., of West Baden, contributed an extremely lucid and diverting study of the difficult matter of objective evidence and its place in Scholastic Philosophy, and Norbert Hruhy in "Credo" presented his views on the matter of Expressionistic technique in the modern theatre.

In the Spring issue two of the Loyola entries in the Brenner Intercollegiate Essay contest appeared, those by James Ostler, which won second place, and by John Lyons. James Cutler, the Editor, was the author of an interesting study of the much-perplexed question of the character of Hamlet.

The Book-Shelf this year continued its policy of reviewing the latest books of interest under the direction of Arthur Fenner. With its new format, developed last year under the editorship of John Lyons, and the variety and excellence of its material, the Loyola Quarterly of 1940 was a magazine of which any university might be proud.

William Joyce and John Rudby, assistant editors, have helped the publication throughout the year in a business capacity.

Harold Frey and Charles Everts have contributed several articles during the year chiefly on subjects of literary interest.
To inculcate an interest in music among the students of the University and to provide an outlet for those who are interested in singing or playing musical instruments, the musical organizations have been founded.

The musical groups of the University are the Lake Shore Campus Glee Club, the University College Women's Choir, and the orchestra. This year West Baden College has also developed a thirteen-piece orchestra to supplement their Glee Club. All Chicago musical activities are under the direction of Mr. Graciano Salvador.

The orchestra under the direction of Mario Salvador has had a fairly successful year making one public appearance this year. They played at the Christmas assembly and proved to be quite popular, particularly in their rendition of Ravel's Bolero.

The Glee Club is one of the more active campus groups. This year it has resumed its custom of giving public concerts at various churches and clubs in response to their invitations. During Lent it sang appropriate songs and hymns of the season at St. Gertrude's, St. Catherine's, and St. Matthew's churches. This year one of the special numbers in their repertoire was the Sacred Cantata, 'Olivet to Calvary,' which has as its theme the Passion of Christ.

The Club also assisted with the massed Glee Clubs of Catholic High Schools and Universities in the public reception of Archbishop Stritch. They have also been contemplating an outdoor concert on the school grounds. A benefit concert for the Chapel was held on April 14th which met with approval from the student body and enabled the group to make a considerable donation to the Chapel fund.
Ostler and Lenihan of the Glee Club observe the poster advertising Mario Salvador's benefit concert for the chapel fund.

The mainstays of the Glee Club this year include Joe Duffy, Norbert Essig, Leonard Pawlikowski, Noel Lenihan, Joseph Turisch, John Dorgan, Joseph Heraty, Ralph Viglione, James Ostler, Casimir Bacharz, Walter Kawala. The president of the organization was Claytus Nelson, who also held this position last year.

Besides their special concerts the Club has performed their usual function of singing at the student Masses throughout the year. They have made the student body more cognizant of the beauty and power of music and the solemnity and devotion of the Mass. They have likewise contributed their services as entertainment for the Mothers' Club Parties.

A vote of thanks is due Mr. Graciano Salvador for his capable and artistic direction of the musical organizations during the past year. He has kept the tradition of good music alive at Loyola.

Mario Salvador has contributed his services as organist to various school functions including the several Honors Convocations.
The Curtain Guild is a student organization which exists for the purpose of producing plays. The director is Mr. Bert G. Walker and the faculty moderator the Reverend Edward V. Carri-gan, S.J.

This year the group was extremely fortunate in its choice of a play, *Father Malachy's Miracle*, and equally as fortunate in its selection of a cast. The play by Bruce Marshall concerned the efforts of a humble Benedictine monk, played by Richard Kiley, to bring belief into a pagan world by means of a miracle. He succeeds in working the miracle, moving a dance hall twenty miles, but is greeted with incredulity and sneers on all sides. The situation becomes such that he is prompted to perform another miracle and move the dance hall back to its original location, providing a successful and comical denouement.

With such a play as this, the casting required characters which are able to bring out the full comedy of the dialogue and situation. Paul Hummert, president of the Guild, who played the role of the straightlaced Canon, William Joyce, his curate, Charles Flynn who took the part of the Bishop, and Michael Esposito, the Cardinal sent from Rome, brought out the full...
flavor of the clerical parts. Carl Hayden, the Anglican cleric. Andrew Gillespie, the Bishop’s bad brother, and Peter, the tipsy Irish servant played by James Marzano took care of the major supporting roles with unusual effectiveness. Agnes Stroth as Peggy McNab, Betty Stroth as the dance hall girl, and Jane Stack as the Canon’s housekeeper provided the roster of girls in the play. Other members of the cast were Hartney, Gill, Smith, Wallace, Sossonu, Dirksen, Clark, Goessling, and Frey, all of whom played their minor parts with considerable distinction.

Ray Kennedy of the stage crew adds a finishing touch to one of the sets.

The ingenue and the vampire in the play were, quite surprisingly, really sisters. Even Loyola has its sister act.

"Don’t act your age" is the motto of the players as exemplified in the way the makeup man is adding fifty years to Dick Kilby’s age.

"Don’t wave that dirty cigar under my nose," shrieks Annie to the back stage villain. Jim Marzano as Peter seems to be frightfully bored and frightfully worried.
Varsity Debate

The Varsity debating team again enjoyed another very successful season under the capable tutelage of Mr. Fred L. Brandstrader, moderator of the team and a faculty member of the department of speech. As always this extra curricular activity found favor among many upperclassmen as they debated the Pi Kappa Delta question: "Resolved: that the United States should maintain a strict policy of military and economic isolation towards all belligerents engaged in armed international or civil conflict outside of the western hemisphere." The immediate need for a practical solution of this problem on the part of the American people made for an extremely vital and pertinent discussion not only on the part of the debaters but also by their audience at each debate.

Beginning in early November with a series of intra-team debates and later engaging in a number of intercollegiate contests with various teams representing schools in the Chigagoland district, the team prepared for the more important inter-regional and tournament debates. This preparation preceded the regular debate season which began after the Christmas holidays.
Gerard Galante defends his side of the ease while his partner, Joseph Gallagher, makes a few mental notes for rebuttal. Frank McGarr and William Bryan listen intently to the ease presented by their fair opponents in the Marquette University debate.

After the semester examinations teams representing colleges and universities from all parts of the United States visited Loyola in their forensic travels. A novel audience feature was introduced by Arthur Kogstad. It consisted of presenting debates before the various social fraternities of the campus and awarding a plaque to the fraternity having the largest attendance.

Teams chosen from the able forensic-minded members of the Varsity squad were chosen to travel to the annual Northwest debate tournament held at St. Thomas College in St. Paul, Minnesota. Accompanied by Mr. Brandstrader, the four men from Loyola who participated in the tournament were Frank McGarr, William Ryan, Charles Ewerts, and William Barrett.

As a compensation for four years of debating, a long trip was awarded to three outstanding seniors, Arthur Kogstad, manager of the debate team, John Devaney and James Fletcher. The team left on Easter Sunday for a ten day tour of the South and the Southeast, visiting schools who had sent representatives earlier in the year for debates at Loyola. Among the colleges visited were the University of Florida at Gainesville, Spring Hill, Florida College for Women, Loyola University of New Orleans, and St. Louis University. While on the return trip home, they stopped at Culver-Stockton College at Canton, Missouri. The highlight of the trip was their stay at Knoxville, Tennessee where they attended the national convention of Pi Kappa Delta. Membership in this coveted fraternity was awarded to Loyola at this meeting. The importance of membership in this organization cannot be overlooked when it is realized that Pi Kappa Delta is a virtual dictator of debating activities in almost all the large colleges and universities in the United States.
In addition to the regularly scheduled debate trips, members of the team gave a series of exhibition debates before such audiences as the Knights of Columbus, Holy Name Society, Catholic girls' High Schools, and various other Catholic organizations.

The quality of the debating as in the past maintained a high degree of excellence. Under the student leadership of Arthur Kogstad, the executive side of the debate program was handled with an unusual display of efficiency. Although missing such men as Jim Quinn, Peter Conway, and Ed Marciniak, the debating society made a splendid showing throughout the year. Valuable men to be lost this year through graduation are Arthur Kogstad, John Devaney, James Fletcher, Robert Kuni, William Barrett, and Richard Wieinke.

Another notable feature which carries with it an anticipated value was the infusion of new blood into the organization by the inclusion of several sophomore debaters. Ordinarily, this would not be permitted but these men made such enviable records as members of the junior organization, the Cudahy Forum, that they were extended the privilege of membership in the upperclass organization.

Members of the Varsity Debate squad who have made at least five intercollegiate debates as well as having shown a consistent quality in debating have been admitted as the first members of the Loyola Chapter of the national debate fraternity, Pi Kappa Delta. Included in this group are Arthur Kogstad, John Devaney, James Fletcher, William Barrett, Joseph Gallagher, Gerard Galante, winner of the Harrison Oratorical Contest in 1940, Frank McGarr, Charles Ewerts, William Ryan, and Carl Hayden. Membership in this organization awarded to these men reveals indirectly the outstanding success which the Varsity debating team has added to its previous laurels.

Well known debating organizations that visited Loyola during the past year included such schools as, St. Olaf's College, St. Thomas College, Niagara University, Omaha University, John Carroll University, Quincy College, and Northwestern University. As usual, the squad held a home-and-home series with Mundelein College.

Debate
The Cudahy Forum

The Cudahy Forum, Loyola's undergraduate debating society, is now concluding one of its most successful seasons. With an initial turnout of some twenty interested students, the first meetings showed that the Forum numbered no small group of experienced debaters among its members.

An initial series of intra-forum debates prepared the speakers for the exhibition debate presented before high school audiences throughout the city.

For the aspiring debaters, the high tide of the year came during the months of January and February when delegations from the Forum took part in three debate tournaments at North Park College, Northwestern University, and Huntington College, respectively. The speakers taking part in these tournaments were: LeRoy Gudgeon, Ted Layden, John Clifford, Charles Padden, James Ostler, James Hartney, John O'Brien, and John Bettenbender. The two delegates to the Northwestern tournament were Richard Huston and Robert Covington together with LeRoy Gudgeon and William Watts.

This year the Forum won nine out of twenty-four debates at the Huntington Tournament. Last year the Forum won five out of six but this year they entered the class A competition. The remaining debates of the season are a series with Fox Secretarial College. As the season approaches its close, the members look back on a most enjoyable year and anticipate possible activity on the Varsity squad next year.

Hartney, Gudgeon, Bettenbender, and Clifford were four very active members of the Cudahy Forum.
The Brandeis Competition was created by Dean John C. Fitzgerald in 1933. It represents the outstanding activity of the law student apart from his classroom work and library research. The competition encourages student initiative and acquaints the student with the proper procedure in the practice of the legal profession. Participants must be thoroughly familiar with legal bibliographies and the preparation of trial and appellate briefs.

First year students are organized into clubs which remain intact during their remaining years in school. Club members gain their initial experience in arguments within the club, later moving to inter-club competition. In the senior year the groups of clubs have been cut down to two and the winners of the final arguments are the entrants into the Intercollegiate Moot Court Trials for the state championship. Practicing attorneys and judges preside at all cases and arguments between the clubs. Their decision is based on excellence of briefs and oral arguments.

The final arguments this year were concerned with the problem of rescission for mistake. Fred Lucas Brandstrader and Joseph Carroll of the night school emerged victorious over the day school team of Leo Newhouse and Dan Abrams. The Hon. John M. O’Connor of the Appellate Court presided and was assisted by Hon. Hugo M. Friend and Hon. John V. McCormick.

The second year Brandeis men met the University of Chicago in a special home and home series, and the first year men had a series of four intra-school arguments. The entire Brandeis competition is under the direct supervision of Mr. John A. Waldron.

Carroll, Brandstrader, Abrams, and Newhouse were the finalists in the Law School’s Brandeis Competition.
*Events of the Year
September . . . back to school again . . . filling out these interminable blanks for registration—what a job! . . . book lists . . . changed again . . . no used copies . . . oh, well . . . first day of class . . . Fr. Finnegan sings the Mass of the Holy Ghost for the Arts boys . . . father, son, and faculty party given by Fathers’ Club in the gym . . . pretty nice . . . Hello Week a success . . . now for the green caps . . . frats start making plans for rush week . . . everything happens to the fresh . . . first issue of the Xeres for the year comes out . . . government picks Loyola as a Flight Training School . . . now we’ll have some aces to raise the denu . . . everybody worries about the war . . . will we be in uniform before the semester? . . . no use studying . . . were we fooled! . . . fresh engers look good . . . Wilson is cheerful about the swimming season . . . looks like a good year for Loyola all the way around.

"Corpus Domini nostri Jesus Christi . . ."
Loyola still has its faculties.

Gym dance; Jack dance; everybody dance.

What won't they think of next?

Looks like Ed's popping tonight.

Planning the 400th year.

Goodwillie's one of the sirens in "Gangbusters."
Interclass Warfare in . . .

Great sorrow came to all Chicago . . . Cardinal Mundelein died on the 2nd . . . Devaney, Frank O'Shaughnessy, and Lyons are elected class prexies . . . Marty says, "The frosh must wear their green caps" . . . Herman conducts Ho-llum for the first time . . . oh frabjous day . . . Phi Chi boys pledge twenty-six . . . Arts frats throw pledge parties and then give the prospects the works . . . pledge pins sprout all over . . . so does that harried look! . . . Union Pow Wow on Friday 13 in the gym big social success . . . eerie too, but not from the lake of the same name . . . the Maroon Keg disappears suddenly . . . wonder why? . . . Council sentences erring Frosh for not wearing caps . . . surprised?—so were they . . . Bill Murphy conducts whirlwind campaign to win Arts frosh presidency . . . Richard Shinnott and Tornello become Med. School class presidents . . . Phi Alpha Delts hold a big pledge party at the Bismarck . . . out of those law books, boys . . . the Big Poosh Ball contest comes off with quite a bang . . . Frosh take the Sophs into camp in spite of an organized kidnapping campaign on the part of the losers . . . legally the Frosh have to keep their caps till they win at basketball . . . actually—we-c-h-l . . . Halloween . . . U. Club throws Harvest Hop in the gym . . . pumpkins, cornstalks, and pushball prizes . . . pretty nice.

Killing snakes?

Irresistible force and an immovable object.

Death comes to a Loyola dance.

Drop that gun, Jack Dalton!

Mama, do they really run across the country?

Scrubwomen à la Loyola.

In the gloaming, oh my darling.

Roll out the barrel.

Philosophy Club discussing Man's Natural Rights.

Well pick 'em up and Layden down.

Stop! It's Wonderful!
Prom to Heaven.

Don't B-flat even if you are A-minor,
Camera shy, no doubt.

Vacant jug—vacant expression.
Rectangular crap game.
Why muse, Phi Mu's.
Fall Frolic big dance in November . . . two big bands play Frolico . . . Ed Galapeaux becomes Med School Senior president . . . Arts Council hears fight over class dues . . . some of the boys don’t believe in Hector, the tax collector . . . Brandstrader and Carroll best Abrams and Newhouse in Brandeis Competition . . . that’s fast talking there . . . Arts Council seeks assistance from the students . . . they form an auxiliary body helping the big boys . . . tough job running Loyola . . . isn’t it Father Wilson? . . . that aggressive class, the sophomores, take all the poor upperclassmen into camp and revenge themselves on the frosh for their pushball defeat by copping the interclass touchball series . . . they’ll have to put a new addition on the wailing wall . . . ending the month with a big bang the Alpha Dels give the first formal of the year at the 666 club . . . Don Chiesta, the Alpha Belt queen, her court of honor . . . you can’t lose.

Don’t point that jaw at me; it may go off!

Interfrat Council,

The attractions of the Loyolan office.
Bonfires and Basketball...

Goodwillie telling about his operation.

How to celebrate a channel swim victory!

Any similarity to real persons living or dead is purely coincidental.

Shake the hand that shook the hand.

The bigger and better bonfire.

There is nice background in this shot.

John and the Senior Queen.

There’s Bill King with that blonde again.

Father Malachy fades.

Mumbledy-peg.

The All-American boy has TWO girls.

Whee... a short month... but a lot happened... Father Finnegan suggests a wolf as a Loyola mascot... no irony intended—we hope!... a number of howls went up from the students anyhow... Green Circle holds big outside pep rally for the cagers opening game... big bonfire... everybody brought a box... Ramblers open against Arkansas and took them into camp... Varsity plays Alumni under the auspices of the Dads’ Club... Monogram Club has lounge dance afterwards... big night for all... it took a miracle to do it but the Curtain Guild gave a highly successful play, “Father Malachy’s Miracle”... cast very good, staging exceptional... one of the best Loyola’s seen... University Club holds their initiation... more additions to the Dead end kids, no doubt... Varsity debate squad opens season with Niagara... sounds all wet... Glee Club gives concert at Christmas assembly... Buburu great hit... the boys thought it was another “Music Goes Round and Round” piece... maybe it was... Pi Alpha formal closes the ’39 social season at school... Electric Club, Dick Carlton... at $2.50, oy, we’re losing money... Christmas... it’s too bad about those neckties... New Year’s Eve... ‘nuff said... “well it was swell while it lasted...”... 'bye now 1939.
Exams end...

semester begins in

New Year's Day... glad we've got two days to recuperate... basketball team had some tough breaks over the holidays... it's a tough league... keep fighting gang... sophs pick class jackets... a couple of style made experts were in on the deal for a change... Bremer has been appointed to go wolfing (for the mascot that is) and is having no end of trouble... what a change for Bob... semester exams... writer's cramp, midnight oil, wurr-wurr, and then surprise... the marks come out and you’re still in school... maybe we knew more than the profs thought we did, or did we?... nothing like relaxing at the Junior Prom... no, you're not seeing double... there are two Prom Kings... and Queens too, woo-woo... big banquet next... Year's annual affair... Wallace and Koenig are appointed... good luck boys... lucky for you it isn't a daily.

The end of the retreat.

It isn't the girls, it's the scenery.

Who's holding whose hand?
They've got good imaginations.
Try to find yourself.
The photographer started a "Conroyd Booster Week."

And then Frank hit the mike.
Senior Retreat in the Chapel.
Has somebody spiked the tea?
Pledges retreat... all retreat during...

Midyear Convocation held at the Community Theatre... a few students got the third degree from the President... bad news for the student body... Herman folds up his column for the year... new team of screwballs under the nom de plumes "Nuts and Bolts" take over... Cagers hold DePaul to a six point victory, congrats, boys... Honors Convocation comes off next... smart boys cash in for their work... the Alpha Sigs try to revive the Interfrat Council... looks like they better put it in a temporary coffin next time they bury it... Doctor Steward publicly complains about the foreign post card situation in the Neos... at least he doesn't have to worry about it this summer... last dance before Lent is the Phi Betes formal quadrats... no more fun once Lent starts... Loyalty Week with beard contests, free throw contests, tags, and Quasimodo... don't forget Goodwillie and Gangbusters—how could we?... what's Cagney got that Charlie hasn't... Arts Frats pick Matt, Dillon, and Martin for prexies... looks like a good year for the Irish... school B. M. O. C.'s in Junior classes appointed to Alpha Sigma Nu... exclusive bunch aren't they?... Glee Club cantatas at local parish... some yodeling... and they're all hymns—no hers.

D'ya get it?

This is too much for us to handle.

Take those grins off your faces; you haven't won it yet.

Getting close to heaven boys.

So I ain't next!

What the Loyolan's got that the News hasn't got.

Goodwillie isn't kidding this time.

And you're the All American boy, tsk, tsk.

The Curtain Guild business staff sends out for more red ink.

Remember what Father Kelly said.

The men who came to dinner.
Board growing contestants start from scratch, or is it scrape?

Edgar "Harmageddon" Martin presents trophy.

Looks bad for St. Michael's.

Marty sells back Manhattan Island.

Loyola could use a mascot like this.

Free Throw Contest Winner—Mr. Sachs.
Archbishop Stritch comes to Chicago ... Loyola's own John Felten makes welcoming speech on behalf of Catholic Youth ... no doubt the talk was heartfelt ... Kogstad discovers Loyola is getting a wolf ... writes column denouncing whole idea as undermining the constitution as well as being a danger to American youth ... murder in the Lounge ... freshman killer devours the Loyola mascot, Loytucky ... just an inoffensive goldfish ... what's he think the lunchroom's for anyway? ... Kogstad, Devaney, and Fletcher take debate road trip ... come back with southern accents—and bulging address books ... Soph Cotillion with the "Ideal Date of 1940" big success ... Phi Mu's hold fancy Easter night dance on a yacht ... the bar was in the bilge—or was the bilge in the bar?
In the spring
a young man's fancy...

First big event of the month is Dad-Son banquet in honor of the basketball team... music, magic, and meal... nice job Dads... Arts campus takes Roosevelt third-term survey... boys give Franklin the negative by a slight majority... that should decide if anything does... ye editor gets excited in his little column in the middle of the paper about Bertrand Russell... his searching editorial reduced the University to the verge of nervous prostration for several days... frats get all wound up on their second pledge season... more splinters again... oh well—cheer up—it's only a short pledgeship... Mario gives big benefit concert for the chapel fund... big crowd expected—the more the Mario'r... wolf cub formally christened by a contest... four students submit nickname "Rambler"... what, aren't they going to put him in a cage?... if they don't, they better pull his teeth or put the Loyola boys in the cage... fifteen Loyolans trek down to Greencastle to see about the International Relations... Germany attacked Norway—Denmark immediately afterwards... Alpha Dels hold their annual spring dance at the Furniture Mart... what with Johnny Gilbert as orchestra leader and the Delt socialites as guests it should be a pretty tricky affair... I-M carnival big attraction for April... see all the winners fight for their crowns.
Month of May

At last the long awaited Senior Ball ... Bob Strong and his NBC orchestra at the beautiful ballroom of the Lake Shore Athletic Club . . . unforgettable memories . . . Mothers' and Fathers' Club Scholarship party at the Stevens is a big success . . . not much time left in the year . . . comps for the Seniors roll around now . . . so long boys . . . this ain't no way to treat them after working four years . . . high school seniors come up to take scholarship exams . . . whatever think of Loyola? . . . don't worry, all the exams at Loyola aren't like this one. (snicker, snicker) . . . the Loyolan banquet, the Loyolan is issued . . . is the staff glad! . . . and then, semester exams . . . if we live through these we've got all summer to rest up in . . . don't forget the Pi Alph formal . . . last dance of the year . . . see you there . . . 'bye now till September.

So Mrs. Pettibone said . . .

Colima, I found a man.

Still no date, huh Frank?
Big brother act.

Their day is done.

Galapaeaux works for the Gallup poll.

O tempora, O mores, O M.D.'s.

Portrait of one of Loyola's popular registrars.

Beachcombing—it's done with mirrors.
Acknowledgement . . .

To put out a school annual is no small task. The innumerable details, the great diversity of sources, the difficulty of organizing the material—all of these things make the job of compilation and publication difficult. It is at this point—when all the pictures have been taken, when all the copy save this has gone to the printers, and when the editor has nothing to do except read final proofs—that he feels that the time for casting up accounts has come.

The sincerest and most heartfelt thanks of the editors must be extended primarily to the staff. Few finer, more co-operative groups could be found on any campus and it is due to their efforts on behalf of the LOYOLAN that the editorial burden has been considerably lightened.

To Doctor Zabel, our moderator, we extend a heartfelt vote of thanks for the personal interest he has taken in the publication of this book and for his invaluable assistance in solving major problems.

Since a yearbook is a commercial product of the engraving, printing, photographic and cover designing arts, the representatives of these firms come into considerable contact with the editors. A personal opinion is that few men could be found with more genuine interest in the problems of the editor or with more sympathy for the difficult situation into which his inexperience occasionally leads him. Mr. Fred Montiegel, of Pontiac Engraving and Electrotype Company, has been friend, companion and mentor to this year’s editors. His restraining humor has calmed the somewhat distracted members of the staff when the situation became increasingly complex. Mr. Edward J. Bryan of the Pantagraph Printing and Stationery Company has capably solved our printing problems for us. The success of his task lies in the reader’s hands. Without John Roach of Root Studios, the yearbook as a pictorial record of University Life would be surprisingly inadequate. Class groups, Senior pictures, and many other special groups have been due to the trusty camera of John’s which has travelled the length and breadth of Chicago for the LOYOLAN. Mr. Harold Beckett of Kingscraft Products has been responsible for the beautiful cover of this book.

Our twelve month task is nearing its close. So now until the work on the next book begins, this is the
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